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PROCEEDINGS OF MEETINGS

OF THE

CEYLON ASIATIC SOCIETY.

GENERAL MEETING.

HELD 21 ST JUNE, 1862.

Rev. B. Boake, Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary referred to the arrangement for the transfer of the

Military Medical Museum to the Society, which had been completed

by the Secretary receiving the Museum keys.

The conditions of the transfer were then read and confirmed;

one of these declared that all Military Medical Officers now resident,

or who may hereafter reside in Ceylon, be Honorary Members of

the Society without entrance fee or subscription.

The following papers were then submitted to the Meeting:

—

Descriptive notices of the Raw Products of Ceylon by H. Mead.

The Quassia wood of Ceylon by W. C. Ondaatjie.

The Medicinal substances of the Native Bazaars by W". Ferguson,

On the Buddhist Scriptures by J. De Alwis.

Notes on the rain-fall in Colombo during 6 years accompanied

by tables and a diagram by J. Capper.

General Meeting, March 7 th, 1863.

Rev. B. Boake, Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary reported the progress made in regard to the in*

creased accommodation required for the Society's Museum in con-

sequence of the amalgamation with it of the Military Medical

Museum.
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The Governor had approved of the proposed plan for adding &

floor to the present building, by which means it would be made to>

correspond with the opposite wing of the buildings occupied by the

Treasury, but there were difficulties in carrying out the plan, owing

to the large amount of work on hand in the Civil Engineer's De-

partment. The cost of the building was estimated at £450 and

there was no doubt that His Excellency would sanction the appro-

priation of such a sum. At present the contents of the Military

Museum remained in their original rooms which might at any time

be required for other purposes.

After reading a list of the books and Periodicals received since

the last meeting and the election of new members, the following

papers were read.

On the romanization of the Sinhalese Alphabet by R. C. Guilders,

Esq.

Remarks on the weather during 1862 by J. Maitland, Esq.

Translation of a portion of the Salalhini Sanxeo by R. C. Guil-

ders, Esq.

General Meeting, October Zlst, 1863.

Rev. B. Boake, Vice-President, in the Chair.

After the transaction of general business the Secretar}?- reported

that the Governor had sanctioned the introduction into the Supply

Bill for 1864 of a vote for £513, the estimated cost of enlarging the

premises occupied by the Society, in order to enable it to receive

the Museum of the Military Medical Department.

Mr. Ondaatjie exhibited a specimen of the inspissated juice of.

the Alstonia Scholaris, which he stated to be a substitute for

Gutta-percha. It possesses the same properties and is as workable

as the latter. It readily softens when plunged into boiling water,

is soluble in Turpentine and Chloroform, receives and returns im-

pressions, and is adapted for seals to documents. The tree abounds

with milky juice like the Gutta-percha, has a fleshy bark and

porous wood, and belongs to the order Apocynea.
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The following papers were then read'

—

On the air-breathing fishes of Ceylon by Rev. B. Boake.

On Devii Worship by D. De Silva Gooneratne Modliar.

Buddha's First Sermon translated by Bev. D. J. Gogerly, con-

tributed by Eev. R, S. Hardy,

The Origin of the Sinhalese language by James Alwis, Esq.

Buddha's discourse on caste by L. De Zoysa, Esq.

On the poisoning properties of the Calotropis Gigantea by W.

C. Ondaatjie, Esq.

General Meeting, September 3rd, 1864.

Rev. B. Boake, Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary made a brief statement in reference to the posi-

tion of the Society and the arrangements in regard to the Museum.

Last year Sir C. MacOarthy promised a public grant for the

purpose of enlarging the Society's rooms, to enable it to receive the

•collection presented by the Military Medical Department. On the

faith of this promise the Society paid to the Medical Department

from its limited funds about £502, being the value of the cases and

stands containing the collection. A vote of £513 was placed in

the Supply Bill for 1864 for enlarging the premises, but was

afterwards withdrawn. This year the Committee applied to Go-

vernment for £100 to enable it to receive a portion of the Military

Museum within the existing premises, to which request the Go-

vernment replied that there were no funds at its disposal, and the

vote could not be entertained in the Supplementary Supply Bill

for this year. The balance of the Society's funds in the hands of

the Treasurer was only £15, it was therefore impossible to go on

with the printing of the Journal.

The following gentlemen were elected members ofthe Society:

—

Messrs. R. Tatham, J. Winzer, C. Ferdinand, J. Martensz, W.
II. Harrison, B, Jones.

The following new rules was proposed and adopted:—
" That members returning from Europe be allowed to rejoin

without any further payment than the current subscription,"
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Papers were then read—On the origin of the Sinhalese lan-

guage, Part II. by J. De Alwis, Esq.

On Taxidermy by W. H. Harrison, Esq.

Papers relating to the surrender of the Dutch Forts to the Bri-

tish from the Dutch records by Mr. W. Gonetilleke.

General Meeting, Saturday, May 13th, 1865.

The Eev. B. Boake, Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read a report setting forth the absence of any

fresh papers for reading, and the state of the Society's funds. The

Governor had declined to give the sum of £50 in addition to

withholding the vote for adding to the accommodation ofthe building

to enable it to receive the articles from the Military Medical Museum.

Subscriptions for the current year had not been collected, as it

was not clear that it was desirable to ask for them, as no business

had been transacted.

At the conclusion of the report Mr. Capper expressed his wish

to resign the Office of Secretary, it was resolved accordingly, that

Mr. Steward be appointed Secretary, and that the thanks of the

Society be given to Mr. Capper for his services during the long

time he had acted as Secretary. It was also resolved " that a de-

putation should wait upon the Governor shortly after his arrival

in Colombo, to request His Excellency to become the Patron of the

Society, and at the same time to urge its claims to a small grant

from the Public funds, and that the deputation should consist of Sir

Edward Creasy, Mr. Layard, Mr. Wall, Mr. Lorensz, Mr. Capper

and the Secretary."

General Meeting, November 2nd, 1865.

Present:—The Chief Justice Sir Edward Creasy, in the Chair.

The Hon'ble Mr. Justice Temple, Eev. B, Boake, Rev. J.

Nicholson, Messrs. J. A. Caley, C. A. Lorensz, R. Dawson, J. P.

Green, W. C. Ondaatjie, W. Ferguson, L. De Zoysa, G. S. Steward.
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The following gentlemen were proposed and elected Members

of the Society.

The Rev. J. S. Mill, S. T. Richmond, Esq., George Hawkins,

Esq., Hugh Nevill, Esq., A. Primrose, Esq., Mr. Holdsworth was

also proposed and elected an Honorary Member,

The following motions were then proposed and carried:

—

1st. Proposed by Dr. Eraser, seconded by Mr. Lorensz, that

the Chief Justice, the Bishop, and the Hon'ble Mr. Justice Temple

be requested to become Vice-Patrons of the Society.

2nd. Proposed by the Hon'ble Mr. Justice Temple, seconded

by J. A. Caley, Esq.

That the Committee do consist of the following gentlemen;—
President.

Dr. Eraser.

Vice-President.

The Rev. Barcroft Boake.

Treasurer.

S. Rains, Esq.

Conservator.

G. Hawkins, Esq.

Secretary and Librarian.

G. S. Steward, Esq.

C. P. Layard, Esq., Major Skinner, C. A. Lorensz, Esq., A. M.

Ferguson, Esq., R. Dawson, Esq., K. Jones, Esq., J. De Alwis, Esq.

3rd. Proposed by Mr. Dawson, seconded by Mr. Green, that

the Librarian be requested to ascertain by an examination of the

books in the library, what books have been mislaid.

4th. Proposed by Major Skinner, seconded by Mr. Dawson.

That in future any member, who wishes to obtain the loan of a

book, shall make application in writing for it to the Librarian, who

shall file the application and make a record both of the issue and

the return of the books.

oth. Proposed by Mr. Nicholson seconded by Mr. Ferguson,

that the conservator be requested to compare the specimens in the
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Museum with the list given in the Appendix to the 6fch Report, and

report the result of the enquiry to the Committee.

Mr. Lorensz stated that he had a sum of £60 in the bank in his

name as Treasurer of a Society which once existed here called the

Atheneeum, and said that he thought it might be made use of by

the Society for the purpose of bringing out the Journal. Some

conversation was carried on as to the legality of this, and it was

determined that Mr. Lorensz should write to all the share holders,

whose addresses he could discover, to ask their permission to appro-

priate their funds to the purpose mentioned.

Committee Meeting, November \%th, 1865.

Present:—Dr. Fraser, Rev. B. Boake, C. P. Layard, Esq., G.

Hawkins, Esq., G. S. Steward, Esq.

The question of the appointment of a Librarian at the last Gene-

ral Meeting was discussed and it was determined that the Secretary

should see Mr. De Zoysa and ask him if he would be willing to act

as joint Librarian with the Secretary, and that a General Meeting

should be called as soon as possible to settle the difficulty.

The following additions to the Library were laid on the table:

—

Answers from Government Agents of Galle, Jaffna and Matura,

to questions addressed to them on the Natural History of their

Provinces.

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for May, June and

July, 1865.

3 Nos. Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal Part I. No. 1. Part

II. Nos. 1 and 2.

General report of Public Instruction in the Lower Provinces of

the Bengal Presidency for 1863 and 1864,

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ire-

land 1865 Vol. I. Part II.

5 Nos. Annals of the Magazine of Natural History.

Sacred Books of the Buddhists compared with History and Mo-

dern Science, presented by Rev. R. S. Hardy.
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The Secretary was directed to write and thank Mr. Hardy for

his donation.

General Meeting, December 1st, 1865.

Present:—Rev. B. Boake, in the Chair.

Rev. J. Nicholson, Messrs. H. Nevill, L. De Zoysa, A. M.

Ferguson, W. Ferguson, G. Hawkins, J. S. Mill, C. A. Lorensz,

R. Dawson, A. Primrose, G. S. Steward.

Mr. Boake reported that he had received a letter from Sir Edward

Creasy saying that His Excellency the Governor had consented to

become the Patron of the Society.

The question of the late appointment of a Librarian was then

discussed and it was agreed that Mr. De Zoysa should be asked to

act as sole Librarian, which he consented to do.

Mr. W. Ferguson, Mr. J. A. Caley were added to the Committee.

It was determined that subscriptions should be considered due in

January of each year, and that members who have not paid by the

end of the year shall be considered to have relinguished their con-

nection with the Society.

Mr. De Zoysa presented a copy of a Dictionary of the Pali lan-

guage by Mogallana Thero with English and Sinhalese notes by

Waskaduwe Subkati, Buddhist Priest.

Committee Meeting, December 9th, 1865.

Present:—Rev. B. Boake, in the Chair.

Messrs. L. De Zoysa, R. Dawson, G. S. Steward.

The following papers were laid on the table by the Secretary:—*

1 Engineers Journal.

2 Nos. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal Part I. No. 3

Part II. No. 3.

1 Vol, Proceedings of Asiatic Society of Bengal for September,

1865.

1 No. Annals of Magazine of Natural History,
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The Secretary read a letter from the Treasurer regretting that

he was not able to attend the meeting, and sending a report of the

state of the Society's funds.

It was settled that Mr. Dawson and Mr. W, Ferguson should be

asked to audit the accounts and prepare a report by the next Com-
mittee meeting.

General Meeting, February 2Zrd, 1866.

Present;—Rev. B. Boake, in the Chair.

Rev. J. S. Mill, Messrs. C. P. Layard, W. Ferguson, A.

Primrose, R. Dawson, L. De Zoysa, J. A. Caley, G. S. Steward.

The following gentlemen were elected members of the Society:

—

T. C. Bury, Esq., Rev. Brooke Bailey.

C. M. P. Pieris, Esq., A. Karunaratna, Esq., Cornelius Jaye-

singhe, Esq., Rev, J. MacArthur, S. Grenier, Esq., J. R.

Blake, Esq.

It was proposed by Mr. Dawson, and seconded by Mr. Ferguson

that the sum to be paid for life membership should be 10 guineas

at entrance, 8 guineas after paying subscription for two years, and

7 guineas after four or more years' subscription.

Mr. Primrose was appointed Treasurer in place of Mr. Rains,

who had expressed his wish to resign.

It was determined that the Committee should meet as soon as

possible and make arrangements for publishing the Journal.

Committee Meeting, March 16^, 1866,

Present:—Rev. B. Boake, in the Chair.

Messrs. L. De Zoysa, A. Primrose, G. S. Steward.

The following gentlemen were appointed a reading Committee

to report upon the papers:

—

Rev. B. Boake, Messrs. L. De Zoysa, A. Primrose, R. Dawson,

Mutu Coomara Swamy, J. De Alwis.
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Committee Meeting, July 6th, 1866.

Present:— Rev. B. Boake, in the Chair.

Messrs. R. Dawson, L. De Zoysa, G. Hawkins, G. S. Steward.

The following books were laid on the table.

Engineer's Journal for January, February, March, April, May 4

1866.

Proceedings of Asiatic Society of Bengal for December, 1865

with Index for the year.

Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal Part 11. No. 1, 1865.

Military Sanitary Report.

Poetical version of Genesis and Exodus in Tamil by Rev. J,

Mc Arthur, Jaffna, presented by the Author.

Journal of Bombay Asiatic Society 1861-62 1862-63.

3 Nos. Annals of Magazine of Natural History.

2 Photographs from Mr. Macready from Putlam.

Proceedings of Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia

for 1865.

A sum of £5 was put at the disposal of the Secretary for repairs.

£i0 were voted for procuring things from England necessary for

setting up specimens in the Museum,

It was agreed that the following papers should be published.

All the Chapters of Mr. Silva's Work on Demonology in Ceylon

except chapter VIII.

Origin of the Sinhalese language by J. De Alwis, Esq.

1st discourse of Buddha.

A few remarks on the poisonous properties of Calotropis Gigan*

tea by Dr. Ondaatjie.

A paper on fish by Revd. B. Boake,

A paper on Medicinal oils.
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LIST of Members of the Ceylon Branch of the Royal

Asiatic Society,

Alwis, J. A.

Alwis, A,

Boake, Rev. B,

Birch, F. W.
Bailey, Rev. J. B,

Bury, F. 0.

Blake, J. B.

Caley, J. A.

Capper, J.

Coomara Swamy, M.
Creasy, Hon'ble Sir E,

Dawson, R.

Dickson, J. F.

Dias, C.

Ferguson, A. M.

Ferguson, W.
Flanderka, J. L.

Ferdinands, C.

Gibson, Hon'ble W. 0.

Green, J. P.

Grenier, S.

Hawkins, G. H.

Jones, Kepple.

Jayesinghe, Cornelia.

Karunaratna, M.

Lorensz, C. A.

Layard, C. P.

Marsh, J.

Morgan, Hon'ble R. F. W.
Merson, Rev. C.

Martensz, J.

Mill, Rev. J.

Mc Arthur, Rev. J.

Nicholson, Rev. J.

Nevill, Hugh.

Ondaatjie, W, C.

Pole, H.

Primrose, A.

Pieris, J. M. P.

Richmond, S. T.

Shultze, N. D.

Skeen, W.
Stewart, C. H.

Skinner, Major, A.

Steward, G. S.

Saram, F. J. De.

Thurstan, Rev. J.

Tatham, Ralph,

Temple, E.

Wall, G.

Winzer, J.

Young, Rev. J.

Zoysa, L. De
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ACCOUNT of the state of the Society's funds

by the Treasurer.

£ s. d.

Balance received 25 13 8

1 Life subscription 7 7

Entrance fees. 5 15 6
Subscriptions paid 29 8
Journals sold 10
Amount from Athenaeum Society paid

er by Mr. Lorensz 66 7 10

t 135 2

Paper for Printing Journal - 15

Paid on account to Printer - 3 10

Notices - - 15

Vote to Secretary for repairs - 5

Advertising - - 2 4
Collecting subscriptions - - 117 6
Peon's wages - - 11 15 6

38 4

Balance in hand 97 1 8
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ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

On Demonology and Witchcrajt in Ceylon.—By Dandris De

sllva gooneratne, modliar.

General Remarks on Demon Worship.

A belief in the realities of an invisible world of evil spirits as

influencing, in a certain manner, many of the ordinary concerns of

human life, has not only always formed an integral part of the

creed of a large majority of mankind in every age and country of

the world, but has also had, and still has, to a considerable extent,

a certain strange, mysterious, and unaccountable fascination for

the mind of man, even when reason happens to raise its authorita-

tive voice of condemnation against it. Why, or how this is so

—

whether it is founded on any innate, morbid quality of the human

heart, which men find it difficult to resist under certain circum-

stances, or on any intrinsic truth inherent in the nature of the

thing itself, or only on mere ignorance, it is as far from my present

purpose, as it is beyond my humble abilities, to discuss here. But

that the belief really exists will hardly admit of a doubt.

This belief has, according to the amount of intelligence and

civilization possessed by those among whom it prevails, given rise

to various systems of superstition, of which some are of the most

B
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debasing and revolting character. And although there is scarcely

a single country in the world, in which this belief does not more

or less prevail in some form or other, yet we do not think there is

any, in which it has developed itself in such gigantic proportions,

or such hideous forms, as in this beautiful Island. Elsewhere it

may sometimes exercise considerable influence and even command

many devoted votaries; but here it has been moulded into a regular

religion, arranged and methodized into a system, and carefully

preserved in writing: so that the amount of influence, which it ex-

ercises over the thoughts, the habits, the every day life of a

Singhalese, is such as can hardly be believed by a stranger to the

character of a genuine Singhalese Buddhist.

A series of writers commencing with Knox and ending with Sir

Emerson Tennent, have, at different periods, during the last 200

years, given to the public the results of their enquiries and expe-

rience in matters connected with this Island, in a number of inter-

esting and able works of which Sir Emerson's is the last and the

greatest: yet none of these writers seem to have perceived, in any

adequate degree, the extraordinary amount of gross superstition

which prevails among the people, of whose manners, customs, and

history they professed to treat; not that they have omitted to mention

the worship of gods and demons, as well as Buddhism and a few

other superstition, as existing among our countrymen, and even in

some instances, gone into considerable details respecting them,

but they do not appear to have been fully aware of the extraor-

dinary degree of influence they exercise over the mind of a

Singhalese. This is owing partly to the circumstance of these

writers being Englishmen, mostly unacquainted with the native

languages, and partly to a certain reluctance, which a demon-wor-

shipper always feels, to communicate full and unreserved informa-

tion to a stranger who professes a different religion, suspecting that

the object of the Englishman, in seeking for information respecting

a system in which he himself does not believe, is only to publish it

in his books and newspapers, and thereby expose it to public ridi-

cule.
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In the following pages, we propose to class the different forms

of superstition prevailing among our countrymen, under the fol-

lowing heads, viz:—I. Demon ism, or the worship of demons or evil

spirits; II. Capuism, or the worship of gods, demigods, and deified

heroes; III. Grahaism, or the worship of planets and stars; IV.

Miscellaneous Superstitions, or such as cannot properly be

classed under any of the preceding heads. Not only will each of

these be found to be distinct from the rest in all material points,

but they also appear to have originated in the Island at different

periods of time.

It is not easy, however, to fix definitely any particular period of

time as that in which any of these systems of superstition first

originated in the Island, no positive information of a very reliable

character being supplied by any records of native annals now

extant. Nevertheless the most reasonable supposition, and one

which is supported by all who have touched upon the subject, and,

to a certain extent, by the native historical records themselves, is,

that the greater portion of them existed here at a very early period,

long anterior to the commencement of the Christian era.

With the exception of Buddhism (also which is partly, though

in some few respects only, based upon Brahminism) every species

of superstition, science, or literature, which exists among the

Singhalese, with certain exceptions of minor importance, may be

traced, more or less directly to Brahminism and its Vedas and Shas-

ters. Whether this is solely a consequence of Wijeyo's invasion

(543 b. c.), or whether any portion of them, such as the worship

of demons and of planets, had existed here even before that event,

and only became assimilated to the Brahminical doctrines itself

in subsequent times, it is not easy to decide; but yet, if the wild,

ignorant savages, who inhabited this Island, when Wijeyo landed on

it, and whom Native Chroniclers have styled demons, did profess

any form of worship, as no doubt they must have done, it is more

likely that it related to demons and planets, than to any thing else.

Men steeped in complete barbarism and ignorance, separated by

their insular position from the rest of the world, attributing, with
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the first impulse of uneducated nature, a supernatural agency to

natural causes and events, when these were beyond the comprehen-

sion of their simple intellects, and naturally impelled, therefore, in

the absence of any other form of religion calculated to fill up the

void in their minds, to embrace any which their untutored passions

and feelings, and their immediate wants and conveniences suggested

to them, as the best—men such as these are likely to coin for them-

selves a religion, which in every respect corresponds with their own

dispositions. Sickness and death, the most direful calamities of

life, with the many dreadful circumstances generally attending

them, are, of all causes, those which would naturally, in those early

ages of the world, excite, in an ignorant and simple mind, feelings

of supernatural terror; and the rise, among such a people, of a

system of worship, in which every form of disease and suffering is

attributed to the agency of demons, must cease to excite wonder

in any mind. If Demonism did actually exist here previous to the

invasion of Wijeyo, as we think it did, a multitude of other causes

and cireum stances, which followed that event, as consequences of

it, must have cooperated to bring it into its present condition, with

its charms and spells and invocations to the Hindoo deities. These

changes appear to have bean going on till within the last 3 centuries.

But though we are not able to fix the exact period at which

Demonism originated in the Island, we have enough ofevidence to

prove, that its origin could not have been later than the fifth century;

for the seventh Chapter of 31ah a Wanse, a work whose authen-

ticity has never been called in question, makes mention of Balli*

offerings, made to demons at the time of Wijeyo, that is five and a

half centuries before the Christian Era; which shews, that, even if

Demon-worship did not prevail here in the days of Wijeyo, it did so

* Although the books of the demon priests direct that a balli or image of

any demon invoked on any occasion, should be formed, and offerings be made to

it, yet in point of practice this image, or balli, has generally been dispensed with

in modern times.

There is another species of balli made to represent, not demons, but Planet

gods. These will come to be noticed under the head Grahaism.
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in the days of Maha Nama Terunnanse, who was engaged in the

composition of that historical work, between the years 459 and

477 a. d,, that is nearly 1400 years ago.

Grahaism may, with equal reason, be supposed to have been a

system of still more ancient origin; the sun, moon, and stars being

the first objects of wonder, which are calculated to rouse, in an

ignorant mind, feelings of superstitious adoration. But, as it at pre-

sent exists, it appears to be almost wholly an emanation from

Brahminism. While Capuism, on the other hand, is a mixture of

Hindooism and of a more refined species of Demonism, the first

derived from the continent, the latter of indigenous growth, and

both mixed together into a heterogeneous system, originating proba-

bly at a period later than the two former.

Although Buddha is said to have visited Ceylon three several

times before its conquest by Wijeyo, his religion was not established

in it till the reign of Dewanan Piatisse, who ascended the throne-

307 e. c, nearly 236 years after Buddha's death. But, from the

first day of its introduction into the Island, its success seems to-

have been very rapid; and indeed from the despotic nature of the

government, and the religious enthusiasm of the king, assisted as

it was by the proselytizing spirit of Dharma Soka of India (the

grandson of him who has been called Sandrncbtta by the Greek

writers) its success could not but have been certain, immediate, and

complete. But demonism was not displaced by it. It only took

a subordinate rank. Buddhism acknowledges the existence of

demons, and connives at, if it does not openly countenance, the

practice of demon-worship, or at least of a great deal which belongs

to it. Buddhism does not hold out worldly advantages or imme-

diate rewards in this life to its votaries, so much as demonism does.

Its task is the graver one, of pointing out a way (though an erro-

neous one) of obtaining salvation for the soul; an object which is

to be attained, only after passing through many transmigrations of

the soul, through countless millions of years—a consummation,

therefore which, however devoutly wished for by a Buddhist, is

still one to be attained only in another state of existence, at some.
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unknown distant period of time. Demonism, on tile other hand,

deals with the concerns of this life, and of this life alone. This, there-

fore, appeals more strongly to the passions and feelings, in as much

as it relates to things nearer and present. Hence, demonism never

lost its hold on men's minds, but, on the contrary, it still continues

to be the most popular of all forms of worship prevailing among

the Singhalese.

The period, at which demonism seems to have been fashioned

into the form it still retains, is that which intervened between the

eleventh and the sixteenth centuries, during which, owing to the

numerous wars which were incessantly waged between the princes

of this Island and those of Southern India, thousands of Malabars

often became residents, as captive slaves or as freemen, among the

Singhalese, and imparted to the latter, many of their own peculiar

superstitions and notions, so that many fresh additions were made

to demonism, both in the number of demons, and, especially, in the

introduction of a large number of charms or spells recited at every

demon ceremony now; so much, indeed, does this appear to have

been the case that more than seven-eighths of the charms, belonging

to Singhalese Necromancy, are in the Tamil language; a circum-

stance which has led many to believe, that demonism is altogether

an importation from the continent. During the last three centuries,

no changes whatever seem to have been made in it, or if any,

only of a very trifling nature, and that too, more in the gradual al-

terations of the language used in the invocations, than in any thing

else. Knox's short account of the form of demon-worship, which

prevailed at the time he was a captive in this Island, that is 200

years ago, seems, judging even from the little he has said on the

subject, to be exactly the form of worship, which at this day prevails

among the people.

Thus, besides Buddhism, properly so called, there are three other

forms of worship, which enter into the religious creed of a. Singha-

lese, namely Demonism, Capuism, and Grahaism. In addition to

these, there are also a variety ofother minor superstitions, considered

to be quite necessary to his welfare, and which, though of minor
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importance, do engage, and will continue to engage, his serious

attention, so long as he continues to be a Buddhist. As the first of

these, viz., Buddhism, relates only to his spiritual interests, affecting

him in another life, so the last three concern his temporal interests

in this life; the fruits of the first being tasted only in another state

of existence, while those of the last, are enjoyed immediately, and

during every moment of this life. To which of these therefore a

Singhalese resorts oftenest, and with the greatest eagerness, it is

easy to imagine. He has one religion for his soul, and another for

his body, both highly reverenced, and maintained as essential to his

well being; a convenience which, as far as we are aware, no other

nation in the world possesses.

The most remarkable feature in the character of a Singhalese is,

not that he is a follower of any one of these superstitious systems,

but that he is a follower of each and all of them at one and the

same time; for the doctrines of some of these appear to be contra-

dictory to, and inconsistent with^ each other. For instance, Gra-

haism maintains, that the movements of the Planets influence man

in every thing; that sometimes they bring disease, death, poverty

and every other imaginable misery, not only on himself, but sometimes

even on those connected with him; that at other times they give him

health, wealth, honours, happiness, and every thing else desirable;

but that all the aforesaid calamities may be prevented by propi-

tiating the planets by certain ceremonies. On the other hand, the

fundamental doctrine of the religion of Buddha, being, that every

man is what he is, owing to Karma, that is, to the nature of what

he has done, good or bad, in a previous state of existence, Buddhism,

or at least every Buddhist Priest admits, in a spirit of compromise,

as it were, that many of the calamities or turns of good fortune,

which befall men, do take place according to the movements of the

planets, but contend, that these movements are not arbitrary and

optional with the planets themselves ; that they are the result of a

certain fixed order according to which the planets must move; that

the planets are only a sort of intermediate agents, serving merely

as blind instruments in the hands of Karma, to prefigure to [the
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world the various changes of fortune, which must come upon eacK

man according to his Karma, that is, according to his good or bad

deeds in a former life; and that no propitiation of the planets, or

of any power whatsoever, in the whole universe, can ward off cala-

mities, or hinder happiness and prosperity, deserved by a man on

account of this inexorable Karma. Nevertheless, a Singhalese con-

trives to believe in all the four systems, and to be, at the same time,

recognized as an orthodox Buddhist; and it would be a rare thing

to meet with any one, who, in point of practice, is a votary of only

one or two of the systems. The influence which these systems

command, notwithstanding such inconsistencies as the above, may

be judged of from the fact, that the Buddhist Priest himself, the

very teacher and expounder of the religion of Buddha, has some-

times recourse to Grahaism and even to Demonism. Before we

proceed further, we shall make a few more general remarks on each

of these systems.

I. Demonism is regarded as a means of guarding against sick-

ness, and of curing it when it is supposed, as it almost always is,

to be caused by a demon, and also as a means, in the hands of any

man, of inflicting death, disease, or other calamity, on other men,

A subordinate object of it is the accomplishment of purposes dif-

ferent from the above, such as that of protecting the fruits of a tree

from pillage, of creating discord and hatred between the different

members of a family, of gaining the affections of a woman, of dis-

covering treasures hidden in the ground, and other similar purposes.

The demons are regarded as beings only influenced by the worst

of motives towards mankind, without a sentiment of pity, justice,

or kindness, in their nature. They are made instrumental in curing

diseases, as well as in inflicting them. They are to be coerced by

spells, and propitiated with offerings and particular ceremonies.

They cannot affect the spiritual welfare of a man in any way; but

can only cause death at the most. A Singhalese demon, therefore,

is a different kind of being from the demon of European supersti-

tions or from the Diabolus of the New Testament. For, while the

object of the latter is to ruin for ever the soul of a man, that of the
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former is only to injure the body. A Singhalese demon is himself

a being subject to death, like all other beings recognised by Budd-

hism, although that event may in some instances take place only

at the end of some tens of thousands of years. This difference arises

from the Buddhist doctrine, that there is no state of perpetual ex-

istence for any being; that happiness or misery can never be per-

petual; that the rewards or punishments for the actions of one life

will be reaped in one or more states of existence afterwards, and

then come to an end; and that mere obedience to a demon does not

necessitate any disobedience to one's religion.

In every other form of worship, which exists among men, whether

it be Buddhism, Capuism, Mohammedanism, Brahminism, or any

other, the objects of worship are always regarded with feelings of

veneration by their votaries; but in Demonism alone, no such

feelings exist in the heart of the worshipper, whose worship consists

only in trying to induce them by flattery, and offerings, or to coerce

them by threats, to cure, or to inflict some disease, or to secure a

man from becoming liable to it at all. And yet neither the rites of

Buddhism, nor of Capuism, nor even of Grahaism, are more fre-

quently and eagerly resorted to, than those belonging to the worship

of demons, who, instead of being objects of religious veneration,

are only objects of indescribable dread.

One of the main differences between an educated and an unedu-

cated intellect seems to be this—that, while the former always aims

at analysis, at generalization, at resolving the mysterious and the

marvellous into natural causes, at laying open the hidden and in-

scrutable things of nature, the latter takes the directly opposite

course of indulging in the unreasonable and unaccountable pleasure

of throwing a veil of mystery and darkness even over those things,

which, if it were to view them rationally, it might understand, and

of endeavouring, as often as possible, to give "a local habitation

and a name " to what has neither. Nowhere is this strange pecu-

liarity of the uncultivated intellect perceived in a more tangible

form than in the demonology of the Singhalese.

As may naturally be expected in such a system, created and

c
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upheld merely by popular superstition, we find that not only are

many of its tenets sometimes contrary to each other, but that the

Cattadiyas (demon priests) and even the very books, which lay

down the principles of their system, often differ from each, other,

so much so, indeed, that it is very difficult for any one, undertaking

to give a connected and consistent account of the Demonism of

Ceylon, to avoid sometimes making in one part of his account a

statement inconsistent with another in another part of it. But as

far as the Cattadiyas and their followers are themselves concerned,

such difficulties are easily surmounted, by their attributing all such

contradictions, if pointed out, to the mysteries of the art, and to

their own ignorance, rather than to any fault of the system itself.

The Priests of Demonism are styled Yakaduras, Yakdessas, or

more commonly, Cattadiyas-, and there is scarcely a single village

in the Island, which does not boast of at least one. Nearly twelve

months are spent in learning the trade, the most laborious and

principal part of the task of a beginner being, to commit to memory

the charms, invocations, and songs, which are essential to his voca-

tion. What the number of these is, may be estimated from the

fact, that some of the demon-ceremonies commence at 6 or 7 p. m.

and, lasting without intermission throughout the whole night, close

only about 6 or 7, and sometimes later, the next morning; during

all which time the performer has to repeat from memory all his

charms and songs, only now and then interrupted by a violent bout

of dancing. The dancing and the singing generally go on together,

except when the former happens to be of so violent a nature, as to

render it impossible to continue the other along with it. The pro-

fession was in early times exclusively confined to the low Castes,

such as Tomtom Beaters, Durayas, and Jaggeries, but at present

there is no such exclusiveness, men of every caste betaking them-

selves to it. The first man who ever practised the art, is said to

have been one Pradeys Rosia.

A Cattadiya, who is a priest, though it be ofdemons, is yet never

looked upon as in any way distinguished from the rest of the people

by any supposed sanctity of character, or by a superior degree of
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intelligence,' he wears no particular badge or dress like the Buddhist

Priest, and receives no particular respect from any one ;—his ordi-

nary life and avocations are like those of his neighbours; and as the

members of his fraternity in the same village sometimes amount to

three or four, his professional income does not suffice for his main-

tenance. He is therefore obliged to betake himself to some other

supplementary business to increase his income. His profession is

looked upon only as any ordinary calling, and commands no more

respect than that of a boatman, a boutique keeper, a toddy drawer,

or any other common trade. There is nothing of a sacred character

belonging to it, as to that of the Buddhist Priests.

II. Capuism, like Demonism, also refers to the interests of this

world ; but while the object of the latter is to inflict or cure diseases

by the agency of demons, the object of the former is to protect men

generally against all manner of evii, and from diseases of a particu-

lar kind, such as small pox, chicken pox, and any epidemical disease

of a malignant nature, and more especially to render prosperous the

various avocations and trades of the people. The dewiyo or gods,

who are the objects of worship in Capuism, are a more exalted class

of beings, not possessed of the same evil dispositions as the demons,

nor bringing like them sickness and death on innocent people; but

reserving their powers of doing evil only for the punishment of

those, who in any way displease them. But the punishment they

inflict is always out of proportion to the nature of the offence.

Although not so malignant as the demons, they are yet revengeful

and irascible in their nature. They are more properly called

dewatawo or inferior gods> and are propitiated by particular cere-

monies. The priests of this worship are called Capuas. Th©

priestesses of one of the principal goddesses belonging to this wor-

ship, named Pattiny deviyo, are called Pattiny Ramies. These

Pattiny Hamies are not always females, males very often assuming

the office. Both Pattiny Hamies and Capuas hold nearly the same

rank in the estimation of their countrymen, and lead the same sort

of life, as the Cattadiyas already mentioned; but in earlier days they

were considered to be superior to the Cattadiyas, and in the inland
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districts of the Island they still retain this superiority to some

extent. The sacred character however assigned to the Priests of

Buddha is wholly denied both to the Capuas and to the Cattadiyas.

III. Grahaism, as it exists here at the present day, owes its

origin to Judicial Astrology. The Horoscope of a man is an essen-

tial thing for determining both the nature ofthe planetary influence,

which troubles him at any particular time with disease or some other

evil, and also the nature of the particular ceremony necessary to

remedy the evil. The calculations of the Astrologer shew that

a certain position or a certain movement of the planets, or their

arrival at a certain point of their orbit, is fraught with some cala-

mity or some advantage to a man. When the former happens to be

the case, the planet god, who is the cause of the evil, is propitiated

by certain ceremonies called Balli ceremonies. These, being of

various kinds, will come to be treated of in detail in a subsequent

chapter. These Balli ceremonies have become more generally dif-

fused through the Island since the reign of Sree Prakkrama Bahoo

VI., who commenced his reign at Cottah in the year 1410, A, D.

Before that time they were confined generally to the magnates of

the land. When a king or a rich aristocrat fell sick, Brahmins

and others skilled in the art were sent for from India, who sometimes

also came of their own accord, and gave the benefit of their services

only to those, who were able to pay them well: but Sreerahola

Terunnanse, a Buddhist priest who lived during that reign, and

who is reputed to have been the most learned man of his time in

the Island, reduced Grahaism to its present condition, by teaching

it to people of some of the low castes, and thereby rendering

its benefits available to all classes of people. And so to this day,

although every class of Singhalese engages in the worship, yet the

office of priest or Ballicaareya or Balleadura is still held only by

some of the low caste people, especially the Berawayos or Tomtom

beaters.
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CHAPTER II.

The Demons or Yakseyo.

The Demons or Yakseyo* are a class of beings forming a large

community, under a government conducted by a King, and sub-

ject to laws enacted by him for their control, any infringement of

which is followed by severe punishment. Wessamonny, this dreaded

king, whose subjects throng every part of the sky, carries in his

hand a sword of gold, of such wondrous power, that, when he is dis-

pleased with any of his subjects, it flies out of his hand of its own

accord, and, after cutting off the heads of a thousand offenders with

the rapidity of lightning, returns to his hand again. His laws are

such as become the character of his subjects,—cruel, severe, and

merciless, death being the rule, and any lighter penalty the excep-

tion in the punishment of any crime—burning, boiling, roasting,

broiling, impaling, flaying alive, pouring melted metal down the

* Sir Emerson Tetment in his Christianity in Ceylon distinguishes Yak-

jeyos from Yakkas, and describes the former as a gentle and benevolent race

of beings, and the latter as malignant spirits
;
whereas, the truth is that both

the terms, the former being the Sanscrit, and the latter the Singhalese word,

mean the same thing. There are several other names by which these beings

are known such as Yakkha ( Pali), and Yaksaya (a Singhalese form of the

Sanscrit term). The benevolent and gentle character, attributed by Sir Emer-

son, is true only of a portion of those Yakseyo mentioned in the Pali Buddhis-

tical Works. But the malignant Yakseyo, who cause disease and suffering

among men, are those who are worshipped in Demonism. These latter are not

mentioned in the Buddhistical works, and are the indigenous demons of Cey-

lon, being creations of the popular fancy, existing in the belief of the Singha-

lese from a period perhaps long anterior to the introduction of Buddhism into

the Island.

The Eakseyo are a race of beings, who differ from men only in being canni-

bals. They live solely on human flesh, which they obtain, not from graveyards

or other places where human carcasses may be had, but by actually seizing and

killing living men. They have no supernatural powers whatever like the Yak-

seyo. This notion about Rakseyo supports the idea that in the earliest

periods of time this Island must have been inhabited by a race of men, who

breakfasted on their fellowmen, like the inhabitants of some of the Polynesian

Island^.
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throat, driving sharp nails into the crown of the head, and a variety

of other punishments, numbering 32 in all, distinguish his penal

I code. He has viceroys, ministers, and other officers necessary for

the proper administration of his government. Between His Ma-

jesty and the mass of his subjects, there is a series of chiefs in regular

gradation to each other, each of whom within his own allotted

sphere of action exercises almost an unlimited amount of power.

He exacts from all his subjects a degree of servile obedience to his

will, which not the most despotic of earthly sovereigns ever pre-

tended to claim ; and the mere mention of his name is sufficient

to make any of his subjects tremble with fear. His subjects spend

their time almost always in amusing diversions of various kinds.

Many of them at one time were so little under his rule that they

openly attacked men, and either devoured them alive bones and all,

or sucked their blood. Every Saturday and Wednesday, all the

respectable demons attend a sort of pandemonium called Yaksa

Sabawa, where each chieftain gives an account of the conduct of

those under him to the principal chiefs; after which, they all engage

in dancing, singing, playing on musical instruments, and in the

display of exploits of skill and dexterity.

Demons are of two classes, those approaching to the nature of gods,

wise, powerful, and not merciless, living in the upper regions of

the sky, in magnificent palaces decorated with gold, silver, and

precious stones, enjoying an amount of happiness little inferior to

that of the gods themselves, and sometimes called dewatawas; and

those, who with wild, savage, gross, beastly natures, pass their time

near the surface ofthe earth, revelling in scenes of blood and misery,

bringing disease and death on men, and receiving offerings of rice,

meat, and blood, in return. The former class of demons are those

mentioned in the Pali works, and do not belong to Demon-worship,

hut the latter, being those who are supposed to afflict men, are the

objects of dread and of worship among the Singhalese.* These

* That none of the demons mentioned in the Buddhistical wrings should

be found to be objects of worship among the Singhalese, and that Demonism
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are supposed to be the most terrible and hideous looking creatures

in existence. Their aliment is blood and flesh, especially of human

beings, but this not being allowed them now by their king, they are

obliged to content themselves with making men sick, and accepting

the offerings made by the sick people, which in imagination they

suppose to be the flesh and blood of men, but do not, or cannot,

actually eat; the only use they make of such offerings being to look

at them, and enjoy the pleasure the sight affords them. By what

other means they support existence, whether they take any kind of

food whatever, or live by some supernatural means without the

use of any food, neither the Cattadiya nor his books enable us to

say.

They are said to have, in general, skins of a black colour, and large

protruding eyes and hanging lips, with long white teeth, of which

those called the canine, in some demons, project out of the mouth,

curved like a pair of sickles. They sometimes wear about their

persons venomous serpents, especially Cobras. They are invisible

to men, but have the power ofmaking themselves visible, generally

in some other shape, often in that of beasts, of men or of women.

As the favorite food of the cat is said to be rats, and that of tigers

recognizes demons wholly unknown to Buddhistic al literature, do in themselves

constitute a strong piece of internal evidence in proof of the greater antiquity

of Demonism over Buddhism in this Island. For, had the latter been the one

earlier established here, the probability, amounting almost to a certainty, is

that the demons recognized by Buddhism itself would have been the demons

who would have become objects of worship.

If Buddha and Wessamonny are mentioned in the invocations and charms of

Demonism, as they often are, it only shews the natural result of two systems,

which have continued to flourish together side by side for 2000 years and up-

wards, trying to adjust themselves to each other as much as possible: the more

so when the believer in one system happens, as is the case here, to be also a

believer in the other. Buddhism being considered to be the sacred religion,

while Demonism is only a religion relating to one's temporal interests, it is

natural that the influence of the former should to a certain extent be felt on

the latter.
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black cattle, so the favorite dish of a demon is said to be a living

man. And because he is not allowed now to indulge himself in

that luxury, he therefore takes pleasure in throwing his influence

on men in a certain mysterious manner, which, it is said, is a

source of enjoyment to him, as if he were actually engaged in suck-

ing the blood out of some good looking man: it is also believed that

this sort of enjoyment constitutes their only means of sustaining life,

and that it is quite enough for the purpose. They are a sort of

ubiquitous race, and yet have certain fixed residences in the north

of the sky. They have the remarkable power of observing events

which take place tens of thousands of miles remote from them, and

can likewise travel millions of miles in a minute. The demons

belonging to the first of these two classes are neither hideous as

those of the second, nor do they eat men, nor even make men sick.

In person they are like the gods themselves, with skins of golden

hue. They use the ambrosial heavenly food used by the gods.

The second class of demons is subdivided into four minor divi-

sions; viz., 1. Balli-caama demons, or those who have a particular

attachment to balli offerings; 2. Billi-caama demons, or those fond

of offerings of living beings; 3. Ratti-caama demons, or those who

take delight in music, dancing, and other pleasures of that kind;

4. Hantu-caama demons, or those who delight in inflicting death.

A disease brought on by a Hantu-caama demon is considered to be

incurable by any means whatever; but those inflicted by the de-

mons of the other three divisions terminate fatally, only when pro-

per remedies are not applied, viz., those which Demonism affords.

In Narayena, the principal authority on the subject of the witch-

craft, and to a certain extent of the demonology of India and the

neighbouring countries, there appear the names of many demons,

such as Asura Yakseya, Awara Yakseya, Heyma Yakseya, Peita

Yakseya, Pralaapa Yakseya, Wayissrawana Yakseya, Kaksepa

Yakseya, Nisehella Yakseya, Gandarwa Yakseya, Naga Yakseya,

and a great many others. But although Narayena is the received

authority on the subject of charms among the Singhalese, yet none

of these demons, mentioned in it as inflicting evils on men, are
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known to the Demonism of the Island. This circumstance is only

another proof of the Demon-worship of the Singhalese having had

an origin independent both of Brahminism or Hinduism, and of

Buddhism.

According to Buddhism, neither Brahmas* nor Deivo nor Yak-

seyo are born from the womb ofa mother, but suddenly spring into

existence full grown. This sort of birth is called Oapapatiha*

Nevertheless the last two classes, viz., Dewo and Yakseyo may have

mothers in a peculiar fashion. For instance, if a demon seem to

spring into existence from the shoulder or arm of a female demon,

the latter is considered to be his mother. Marrying and giving in

marriage prevail among them as well as among men. This is the

account which Buddhism gives: but that given by Demonism itself

differs very widely from this. It represents demons as having

human fathers and mothers, and as being born in the ordinary course

of nature. This is said to have been the case with almost every

demon; but though born of human parents, all their qualities are

different from those of men. They leave their parents sometime

after their birth, but before doing so they generally take care to try

* Brahmas are the highest order of gods inhabiting the 16 highest heavens

called Brahma loka, as the Dewo are the gods next helow them in rank, inha-

biting the 6 Dewa loka situated immediately below the former. Yakseyo are

the demons. Brahmas are supposed seldom or never to interfere in the affairs

of men, and are therefore never worshipped or invoked by the Singhalese; and

even of the Dewo, the people worship only a few of the inferior classes, who

do not even dwell in the 6 Dewa loka, but on the tops of large trees, and in

the air above, not very far however from the earth, in magnificent palaces

invisible to man. The Dewo of this latter class are called dewata generally,

and are divided into Tallatoo and Boomatoo dewo. These are the dewo or

gods that the people worship, as conferring benefits upon men or punishing them

for their misdeeds. The more ignorant of the Singhalese Buddhists know no

beings superior to these. These inferior gods are partly Hindoo deities, and

partly deified heroes of the Singhalese.

The fact of Brahmas being mentioned by Buddha as the highest class of

beings in existence, inferior only to himself, inhabiting 16 lokas or worlds, is

an additional, though a collateral, proof of Brahminism being anterior to

Buddhism.

D
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their demoniac powers on them. In the first place they must paj

their court to Wissamonny, or to some powerful god, and obtain

from him permission to exercise their demoniac powers. They then

hover about in the air, and cease to touch the ground; for walking

on the ground is strictly prohibited by Wissamonny and the gods;

nevertheless, whenever a man says that he has seen the apparition

of a demon, he always describes him as having appeared to him

walking on the ground like a man.

It also appears in the various accounts given of the birth of de-

mons, especially in the genealogical accounts recited or chanted at

the commencement of demon ceremonies, that a demon has the

power at any moment (a power which he often exercises) of entering

the womb of a woman, where he remains during the necessary period,

assuming in their order the various conditions of a foetus conceived

in the ordinary way. After the woman's delivery, the child (that

is the demon) resumes the exercise of his demon peculiarities, as

before. Some demons appear to have been born hundreds of times

in this fashion.

If we can believe that there is any particle of truth at all in the

existence and in the genealogies of these demons, that little, we

think, must be this—that in the very remotest periods, when the

Singhalese were peculiarly ignorant and superstitious, and when the

principle of Hero-worship was carried to a height proportioned only

to the ignorance of the worshipper, there may have lived particular

members of the community, who distinguished themselves by ex-

treme ferocity and cruelty of conduct, joined to considerable power,

which they exercised either as kings, chiefs, or mere lawless free-

booters; and that these individuals after death, and perhaps when

living, were worshipped as supernatural beings possessed of irre-

sistible powers of injuring men. We are the more confirmed in this

opinion by the fact, that the dewo or gods belonging to Capuism

appear to have been no more than creatures of this kind. The

mythology and the apotheosis of the Greeks, of the Romans and of

most other early nations of the world were, in a manner
J
only coun-

terparts of this.
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There is another class of demons who come into existence by

Oapapatiha birth. These are called Malta Yakseyo, or the

spirits of deceased men. If a man, who lives at enmity with ano-

ther, remember, on his deathbed, just before he dies, and at the

very moment of his expiring, any thing relating to that enmity,

and if, instead of a feeling of forgiveness, resentment and hatred

take possession of his mind, he is supposed to become, after death,

a demon of this hind. These demons are not so powerful, as those

mentioned above, nevertheless they too cause sickness.

There are two places distinguished as the birthplaces of many

of the demons. These are IVisala Mahd Neioera (XJjayin), and

Sanka paala Newera. These cities are said to have, on very many

occasions, been laid desolate by demons, either by inflicting disease

upon the citizens or by devouring them alive.

To shew the reader that the notion of the possibility of a human

mother giving birth to a demon even in these days, is not at all

uncommon among the people, we have only to mention an incident

which is still fresh in our recollection. A poor woman of our native

village gave birth to a child about 23 or 24 years ago; the infant,

which was a male, had all its teeth as well developed, as a child of

5 or 6 years of age. Its head too was covered with hair about an

inch long, its face was unusually long, and its mouth Lroader than

usual in children of that age. The appearance of the child was not

at all prepossessing, and all thought that it was a demon. An hour

or two after its birth the grandfather dashed out its brains with a

stick. To this day, the people believe that it was actually a demon

and not a human being, and this belief will, we are sure, continue

for centuries more. On our mentioning this circumstance some

years ago, to an English gentleman now high in the Civil Service

of this Island, he gave information of it to Government, who in

consequence instructed the local magistrate to make an investigation

into the matter. But those of the villagers, who were well acquaint-

ed with the particulars of the case, considering it more prudent to

hold their tongues, than to give information in a matter, in which

they were not personally interested, denied all knowledge cf it.
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Another child was also sacrificed to this same superstition about

25 years ago in a village near Barberyn. In this case, the child

was nailed to the stem of a cocoanuttree and so left to die, the best

punishment, as was thought, for a demon, who had had the impudence

to be born of a human mother. We have also heard of a still more

recent case, which occurred some 5 or 6 years ago in the same

neighbourhood, but we are not acquainted with any of the particu-

lars connected with it. We have likewise heard of 10 or 12 other

cases of this kind, which have occurred within the last 25 years in

other parts of the Island, in which ignorance and superstition

triumphed both over parental affection and over common sense.

The demons can never inflict disease or receive offerings, unless

they have a sort of general permission called Wurrun, previously

granted to them by Wissamonny, or by some of his principal chiefs,

or by some of the gods. And as they cannot honestly sustain life

without afflicting men, and thereby extorting offerings, they are

necessarily obliged to seek and obtain this Wurrun, as soon as they

enter on life. Inferior and insignificant demons however live on

without such a patent, by violating the law, and their sufferings and

punishments are therefore very great. The principal offenders of

this kind are the demons called Malla Yakseyo.

Like men, demons also seem to have their own fashionable hours

of breakfasting, dining, and supping. Sanny Yakseya will accept

his offerings only in the morning between 2 and 6 o'clock; Reeri

Yakseya, Calloo Yakseya, Abimaana Yakseya, and Totte Yak-

seya, will accept their's only in the evening, between 6 and 10 o'clock;

while Maha Sohon Yakseya, Hooniyan Yakseya, Uda Yakseya,

the female demons Riddhi Yaksaniya and Madana Yakseniya will

accept offerings at no other hours than those intervening between

10 p. M., and 2 a. m.

Although it is believed that there are millions and billions of

demons in existence, yet the number of those who belong to the

demon worship does not exceed 50 or 60, and even of these Reeri

Yakseya, Calloo Yakseya, Sanny Yakseya, Maha Sohori Yakseya,

Calloo Cumare dewatawa, and Hooniyan Yakseya, are the principal

individuals, who figure in every demon ceremony in the Island.
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I. Reeri Yakseya or Reeri Yakka* (demon of blood) is con-

sidered to be the most cruel and powerful of all these. He is

represented as having the face of a monkey, and the rest of his body

like that of a man. The colour of his skin is a fiery red. He uses

a red bull to ride on. There is scarcely a single disease, to which

a Singhalese man is liable, in which this demon is not supposed to

exert an influence. Diseases, which produce a flux of blood from

the system, are supposed to be especially inflicted by him. When

a man is about to die, this demon is supposed to be present by means

of an avatar^ or apparition called Afar it Avatar, or apparition of

death. On such an occasion he is supposed to assume the dimen-

sions of a pigmy, measuring one span and six inches in height, and

carrying in one hand a cock, in the other a club, and in his mouth

the corpse of a man ; he is supposed to be present at the death bed,

or not far off, till the man dies. Every demon, as well as Reeri

Yakseya, has several forms of these apparitions or disguises, which

he assumes on different occasions according to circumstances, and

in each of which he is called by a different name. There is how-

ever another opinion entertained by some of the Cattadiyas, that

these apparitions are not different disguises of the same demon, but

that they are separate individual demons, forming however a sort

of confederacy, and all acting together in concert. The former, we

think, is the more popular opinion of the two. Nevertheless, in the

case of one demon, viz., Sanni Yakseya, these apparitions are sup-

* Yakseya and Yakka are synonymous terms, of which the latter however is

the one which is more commonly used.

| Avatar is a Sanscrit term signifying the incarnation of any being or spirit

in some particular shape. Among the Hindoos an avatar of being, such, for

instance, as that of Vishnoo, is some condition of existence, such as that of a

cow, a man, a serpent or some other, which Vishnoo chooses to assume or to be

born in. An avatar of a demon, as understood amongst the Singhalese, means

some disguise which a demon assumes for a few moments or so. It is also

supposed that the demon himself is not bodily present at any place where such

an avatar is seen, but that he is millions of miles distant from the scene, and yet

has the power of creating these avatars and of presenting them to the eyes of

men.
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posed to be not his own disguised self; but separate individual

demons, who act under him and in obedience to his orders. Reeri

Yakseya has 18 of these apparitions, or avatars as they are called

by the people. In the 1st he is called Ri'eri Yakseya; in the

2nd Bee Raj-ja ; 3rd Agu Raj-ja ; 4th Pulutajja ; 5tli Reeri

Gopolla ; 6th Reeri Buddia; 7th Reeri IVatukaya ; 8th Reeri

Billey Dewataica ; 9th Reeri Kavisia ; 10th Reeri Sanniya;

11th Reeri Curumberaya ; 12th Reeri Madana Yakseya.; 13th

Lay Avatar Yakseya; 14th Lay Caama Yakseya ; lath Serra

Mami it Dewatawa ; 16th Mara Reeri Yakseya; 1 7rh Maru

Caama Yakseya; and in the 18-th Maru Avatar Yakseya. Reeri

Yakseya is represented to have Lad above a hundred different in-

carnations; in one of which he was the sou of a king of Sanka pala

Nuwera; in another, of a king of Lagal pura; in a third, of a she-

et, rnoa named Giuiniuru Yaksani of a country called Hanumanta

Besay; but his disposition and conduct were the same in all.

II. Maha Soiion Yakseya, or Malia Soiiona means the Great

Graveyard Demon. He is so named because he chiefly frequents

graveyards. He is also supposed to haunt the summits of large

rocks and hills, where he deiiamts to surround himself with human

carcasses, and to swallow huge morsels of the delicious repast, pre-

ferring the entrails above all other parts. He is 81 cubits (122 feet)

high; has three eyes, four hands, and a skin of a red colour. His

origin is thus given—"In ancient times, there were giants in this

Island, men who could defeat even half a dozen elephants in single

combat by their mere physical strength. One of these giants, by

name Jaya Sena, was very fond of displaying his extraordinary

strength, even at times when there was no occasion for it, and hap-

pening on one occasion to pick a quarrel with Gota Imbra, another

great giant, the latter with one blow knocked off his head. Pre-

cisely at that moment the planet god Senasura, who was a spectator

of the scene, seized a bear, and tearing off its head from its body,

applied it to the headless trunk of Jaya Sena, to which through his

supernatural power it adhered, and became a part of the body. So

the deceased Jaya Sena instantly rose up alive as a demon, and has
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since been known as Maha Sohona in reference to his habits of

haunting graveyards;"* In those demon ceremonies, which are

performed to obtain the release of a sick man from the influence of

I'.Iaha Sohona, a certain spell or charm called Gota Imbra Dcehcenay

is made use of by the Cattadiya. In this charm the particulars of

this event are narrated at length, and the demon is threatened with

further vengeance from his late conqueror, if he does not afford

immediate relief to th e sufferer. Maha Sohona is the chief of 30,000

demons. He also shews himself to men in various disguises or

apparitions when he moves about, and on each occasion rides on a

particular animal. In one of these apparitions he rides on a goat,

and is called Lay Soltona or Blood Demon of the graveyard;

in another he rides on a deer, and is named Amu Sohona or the

graveyard Demon of fresh corpses ; in a third he rides on a horse,

and is called Jaya Sohona, or the Victorious demon of the grave-

yard; in a fourth he rides on a sheep, and is called Marti Sohona

or the graveyard
'

demon of death ; in a fifth he rides on an ele-

phant, and is called Golu Schono or the Dumb demon of the

graveyard ; In his own proper person as Maha Sohona he rides

on a gigantic hog.

* The graveyards of ancient times in Southern Asia, and especially in

Ceylon, were not what we commonly understand by that term now. Excepting

the Buddhist priests and the aristocrats of the land, whose bodies were burnt

in regular funeral piles after death, the corpses of the rest of the people were

neither burned nor buried, but thrown into a place called Fohova, which was

an open piece of ground in the jungle, generally a hollow among the hills, at the

distance of 3 or 4 miles from any inhabited place, where the corpses were left

in the open air to be decomposed, or devoured by dogs and wild beasts. This

practice appears to have prevailed in the Island to a comparatively recent period,

and in the most secluded and least civilized of the inland districts till about the

beginning of this century. Although regular cemeteries are mentioned in the

Maha Wanso in connection with Anuradhapura, especially during the reign of

the Wijeyan dynasty, they do not appear to have been very general either at

that time or at any subsequent period. Maha Sohona and other demons not

having now these (Saltan) congenial places for demoniac conviviality, are obliged

to be content with the ordinary graves and graveyards of these days.
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III. Maha Cola Sanni Yakseya, or the Great Demon of the

fatal diseases, according to one account, sprang into existence

from the ashes of the funeral pile of Asoopala Cumari, a princess

of the city Wisala Maha Nuivera* Another account makes him

the son of a king of a city, called Sanka pala Nuivera. j "This

king," says the account, during the pregnancy of his queen, made

an incursion into the country in search of some article of Dolla-

duk for her, % and, on returning to his palace a few days after-

wards, one of the queen's servants, who was unfriendly to her,

* " Wisala, " says Professor Wilson, " is a city of considerable renown in

Indian tradition, but its site is a subject of some uncertainty. Part of the

difficulty arises from confounding it with Visala, another name of Ujayin.

According to the Buddhists, it is the same as Prayaga or Allahabad; but the

Ramayana places it much lower down, on the north Bank of the Ganges, nearly

opposite to the mouth of the Sone; and it was therefore in the modern district

of Saran, as Hamilton
(
Genealogy of the Hindus) conjectured."— Wilson's

Vishnu Purana.

Pa Hian visited Wisala, but does not give any extended description of what

he saw. Hium Thsang is more particular, and says that it had fallen into ruin,

but that the circumference of the ancient foundations was upwards of twenty

miles. He saw the ruins of more than a hundred monasteries. The country

was rich, the soil fertile, the climate agreeable, and the inhabitants were bland

in their manners, and contended with their lot. There were a few monasteries

still standing, but the inmates were little better than heretics."

—

Hardy's

Manual of Buddhism.

There is scarcely any other place more frequently alluded to in the demo-

nology of Ceylon, than this city, which in Singhalese is generally known under

the name of Wisala Maha Nuiuare which means the " great extensive city."

t Sometimes also, called Sakaspura, and in Pali Sankassa. " A letter

from Lieutenant Cunningham, R. E., to Colonel Sykes, was read before the

Royal Asiatic Society, December 3, 1842, giving an account of the discovery

and identification of the city of Sankasya mentioned as the kingdom of Kusad-

waga in the Ramayana. It is twenty-five miles from Parrkhabad, and fifty

from Kanouj on the north or left bank of the Kali Nadi. The ruins are very

extensive, and there can be no doubt that they are of Buddhistic origin"—

Hardy's Manual of Buddhism.

J Dolladuk is a strong desire which a woman during the earlier months of

her pregnancy has for something, generally some article of food. This desire
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wishing to ruin her, told the king that she was unfaithful to his bed.

On this, the injured king ordered her to be put to death. Her

body was to be cut into two pieces, of which one was to be hung

upon an Ukberiya tree, and the other to be thrown at its foot to

be devoured by dogs. When the queen heard of this, she was

enraged beyond measure, because she knew that she was wholly

innocent. So she said, 4 if this charge be false, may the child in

my womb be born this instant a demon, and may that demon de-

stroy the whole of this city with its unjust king.' jN'o t oner had

the king's executioners done as they were ordered, than the half of

the corpse, which was suspended on the tree, falling down on the

ground, united itself to the other half which was at the foot of the

tree; and the same instant the corpse gave birth to a demon, who

first sucked his mother's breasts, then sucked her blood, and lastly

devoured her, flesh and bones. He then went to the Sohon grave-

yards in the vicinity, and there lived upon the carcasses. After-

wards repairing to the city and inflicting a mortal disease on the

king, he began with several other demons, who now formed his

retinue, to devour the citizens, and in a short time nearly depopu-

lated the city. The gods Iswara and Sekkra, seeing the ferocity

of this new demon, came down to the city, disguised as mendicants,

and after some little resistance on the part of the demon, they sub-

dued him; on which occasion they ordered him to abstain from

eating men, but gave him Wurrun or permission to inflict disease on

mankind, and to obtain offerings from them. According to some

is often an irresistible one. Sometimes it happens to be a very unreasonable

one too. We know a woman still living, who, when in this interesting condition

about 15 or 20 years ago, expressed a strong wish to eat the head of a little child
,

and her husband was able to moderate her cannibal propensity, only by substi-

tuting the heads of fishes and other animals for that of a child. The husband

and all her relatives and neighbours suspected that such a desire could not but

be a prelude to the birth of a demon, and accordingly awaited the event with

much anxiety and curiosity. Happily, however, the child did not happen to have

long teeth or long hair, and so had the good fortune to escape the fate which it

would have otherwise met with.

E
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accounts this demon has 4
;
448, and according to others 484,000

subject demons under him. He generally rides on a lion, and has

18 principal attendants, the first of whom is called Bhoota Sanni

Yakseya, or the demon of madness ; 2nd Maru Sanni Yakseya,

or the demon of death; 3rd Jala Sanni Yakseya, or the demon

of cholera ; 4th Wewulun Sanni Yakseya. or the demon of cold

and trembling fits ; 5th Naga Sanni Yakseya, or the demon of

a disease resembling thatfrom the sting of a Cobra de Capello ;

6th Cana Sanni Yakseya, or the demon of blindness ; 7th Corra

Sanni Yakseya, or the demon of lameness; 8th Gollu Sanni

Yakseya, or the demon of dumbness ; 9th Bihiri Sanni Yakseya,

or the demon of deafness ; 10th Wata Sanni Yakseya, or the

demon of diseases caused by the wind ; 11th Pit Sanni Yakseya,

or the demon of bilious diseases; 12th Sen Sanni Yakseya,

or the demon ofdiseases influenced by the phlegm ;* 13th Bemala

Sanni Yakseya, or the Tamil demon of diseases ; 14th Murtu

Sanni Yakseya, or the demon of fainting fits and swoons ; 15th

Arda Sanni Yakseya, or the demon of Apoplexy ; 16th Wedi

Sanni Yakseya, or the demon of a disease which kills one in-

stantly like a shotfrom a gun; 17th Dewa Sanni Yakseya, or

the demon of diseases influenced by the gods; and 18th Aturu

Sanni Yakseya, or the servant of Maha Cola Sanni Yakseya (the

chief of all the i 8.) These 18 demons are not considered to be

mere apparitions of the same demon, as in the case of the other

Takseyo, but separate individual demons acting together in con-

cert with their chief Maha Cola Sanni Yakseya.

IV. Oddy Cumara Hooniyan Dewatawa f is the son of

Susiri, queen of Sagalpura in Maduratta. He always rides on

* Wind, phlegm and bile are considered by the Singhalese physicians to be

the proximate causes of every sickness, to which man is liable: and in the treat-

ment of any disease, one or more of these three agents have to be influenced.

f Though dewatawa is a term, which is generally applied to the inferior

classes of gods, and to the superior classes of demons, that do not inflict disease

on men, yet it is also sometimes applied by Cattadiyas, as in the text, to in-

ferior or malignant demons.
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& horse. He lias six different apparitions; in the first he is called

Cala Oddisey, or demon of incurable diseases; in the second

Naga Oddisey, or demon of serpents; in the third Cumara

Oddisey, or demon prince; in the fourth Demala Oddisey, or

Tamil demon; in the fifth Gopolu Oddisey, or demon of Cattle;

and in the sixth Raja Oddisey, or Royal demon* He is the

principal demon that has much to do in that department of sorcery

called Hooniyan.*

V. Caltt Yakseya, or the Black Demon, is so named on ac-

count of the extremely black colour of his skin. He appears in

four different apparitions; in the first he is called Calu Curumhera,

or the blackest one; in the second, Rata Calu Yakseya, or the

joreign black demon; in the third, Dewol Bagey Calu Yakseya,

or the Black demon of the Dewol gods; and in the fourth Siddhi

Calu Yakseya, or the Illustrious black demon. He was generated

from the ashes of the burnt corpse of Basma, an Asura.f Another

account makes him a son of king Wijeyo by Cuveni. A third

account says that he is the spirit of a famous giant named Neela

Maha Yodaya, who formed one of the bodyguard of king Gaja

Baku (113 A. D.) He once accompanied the king on a visit to a

country called Istreepura, which was inhabited only by females (a

race of Amazons), all of whom on seeing him fell in love with him.

Hundreds of them seizing him at once, each claiming him as her

own, and pulling him this way and that way, he was torn to

pieces in their grasp. His spirit having assumed the form of a

* It is not now easy to identify the Sagcdpura mentioned in the text. Many

believe it to be the Sagal of King Milinda, who is celebrated for his controversies

with Nagesena; but this opinion is hardly tenable, when we consider that the

capital of Milinda must have been somewhere in or near Cashmere, and that

Messrs. Wilson, Bird, and Masson, consider it to have been situated between

the rivers Kavi and Pipasa in the Punjab; while the Sagal of the text is ex-

pressly mentioned as being in Maduratta, which is on the opposite side of India.

f Asuras are a race of beings of enormous size, supposed to reside under the
,

mythical rock Maha Meru. They are the Titans of Singhalese mythology.
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Demon is now always trying to avenge his wrongs on the whole

female sex. Women and little children are therefore supposed to

suffer from his malign influence.

6. Galu Cumara Dewatawa or the Black Prince is the son

of king Boksella and his queen Sonalu. He shews himself to men

in seven different apparitions; in the 1st he is called Bandung

Cumara, or Prince of sandal perfumes;* in the 2nd Andung
Cumara, or Prince of Eye Ointments;^ in the 3rd Mai Cumara,

or Prince of flowers; in the 4 th Gini Cumara, or Prince oj fire;

in the 5th Dala Cumara,, or the Hough Prince; in the 6th Sohon

Cumara, or Prince oj graves; and in the 7th Wata Cumara, or

* There is scarcely a single offering made to any demon in which Sandal

wood does not form a constituent part: and Demon worship, be it remembered,

is a system, which seems to have prevailed here from times anterior to those of

Wijeyo himself. This circumstance, taken together with the fact, that the

Chinese writers actually mention Sandal wood as forming in early times an

article of export from this Island, seems to favor the idea, that the article

must have been growing in the Island in considerable quantities in early times,

though at present specimens are to be met with only in a few spots, and those

preserved rather as objects of curiosity and ornament than for use.

f The soot, which is produced on a piece of porcelain when held to the

lighted wick of a lamp, is scraped up and mixed with a little cocoanut oil,

when it acquires the name andung or Eye Ointment, so called because it is

rubbed on the outside of the eyelids of very young infants by Singhalese

mothers, who believe it to be productive of some benefit to the eyes. Can it

be that this benefit is the protecting of the tender eyes of the young infant from

being dazzled by too much light, that the black pigment is laid all round the

cornea of the eye in order that it may imbibe all the straggling rays of light

which, falling on the parts nearest to the cornea, by reflection, tend to injure

the tender retina by an overabundance of light? If this be the case, it will

wan-ant the supposition, that the Singhalese were practically acquainted with

the Theory of Light, tens of centuries before Newton was born. The practice

is one o£ the m >st ancient among the Singhalese.

This Eye Ointment sxLo forms an important item in the offerings made to

demons in many demon ceremonies: but for what use it
x
s intended to serve a

demon it is difficult to guess. In a certain ceremony performed to propitiate

the demon Calu Cumara dewatawa, the Cattadiya, who performs the ceremony.,

paints his eyelids with this Ointment.
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Prince of a smooth body. He is always tormented by the passion

of love, and when his evil influence falls upon females, it is supposed

to make them ill. Young and fair women are particularly exposed

to his attacks. Another account says that he was the son of a

king, and that afterwards on taking orders as a Buddhist priest his

piety and sanctity of life became so great, that, besides other super-

human powers, he acquired that of flying through the air like a

bird, but that on a certain occasion, while so moving in the air,

seeing the beautiful daughter of a certain king of India, he was so

much struck with her beauty, that he fell in love, and losing at the

same time all his supernatural powers dropped down on the very

spot, where the object of his passion was standing at the time. His

passion was so intense, that it broke his heart, and he died on the

spot, and became a demon, since called Calu Cumara Dewatawa.

He is considered to be a demon of great respectability, more civi-

lized and less savage than the rest of his fraternity. Great care is

therefore taken in the preparation of his offerings. Rice of the

best quality and cooked in the best manner, the best kinds of plan-

tains, sugar canes, oranges, king-cocoanuts, sugar, and several va-

rieties of cakes, constitute the principal articles in the offerings

made to him. His person is of a dark blue colour, and his garments

of a deep black.

VII. Ahimana Yakseya was born of an Aandy* woman. His

father was a king of Gururatta in Casee-day se. He is known under

three other names, Ollala Yakseya, Malala Yakseya, and Cotta

Yakseya or short demon, so called in reference to the short stumps

of his legs, which were cut off in a battle fought with king Wijeyo.

VIII. Tota Yakseya, son of king Malala and his queen

Sandagana of the city of Sandagana Nuvera, passes most of his

time at the ferries and fords of rivers; and it is at these places that

he casts his influence on men.

* Aandy is the name of a class of Moormen, whose sole pursuits are begging

and fortune-telling. They are the Gypsies of Ceylon. Their language, religion,

and dress are the same as those of the Moormen, hut still it is open to doubt

whether they are of the same race,
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IX. Bahirawa Yakseta is another demon as much attached

to the female sex as Galu Cumara dewatawa himself, but there is

this difference between them:—while the latter brings only slight

diseases on the objects of his attachment, the former inflicts those

that result in speedy death. The hill called Bahirawa Cauda,

which stands towering like a giant over one side of the town of

Kandy, was till very lately supposed to be the abode of this demon.

In early days it was regarded with feelings of dread. One of the

former kings of Kandy, seeing that he was not likely to have any.

issue to perpetuate his line on the thorne, his queen miscarrying

within a few months of her confinement whenever she was preg-

nant, assembled all the astrologers, soothsayers, cattadiyas, and

other men of similar crafts, to his palace, and on consulting them as

to the cause of his misfortune, was told, that the queen was under

the influence of the demon Bahirawa Yakseya, who would never

remove his influence from her, unless a yearly sacrifice of a young

virgin was made to him on the summit of Bahirawa Cauda. The

king did as he was directed, and it is said that, after that, he had

several children born to him. But when his queen grew old and

past the time of child-bearing, he discontinued the offering as unne-

cessary j on which, it is said, the displeased demon began to inflict

diseases on the royal family and on all the citizens, in so much that

within, two months the city was nearly depopulated. By the

advice of his ministers and the Cattadiyas, the king resumed the

former practice of making the annual sacrifice, to which all his

successors, till the very last, faithfully adhered. The sacrifice was

performed at night in the following manner:—A stake being driven

into the ground on the summit of the hill, the girl was tied to it

with jungle creepers; flowers and boiled rice were placed close by

on an altar constructed for the purpose; certain invocations and

incantations were then pronounced, which completed the ceremony.

The next morning the girl was found dead; and no wonder, for it

would be a miracle, if a Singhalese, especially a young female

destined to propitiate a demon, left alone for a night on the top

of a hill supposed to be haunted, and tied to a stake, with the sound
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of the terrible charms still ringing in her ears, did not die through

fright within an hour. There is, however, an old woman still living

in Kandj, who was so offered up to the demon, in the time of the

last king, Sree Wickrama Raja Singha, but who somehow or other

managed to effect her escape. Besides this annual offering, there

were others of a less important character, made 3 or 4 times every

year to the demon on the same hill. There are seven other demons

also known by the same name Bahirawa, but all the eight form a

sort of company. When at Kandy on Circuit with the Supreme

Court, I twice ascended the hill, and stood on its summit on the

very spot, on which I thought the fatal stake must have been fixed.

The summit is a small level area, not more than 20 or 25 feet square.

Although the demon is said to have left the mountain soon after

the British took possession of Kandy in 1815, yet even now few

Singhalese have the hardihood to go to its summit alone at night,

especially on a Saturday or a Wednesday night.

X. Madana Yaksenito, or Female demons of Lust, is the

common name of seven sisters, namely Cama Madana, or demon

of Lust; 2 G'mi Madana, or demon offire; 3 Mohanee Madana,

or demon of ignorance; 4 Ratti Madana, or demon of pleasure*,

5 Cala Madana, or demon of maturity; 6 Mai Madana, or de-

mon ojflowers; and 7 Puspa Madana, or demon of Perfumes,

These demons, when worked upon by certain charms, and propi-

tiated with certain offerings and ceremonies, are supposed to use

their power of seducing the affections of a man or a woman in such

a manner, that the person so influenced is said to find the power

perfectly irresistible. There are hundreds of ways, in which it is

pretended that this can be done; among others, by touching the

person of a female with the young leaf of a king cocoanut tree,

previously subjected to the incantations and other ceremonies pecu-

liar to the mysteries of the art; by the man rubbing on his face a

charmed medicine and then shewing himself to her; by mixing

some love potion, similarly charmed, with her food; by making her

chew charmed beetle leaves; by carrying on his person a charmed

thread previously taken from a cloth she had worn; or by any of
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a hundred other ways, in all of which the Madana Yakseniyo be-

come useful agents in the hands of the magician. But the most

efficacious aud unfailing of all these methods is considered to be a

certain oil called Madana Tayiley, a single drop of which, sprin-

kled on the person of a female, is supposed to act irresistibly on her:

but the preparation of the wonderful oil is said to be fraught with

so much danger to those engaged in it, that few or none dare to

attempt it, and those who do, seldom or never succeed, as the demons

are supposed to do their best to disappoint the men by frightening

and scaring them away from the scene of their operations, which is

said to result in the incurable insanity and eventual or immediate

death of the operators.

A short time ago we found the inhabitants of our native village

in a high state of excitement, owing to the freaks that a mad man

was playing in the neighbourhood. It was said that he had be-

come a maniac by attempting to make the oil Madane Tayiley; that

he had, for the last few days, been living in the woods eating ser-

pents, frogs, and other loathsome creatures; that he stirred out in

the darkness of the night with no other clothing on his person than

a few green Gurulla leaves* tied round his waistj that he carried

in his hands a man's skull and a bone, and on his shoulders a pot of

human blood, wThich he used to slake his thirst; and that his favo-

rite sleeping places were graves. For three or four days together

nothing else was talked of in the village. By and bye the real

truth eked out from other sources, but not from the villagers them-

selves. It appeared that a mad man, a native of Salpitty Corle^

breaking loose from his keepers, had wandered about from village

to village, and that during these wanderings he happened one night

to pass through the villages we have alluded to above, accompanied

* Gurulla or Burulla is a kind of plant, between which and the demons there

smees to be some mysterious connection. It is used in the construction and

decoration of the altars and other structures, which are made in many of the

Demon ceremonies. The Cattadiya sometimes adorns his head and his waist

with its leaves in certain ceremonies.
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by a relative, who had come to take him home, and that this rela-

tive was the first to tell one of the villagers of the cause of the

madness. By the next morning the report had spread through the

village like wildfire, magnified and ornamented with the additions

we have given above. The villagers themselves were, however,

loth to believe the truth, when we told it to them, denuded of the

additions they had made to it. The relative of the madman told us,

a few days afterwards, the cause of the madman's misfortune; he

described to us, how the man had endeavoured to make Madana

Tayiley, about a year ago, and had been frightened by demons

just at the moment of the oil becoming perfected, and how he,

in consequence, had become a maniac. Although Madana Yak-

seniyo and their wonderful oil are matters, about which we and this

relative of the madman essentially differ in opinion from each other,

yet, as to the mere fact of the man having become mad on such an

occasion, we do not differ at all; for considering the extent of

superstitious fear, which is ever present in the mind of an ignorant

Singhalese, and especially on such an occasion, as that of preparing

the oil of the demons, in the dead of night, on a lonesome grave,

in a lonely part of the village, and his belief in the presence, at the

scene of his operations, of cruel and powerful demons, whom he

himself has but just invoked, and that these demons are ready at

any unguarded moment, during the process of making the oil, to

pounce upon him and destroy him and his oil—when we consider

these things, it is not at all improbable that a Singhalese, through

mere excess of fright and an overexcited imagination, should lose

his reason and become a maniac.

XL Morottoo Yaka, or Demon of Morottoo> or Rata Yaka

or Foreign demon, is so named from his being a foreigner who

landed at Morottoo, when he first came over into this country from

the Malabar Coast. Soon after his landing, he fixed his residence

on the top of a large tree in the neighbourhood of Morottoo, and

whilst living there he brought so much sickness upon men, and

especially upon children and women in a state of pregnancy, that

the whole district was said to have been filled with mourning during

F
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every part of the year. For a long time he continued to exercise

his malignant power, till on one occasion he brought sickness on

the queen of Sree Prakkrama Bahu VI., king of Cottah, which was

then called Jayawardanapura (1410 A. D.) When the king found,

that the medicines of the most skilful physicians of his Gabadawa,

or Royal College of Physicians, were of no avail, he consulted the

most learned men of his kingdom as to the cause of the Queen's

illness, and learned from them that it was caused by Morottoo Yaka.

Only one Cattadiya however in all his kingdom knew the ceremony,

by which the demon could be appeased. That ceremony called Rata

Yakum Neteema, or Morottoo Yakum Neteema, was accordingly

performed, and the royal lady was restored to health.

XII. Gopolu Yakseya, or the Demon of cattle, was the son

of a king or chief of a district on the Coromandel Coast. He was

the twinbrother of Mangara Dewiyo (a demigod;) their mother

having died soon after their birth, a cow-buffalo suckled them: but

Gopolu having on one occasion sucked all the milk without leaving

any for his brother, a quarrel ensued, in which Gopolu was killed,

but being born again, as the nature of demons is, he came over to

Ceylon, and landed at Arangodde near Katragamma. At Aran-

godde he lived on a Banyan tree in which there was a large beehive,

and scattered disease and death among all who came near the tree.

His old enemy Mangara dewiyo and Pattini dewiyo (goddess of

chastity) came afterwards to Ceylon, and, happening to land at the

same place, saw a number of men lying under the tree, some dead

and others dying. Knowing the cause, they immediately ordered

the neighbouring villagers to bring a cow-buffalo, which they order-

ed to be offered up in sacrifice to Gopolu, on which the dying men

recovered and returned to their houses. He is called the demon of

cattle, because all cattle sickness is supposed to proceed from him.

He is also considered to be the cause of hydrophobia.

XIII. Anjenam dewi is a female demon, by whose aid a cer-

tain art of divination called here Anjenam beleema, and elsewhere,

as in Egypt, divining by the Magic Mirror, is performed. She

is the chief of 700 other female demons.
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XIV . Baddracali, is a female demon, whose assistance is sought

for winning lawsuits, and for subduing enemies and rivals of any-

kind.

XV. Riddhi Yakseniyo are seven female demons, who also

bring disease on men, like any other demons.

XVI. Uda Yakseyo. There are many demons of this name.

They are as cruel, as any of the preceding.

XVII. Curumbera Yakseyo. Of this name also there are

several, all equally prodigal of their powers of inflicting sickness.

XVIII. Hanuma is another powerful demon of great cruelty.

These are the principal demons, who figure in Demon Ceremonies,

either as having caused disease, or as the effective agents in curing

it. But there are also a very large number of demons of inferior

power, collectively called Mala Yakseyo, who also inflict diseases

of a less malignant character. These demons, as mentioned in a

preceding page, are, as their name implies, the spirits of deceased

men, born as demons in consequence of some demerit of theirs

when living as men, or of some feeling of animosity or hatred, which

was uppermost in their thoughts at the moment of death.

In addition to both these classes of demons, there is a third, which

includes a few demons of a different kind. These are Gara Yaka,

Dewalla Yakseya* Bodrima, and the Pretayo.

XIX. Gara Yaka has no evil disposition, like those already

described. He does no harm whatever to men, but on the contrary

assists them in expelling all sorts of evil influence, to which new

houses are supposed to be subject. Hence, when a house has been

built, before or soon after its occupation, a ceremony called Gara

Yaka Maduwa is generally performed, without which it is sup-

posed that some misfortune will fall upon the inmates. Gara Yak-

soya is represented to be an individual of a voracious appetite and

a capacious stomach. On one occasion Pattini Detviyo, the goddess

* Yaka and Yakseya are synonymous terms, both, equally used by the Sing-

halese. The first is derived from the Pali Fakkho, and the second from the

Sanscrit Yaksha,
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of chastity, having to accompany the wedding procession of Cauda

Cumara (the god of Kattragam), but not wishing to do so, because

the house, together with all the furniture prepared for the reception

of the guests, was wholly constructed of the bones and skins of

animals (the adopted father of the bride happening to be a Weddah),

she ordered Gara Yakseya to go there in time, and see what he

could do before her arrival. Accordingly he went to the house in

the character of Gamana* and not seeing any better way of clear-

ing the house of its disagreeable furniture, at once fell to devouring

every thing, and in a short time the whole building with all its

furniture was deposited in his stomach; to show his host, that he did

this merely to satisfy his hunger, and not for any other purpose, he,

even after this feat of gastronomic power, said that he was still very

hungry. Before he commenced to eat the house, he had also eaten

all the food, that had been prepared for the whole wedding party.

Lastly, to satisfy his thirst, he drank some thousands of young

Cocoanuts, and then drank up all the wells in the neighbourhood:

and after all this, he left the house in great displeasure, say i fig to his

host, as he was leaving him, "you, fellow, have starved me; a nice

way indeed of treating the Gamana of a son-in-law. Oh dear, I

am dying of hunger and thirst."

XX. Gewala Yakseya, or House demon, lives in the dwell-

ings of men. These demons are innumerable. They are the spirits

of those, who lived and died in the houses they now haunt, and who

on their deathbed had thought much more of the money or other

valuables they had hoarded up in the house,")" than of their souls.

* About an hour or so before a bridegroom accompanied by his friends

arrives at the house of the bride, a person, named for the occasion Gamana or

messenger, is sent forward with a number of betel leaves equal to the number

of people, who accompany the bridegroom. The Gamana is to give these

betel leaves to the bride's friends, together with the large pingo of plantains

called Gira-mul-tada, which in the Maritime districts is always a. sine qua non

of the presents, which a Singhalese bridegroom carries to his bride's house.

| The Singhalese, especially the poorer classes, generally secrete their money

in holes dug in the floor, or in the walls of their houses. In a case of burglary

which was tried at Karidy before the Supreme Court about a year ago, it was
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They are fond of throwing into confusion the cooking utensils and

crockery, and of continually opening and shutting the boxes in the

house, if the inmates do not take care to secrete the keys, unobserved

by the spirits. The jingling of coin, the sound of strange footsteps,

and the creaking of door-hinges are frequently heard. The demon

does not like to see the inmates eat and drink and enjoy themselves.

When these latter sit together at their meals, he gets so annoyed

by the sight, that he seizes them by the hair and knocks their heads

against each other. He is of course invisible to men, like all other

demons, but is possessed of no power to inflict disease.* He be-

longs to the class called Mala Yakseyo.

XXI. Bodkima is a female demon, at first originating no doubt

in the nursery, but at present believed to be a real existence. She

is the ghost of a woman, who has died in child-birth. She is said

to be heard at night, wailing and groaning in a peculiar manner;

and if she sees a man passing by, she immediately springs on his

back, and, fixing her fingers and long nails in his throat, tries to

choke him to death. She however is afraid of women, and espe-

cially of a woman with a house-broom in her hand. When she is

supposed to be heard at night groaning in her peculiar way, and

approaching a house, the male portion of the inmates take care to

remain inside, while the women, especially the elder, go out of the

house with brooms, and abuse the demon with such a string of

epithets and names, as would seem enough to drive, not only one

Bodrima, but the whole race of demons from this terrestrial globe.

On such occasions, people sometimes place at some distance from

the house a lighted lamp and some betel leaves, which the demon

is said to hold one by one over the lighted wick, and warm and

foment her abdomen with. If she were to be fired at, there would

proved that a portion of the stolen property, consisting of some £ 3 or £ 4, had

been concealed by the thief under the stone in the fire-place, as the least likely

place to be suspected of concealing money.

* There are certain ceremonies performed to expel a Gewala Yakseya from

a house, especially the Perit ceremony performed by Buddhist priests,

generally during three days and four nights.
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remain, it is said, nothing to be seen next morning, but a dead

lizard. She is described as being so fat and short, that, when she

moves, she appears rather to roll like a cask, than to walk.

XXII. The Pretas are entirely a different race of beings from

all that have yet been mentioned. They are the most helpless and

miserable creatures in existence. They' live only to suffer. Their

life itself is a punishment, in which they expiate the sins of a pre-

vious state of existence. Their only aliment is spittle, or some

other kind of loathsome matter, and even when they get a little of

this, their destiny precludes them from making any use of it, and,

like king Tantalus they can only look at it with a burning desire.

The number of these beings is so great, that a Pali Buddhistical

work, which lays down certain rules of discipline for the guidance

of the followers of that religion, admonishes them not to throw

stones or sticks, nor even to swing their arms when walking, lest

they may strike a Pretaya and injure him. The Pretayo are invi-

sible to men; they are of various degrees of stature, some reaching

to the height of 3 or 4 hundred feet, others only of one or two feet.

Their sufferings from hunger and thirst are indescribably dreadful,

and to make their case the more miserable, their appetites are much

stronger, than those of any other race of beings. They die several

times in a day from sheer starvation, but owing to the inexorable

destiny of their race are born again the same instant, to undergo

the same round of sufferings over and over again, until they have

completed the period of time allotted to them according to their

respective sins, after which they are born in some other state of

existence, either as Brahmas, dewiyo, men, inferior animals, or in

hell, according to the merits of each, acquired in some other pre-

vious states of existence. Of course, they are the most loathsome

looking creatures imaginable. Their skins hang about them in

loose folds, and are so covered with dirt and vermin that they are

supposed to emit a disagreeable smell, said to be perceived some-

times at a considerable distance. This smell is sometimes identi-

fied by a Singhalese with a peculiar unpleasant stench, often

perceived near trees and bushes, caused as we believe, by the effluvia
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arising from decomposed leaves and sticks. Their bodies are lite-

rally mere skeletons, and as the fleshless ribs project on each side,

thejr are obliged, when they wish to lie down, to lie on their backs,*

Had Dante ever heard of Ceylon Pretayo, he would have been able

to make his Inferno, terrific as it already is, still more terrific by

the picture of a Pretaya figuring among those miserable beings,

with whom he has peopled it. The Pretayo are not included in

Demon worship. They are not possessed of power to injure a man

in any other way, than by spoiling his appetite, which they effect

by looking with desire at the food he is about to take; but this is

a power, which is attributed to dogs and men and some other crea-

tures, as well as to Pretayo. When any kind of food, especially

meat, is sent from one house to another, care is generally taken to

cover it well, and to put on the top of the cover a piece of iron of

any kind or size, as a precaution both against the Pretayo and

against the Yakseyo demons, who otherwise might affect it with

the mysterious influence, which looking at it would produce.

Children are seldom fed in the verandah of a house, and a Singha-

lese mother would rather die than allow her child to eat anything

in the open compound or yard of the house. Even a medical de-

coction, during the process of being prepared on a fire, is not con-

sidered safe from this mysterious influence, and a piece of iron is

often tied for protection to the vessel, which contains the preparation.

The Pretayo, like the Brahmas, Asuras, Cumbkas, Gandhar-

was, Garundhas, and Nagas, are creations of Buddhism, and not

of mere popular fancy.

The chief of all Ceylon demons is Wahala Bandara Dewiyo,

or as he is more commonly termed, Wahala dewiyo. His principal

temple, called Gala cap-pu dewale, is at Alutnuwera, a village

about 1 1 miles from Kandy on the road to Colombo. This temple

* When a person sleeps on his back, the posture is derisively named Preta

Seyiyawa, or the sleeping posture of a Pretaya; lying on the face is called

Manduka Seyiyawa or the sleeping posture of afrog ; lying on the right side

with the right hand placed under the head is considered the most becoming

posture in sleeping, and is called Singha Seyiyawa, or the lion's sleeping posture.
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is believed by all Demon-worshippers to have been built in a re*

markable manner; and the circumstance is often mentioned, as one

of the proofs of the authority, which the Dewatawa is supposed to

exercise over his subjects the demons. It is said that the demon

chief, a long time ago, wishing to have a new temple constructed

and consecrated to him, in place of the old one in which his ser-

vice had till then been performed, ordered some thousands of his

subject demons to cut and smooth down a rock, which was some

seven or eight hundred feet high, so as to fit it for the site of the

intended building, they were however to use no other tools, than

the common jungle canes called Way Well* with which they

were to rub the rock, till by mere friction it should be reduced to

the desired level. The demons engaged in the work were, no

doubt, those, who having violated his laws were then undergoing

the sentence of hard labour. They however succeeded in execut-

ing the work in the manner directed in the course of a single night,

and hence the name Gala-cap-pu dewale. Pilgrims from every

* Way Well is a climbing plant, which grows to considerable dimensions

in the jungles of Ceylon. It is covered with a coating of short but very sharp

thorns. One species of it is used as a file by the people of the inland districts

for rasping the hard kernel of the nut of the Sal tree, of which they make a

sort of pudding. Being a Rattan of great strength, it is used for a variety of

purposes, such as making baskets, rattaning chairs and couches, and even for

making rude suspension bridges in the secluded parts of the island. The fol-

lowing is a description of one of these bridges by Sir J. E. Tennent.

" One which crossed the falls of the Maha Welli Ganga, in the Kotmalie

range of hills, was constructed with the scientific precision of an Engineer's

Avork. It was entirely composed of the plant called by the Natives " Way
Well," its extremities were fastened to living trees, on the opposite sides of the

ravine, through which a furious and otherwise impassable mountain torrent

thundered and fell from rock to rock with a descent of nearly 100 feet. The

flooring of this aerial bridge consisted of short splints of wood, laid transversely

and bound in their places by thin strips of the Way Well itself. The whole

structure vibrated and swayed with fearful case, but the coolies traversed it

though heavily laden; and the European, between whose estate and the high

road it lay, rode over it daily without dismounting"

—

Sir J. E. Tennent's

History of Ceylon, Vol. I. part I. ch: hi.
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part of the Island repair to this temple during all seasons of the

year, hoping to get relief from some demon influence, with which

they suppose themselves to be afflicted, and which appears to them

to be irremovable by any other means. This is especially the

case with those persons, most frequently women, who are supposed

to be possessed by a demon. Dancing, singing and shouting without

cause, trembling and shaking of the limbs, or frequent and pro-

longed fainting fits are considered the most ordinary symptoms of

possession by a demon. Some women, when under this imaginary

influence, attempt to run away from their homes, often using foul

language, aud sometimes biting and tearing their hair and flesh. The

fit does not generally last more than an hour at a time; sometimes one

fit succeeds another at short intervals; sometimes it comes upon the

woman only on Saturdays and Wednesdays, or once in three or four

months; but always invariably during the performance of any demon

ceremony. On these occasions temporary relief is obtained by the

incantations of the Cattadiya; but when it appears that no incan-

tations can effect a permanent cure, the only remaining remedy is

to go to Gala kep-pu Dewale, where the following scene takes

place. When the woman is within two or three miles of the tem-

ple, the demon influence is supposed to come on her, and she walks

in a wild, hurried, desperate manner towards the temple. When

in this mood no one can stop her; if any attempt it, she will tear

herself to pieces rather than be stopped. She walks faster and

faster, as she comes nearer and nearer to the holy place, until at

last, on reaching it, she either creeps into a corner, and sits there,

crying and trembling, or remains quite speechless and senseless, as

if overpowered by extreme fear, until the Capua begins the exor-

cism. Sometimes she walks to the temple very quietly, without

any apparent influence of the demon on her, and that influence

seems to come upon her, only when the exorcism begins. The

principal room of the temple is partitioned off by curtains into three

divisions, the middle one of which is the sanctum sanctorum of the

God, as the demon chief is generally called. The Capua stands

G
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outside the outermost curtain, with the woman opposite to him.

After the offerings of money, betel leaves, and silver ornaments*

have been devoutly and ceremoniously laid in a sort of small box op-

posite to the Capua, he tells the god as if he were actually sitting

behind the curtain at the time in a loud and conversational tone, and

not in the singing ornamental style of invocations made to other gods

and demons, that the woman {naming her) has come all the way

from the village {naming it) situated in the Corle or district {nam-

ing it) to this temple, for the purpose of complaining to his godship

of a certain demon or demons, who have been afflicting her for the

last live years (specifying the time she has been under the influ-

ence); that she has made certain offerings to the temple, and that

she prays most humbly that his godship may be graciously pleased

to exorcise the demon, and order him never to molest her again.

In this way he makes a long speech, during which the woman con-

tinues trembling and shaking in the most violent manner, some-

times uttering loud shouts. Presently the Capua puts to her the

question, " Wilt thou, demon, quit this woman instantly, or shall

Ipunish thee jor thy impudence"? To this she sometimes re-

plies, still trembling and shaking as before, " Yes, I will leave

her for ever" but, more generally, she at first refuses; when this

happens, the Capua grasps in his right hand a good stout cane,

and beats her most mercilessly, repeating at the same time his

question and threats. At last, after many blows have been in-

flicted, the woman replies " Yes, I will leave her this instant

she then ceases to tremble and shake, and soon recovers her reason,

if indeed she had ever lost it. So she and her friends return home,

congratulating themselves on the happy result of their journey; a

* One of fiese ornaments is often a Carandua, or conical box resembling a

dagoba, made of silver, and intended as a sort of shrine or receptacle for some

holy relic. A silver arrowhead and an image, made of a beaten plate of silver

of about two inches in height, intended to represent the person suffering from

the Demon iufluence, are also sometimes added to the other offerings. The

money offered to a god or demon is always called Panduru, which means

ransom money.
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result, which is invariably the same in the case of every pilgrim to

the temple. We know 30 or 40 women who have made this pil-

grimage, only two of whom have ever again shown any symp-

toms of the return of demon possession. It is said that some 30

or 40 years ago, especially during the time of the Kandyan Kings,

four bundles of canes were left at the temple by the Capua every

evening before he returned home; that during the night loud shouts

and cries and wailing were heard proceeding from the temple, and

that the next morning, instead of bundles of canes, there were only

small bits of them found dispersed here and there in the premises,

as if the canes had been broken in flogging disobedient demons.
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CHAPTER III.

How Demons inflict Disease.

The demons enumerated in the preceding pages are those, who

are supposed to inflict disease on men, and who therefore princi-

pally figure in the various Ceremonies of Demon worship. They

are supposed to exercise their malignant power by virtue of the

Wurrun permission, which they have obtained for that purpose from

King Wessamonny, from the principal demon chiefs, or sometimes

from some of the gods themselves. Originally when they were in

a lawless state, they enjoyed themselves to their hearts' content, by

seizing men wherever they could and eating them up alive, like so

many oysters. But aft er a time these liberties were restrained to

a certain extent, and they were allowed to eat human beings, only

when the latter happened to come under the shade of the tree on

which they lived, or within a certain distance of whatever place

they had made their residence. Lastly, cannibalism was wholly

prohibited, and, in place of it, permission was given them to inflict

disease, and thereby receive offerings, with which they were required

to be content.

Their usual hours of stirring abroad are called Yama. These

are 1st, the morning twilight, when there is still some degree of

darkness over the earth; 2nd, Mid-day, about 12 o'clock; 3rd, the

evening twilight before it has grown very dark; and 4th, Midnight

about 12 o'clock. During these Yamas, they stir abroad, as much

in search of human victims as by way of recreation. A Singhalese

never travels during these Yamas, if he can help it; but if not, he

takes care not to go alone (unless it be the midday Yama), unless

the country is very thickly inhabited, for solitary travellers are

most exposed to the attacks of the demons. There are also certain

circumstances in the condition or disposition of an individual, which

make it easier for a demon to inflict disease on him; these are

—

1, when the man is asleep; 2, when he has his person perfumed with

fragrant unguents and oils; 3, when he travels in a palanquin at

night; 4
}
when a woman is in labour; 5, when the predominant
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feeling in the mind of a girl at the moment of her arriving at pu-

berty is grief, love, or fear; 6, when a person takes his meals when

his mind is not at ease; and a variety of other occasions.

The usual haunts of the demons are, 1st, large trees, especially

Bo, Nika, Ruk-attana, Ironwood, Co/wmba, Banyan, Kong,

Ehella, Yakberiya, and Belli trees;* 2nd, paths and roads; 3rd,

the junction of two or more paths; 4th, ferries and fords; 5th, wells

and other places where people come for water; 6th, places, where

there are two rocks close to each other; 7th places, where there

are two large trees standing near each other; 8th, the seashore; 9th,

thick groves of trees and pleasure gardens; 10th, the outskirts of

Dewales (temples of the gods;) 11th, graves and graveyards; 12th,

tops of rocks and hills; 13th, places where the noise of quarrels and

loud voices is continually heard; 14th, streams of water; 15th, bat-

tlefields; 16th, woods composed principally of Belli trees; 17th,

places where washermen wash clothes; 18th, old deserted houses;

19th, large open plains or fields; and 20th, sometimes (not often)

close behind the dwelling houses of men.

At these places the demon frightens people not by actually seiz-

ing them, but by other means quite as effectual. He sometimes

throws sand or stones at them, often handful after handful, along

a considerable part of their way; sometimes he appears as a dark

featured man on the road or among the bushes near it; or he only

shews himself like the passing shadow of a man, followed imme-

diately by a shower of sand or a loud crashing noise among the

bushes, as if a number of elephants were actively engaged in beat-

ing down the jungle; or he presents himself in the disguise of an

old man, or of a young woman with a child in her arms, or merely

like a man with a while cloth wrapped round his person from the

* It is on this account, that a Singhalese seldom allows any of these trees

to grow very large, when they are situated near his house. He generally cuts

them down, before th^y become fit for the residence of a demon ; nor on the

other hand will he willingly cut down one which is already very old, fearing it

might provoke the demon, who is supposed to be living on it, and bring down

implacable vengeance on himself and his family.
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top of the head down to the ancles. Sometimes the travellers find

the road blocked up by a large tree lying prostrate across it with

all its branches and leaves quite fresh, and if they try to go some

other way, they find themselves similarly obstructed by trees and

thick jungle, in places where there were none before; or they hear

a loud hoo* shout, which however nobody else in the neighbour-

hood hears, but they; or a large black dog, or a monkey gives

them chase; or they hear the sound of footsteps behind them, as of

somebody coming up, but on turning round they see no one, and so

they continue their journey, but hardly move a fathom before they

hear the same sound again, more distinct and louder, and yet there

is nobody to be seen; or when they are quietly moving on, they re-

ceive near a certain large tree a smart blow on the back from the

cold open hand of somebody, who is no where to be seen; some-

times they see a man, a stranger, crossing their path at a short dis-

tance in front; or they see a man standing a little out of the road

appearing at first to be of the ordinary stature of men, but gradu-

ally becoming taller and taller, till he overtops the neighbouring

cocoanut tree itself. A Singhalese, to whom any of these things

happens, is sure to be so much frightened, as to get some serious

illness; on some, their superstitious terrors have had so strong an

effect that they have dropped down on the spot perfectly senseless,

and have been carried home in a hopeless state, and died within a

few days; some have managed to run home but have been taken ill

there, and have either died, or recovered only after three or four

months of suffering, while others have become raving maniacs for

the rest of their lives.

Although demons are said to shew themselves in these ways to

men, yet the opinion of those, who may be called the more or-

thodox of the demon-worshippers, is that these apparitions are not

the demons themselves, but certain puppet-like spectres, which

* A Hoo shout is one peculiar to the people of this island. It consists of a

loud, single, guttural sound, uttered as loud as a man's lungs permit. A quar-

ter of a mile is generally considered to be the distance at which a loud Hoo can

be heard.
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they create and present to the eyes of men, in order to frighten

them; that the demons themselves are millions of miles distant

from the earth; and that on these occasions of sending forth these

spectres, and on every other occasion, whether during demon ce-

remonies) or at any other time when they are supposed to be pre-

sent, they do not come themselves, but send their dristia, with or

without the spectres, according to the circumstance of each case, or

merely according to their own whim. By dristia, which means

literally " sight," or " look," is meant that, although they are not

personally present, yet they have the power of " looking " at

what is going on below, and of doing and attending to every thing

required of them, as if they were actually present. This opinion

however is one, which is confined to the more learned of the de-

mon worshippers; the more ignorant believe that the demons

themselves are bodily present at these scenes, although they assume

some sort of disguise, whenever they choose to make themselves

visible to men.

When a man is frightened by a demon, and has the influence of

that demon upon him, it is called Tanicama, which literally means

"loneliness" or ^ being alone." Fright is in most cases a ne-

cessary agent in bringing down Tanicama on a man; but it is

also possible that a person, who has neither been frightened by a

demon, nor been ten yards from his own door for five or six months,

may also get the Tanicama influence on him. In this case, the ex-

planation is, that the demon has taken advantage of some unguard-

ed moment in the daily life of the man, as when he has been

sitting in the open compound of his house, or when he has hap-

pened to go to the back of his house at any of the Yamas, when a

demon has happened to be in the vicinity; or when he has eaten

roasted fish or eggs, while sitting outside in his Verandah on a

Wednesday or Saturday. In this case the man is neither frighten-

ed by anything, nor even aware of his danger at the time.

When Tanicama comes upon a man, he falls sick and even

when a man is ill from some other cause, no matter what, he very often

gets the Tanicama, especially when the sickness is getting worse
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The more dangerous and critical a disease is, the surer is Tanicama

to come upon the sick man; and when the disease appears to be past

all hopes of a cure, the Tanicama influence becomes strongest,

and the demons remain in the very neighbourhood of the sick

man's house, if not near his bed. The sound of footsteps, of the

violent shaking of trees and bushes, sudden loud sounds, as of striking

with whips and sticks, and similar other tokens of their presence

and of their joy at the expected death, are supposed to be heard

around the house. These ominous signs are called Holman. It is

on this account, that so many demon ceremonies are performed,

when a person is sick, from the commencement of the sickness to

its termination.

The literal meaning of the word Tanicama gives us a key towards

the understanding of many of the mysterious and wonderful cir-

cumstances connected with this part of our subject, especially when

it is taken in connection with the other doctrine of Demonism already

alluded to, viz., that, though a demon try his utmost by means of

terrible apparitions or by actual seizure to frighten a man and give

him the Tanicama, which results in sickness, yet the man will

seldom get ill, if he do not get frightened.

Among many hundreds of instances of sickness, which we have

heard of, as the consequences of Tanicama, the following is one,

which came within our own knowledge a few years ago; and we

give it here, merely to enable the reader to form some idea of the

superstitious fears of a Singhalese, and of the strange pranks, which

imagination plays with him.

One evening about 8 o'clock, some four years ago, we happened

to take a walk to the seashore, which was not very far from our

house. It was a bright moonlight night, and the sky was glowing

with the brilliancy of thousands of stars. We were accompanied

by two men, of whom one was a young man, whose name was Baba.

The heat was unusually great, so we remained more than an hour

on the seabeach on account of the cool sea breeze. The greater part

of that hour was taken up by one of our two companions relating

ghost stories, to which Baba, like every other Singhalese of his
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condition was an attentive listener. The road, by which we must

return, was a narrow footpath flanked on both sides by thick bushes.

Near this path, and about half way between the house and the

seashore, was a large bo tree situated in an old graveyard, both of

which had always had a bad name among the neighbours, as being

haunted by demons, who, it was said, had on diverse occasions

frightened many people even in broad daylight. In returning, we

had of course to pass this tree and had hardly passed it ten paces,

when Baba, giving one of those terrible fierce shrieks of despair

and fear, which can hardly be described, threw his arms round the

other man, trembling and panting in the most remarkable manner,

and the next moment he dropped down senseless on the ground,

perspiring most profusely. The other man, who was himself only

a few degrees this side of the limits of a fainting fit, managed how-

ever to take up the terrified Baba and carry him home. Baba's

father and mother having come, a Cattadiya was sent for; in the

mean time one of the neighbours pronounced some incanta tions and

the pirit charm over the sick man, who in a little while regained

his senses. When the Cattadiya came, more charms were pro-

nounced in an inaudible voice, at the conclusion of which some

knots were made in the hair of the sick man's head, and some

charmed cocoanut oil was rubbed on his forehead, temples, breast,

nails, and on the crown of the head. He was then removed to his

own house, accompanied by the Cattadiya and his friends.

When Baba was afterwards asked what had frightened liim so

much, he said that, as he was coming along behind us, he heard,

near the large tree, a sort of growl, like that ofa fierce dog muzzled,

.and on looking in the direction he saw a large head peering over

a bush from behind the trunk of the large tree.

The morning after this occurrence, Baba was reported to be very

ill. In the afternoon we saw him, and found him suffering from a

raging delirious fever. Two days afterwards, the ceremony of

Sanni Yakum Neteema or the Dance of the Sanni demons was

performed, during which, about 3 or 4 o'clock in the morning, when

H
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the offerings were being dedicated to the demon Sanni Yakseya,

the sick man exclaimed, pointing to one of the Tatu or altars,

"there, there, that is the person, whom 1 saw near the large tree

the other day—there he is eating the rice;"* the next minute he

added, " there now he is going away" Of course the eyes of all

were turned in that direction, but there was nobody to be seen.

The next day the man was better, and three days afterwards per-

fectly well.

Now in this case, it is plain, that either the man's own imagina-

tion, which must have been in a state of very great excitement,

as he was passing the tree, conjured up to his sight the semblance

ofa demon, or that some one wishing to pass off a joke, had con-

cealed himself behind the tree and shewed himself in the manner

mentioned above. Of these two, the latter is not very probable,

as few Singhalese have the courage to remain after sunset in a

place supposed to be haunted; that the former is more probably the

truth, is apparent from the fact, that the man recovered from his

illness soon after the performance of that particular ceremony,

which was believed by him, as well as by all demon-worshippers,

to be an effectual remedy for diseases brought on by circumstances

like those in his case. That the man's imagination was during all

the time in a state of high and morbid excitement, is further proved

by his pointing out, during the course of the subsequent ceremony,

what he considered to be the demon that had appeared to him near

the tree.

* The rice alluded to is that which is served out on the Tatu as an offering

to the demons.
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CHAPTER IV.

Spells or Charms in general.

In every demon ceremony, which is performed either to cure

or inflict sickness, or to protect a person from becoming liable to

any " demon sickness " at all, the effective agents, which influence

the demons, and, through them, the disease, are Charms or spells,

Invocations, and Dolla or offerings, especially the first with or

without the two last. Like the sciences and the Literature of the

Singhalese (with the exception of their Elu poetry), charms were

originally introduced from the neighbouring continent. India, in

those remote times, was to Ceylon and other neighbouring countries,

what Greece was a little later to the rest of Europe. Wijeyo from

India colonized it in the sixth century before Christ, and the litera-

ture and sciences of the Vedas naturally came with him, or soon

after, until they were partly, but not wholly, superseded, two cen-

turies afterwards by Buddhism and its literature. But Demon ism

had taken so strong a hold of the popular mind long before the

time of Wijeyo, that nothing could displace it, and when any acces-

sions were offered to it in subsequent times in the form of new

charms and demons, it seems to have incorporated them with avidity

into its old system.

Almost every charm begins with the words Ohng Ilreeng, which,

in Sanscrit, are an invocation to the Hindoo Trinity. The Cattadip.s

of this country, who are not worshippers of that Trinity, not under-

standing the purport of the words, but attributing to them some

mysterious magical properties, have, in a great many instances,

prefixed those words to Singhalese charms, in which the virtues

and omnipotence of Buddha are described in a very grandiloquent

style, to the exclusion of those of the Hindoo triad. Sometimes

however the names of Brahma, Vishnu, Siva and other Hindoo

deities are found mixed with those of Buddha and other Buddhist

divinities in irretrievable confusion in the same charm. Almost

every charm, whether Singhalese, Sanscrit, or Tamil, ends with
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the word Eswah, which is a corruption of the Sanscrit term Swaha,

corresponding in meaning to Amen*
The Charms or Mantra, as they are called, are generally in

Sanscrit, Tamil, or Singhalese, but a few are written in other lan-

guages, such as Arabic, Persian, Telugu, Malayalim, Bengali, and

others. Sometimes in one charm a mixture of many of these

languages is used. Sometimes no language seems to have been

used. In this last case, instead of any intelligible language, there

seems to be a collection of barbarous sounds without meaning.

Whether this is the Paisachi, which Colebrooke represents the

Hindoo dramatists making their demons speak on the stage, we are

not able to say.f It is however probable, that much of what now

seems to be no better than gibberish may at one time have been an

intelligible language, which, through its transmission from one

illiterate Cattadiya to another, through being transcribed from one

Ola into another by men not well acquainted even with their own

language, and from the peculiar pronunciation used in the recitation

of a charm, may have become so far distorted and changed from

what it was, as to be reduced to its present condition. We fear

we cannot give any correct idea of this peculiar pronunciation;

it consists in a very rapid utterance, in which guttural and nasal

sounds principally predominate, rendering for the moment even the

plainest of Singhalese charms quite an unintelligible jargon; and

to aggravate the evil still more, the recitation of a charm is

generally performed in a low under tone of voice, scarcely audible

to any one.J

* Swaha is also a term, indicative of a certain Fire-Offering made to the

god of fire, alluded to in Sanscrit works. The wife of the god of fire is called

Swahache Hoctabukpria Amara Cosa.

| Asiatic Researches Vol. VII. p. 199. quoted also by Turner, in his Intro-

duction to the Mahawanso.

| One of the most remarkable facts, connected with Sorcery or Magic, is, that

in all countries and ages of the world, where the Black Arts have ever been

cultivated, the incantations to evil spirits have always been pronounced in a

low muttering voice, as is still the practice both here, and in continental Asia

and Africa.
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The virtue and efficacy of a charm however consist, it is said,

not so much in the meaning of the language used, as in a peculiar

arrangement and combination of certain letters, each having its

own peculiar power. According to this classification, some letters

are called poisonous, others deadly, a third class fiery, a fourth

quarrelsome, and a fifth causing banishment. On the other hand

there are others called prosperous, some pleasure-giving, a third

and a fourth class health-giving and friendly, and a fifth divine;

while a few are called neutral. Then again, these letters, when

arranged and combined in a certain order, have different virtues—

-

virtues much stronger, than those of single letters. Each of these

combinations of letters is sacred to a certain demon, for whom it

has an unaccountable, mysterious, and irresistible fascination, from

which he cannot free himself. The mysterious virtues of all these

combined characters in a charm, are sufficient to overpower and

enslave the most powerful demons to the will of the Cattadiya.

To make a charm still more irresistible, flattery and entreaties are

employed, or the terrible power of king Wessamoany is invoked,

or the omnipotence of Buddha, and all set off in language the most

horrible* to the ears of a demon-worshipper.

Native authors maintain that Brahma himself was the original

author of charms, but that the science, as they call it, was after-

wards amplified and improved by nine Irshis or learned pundits,

who lived in India some thousands of years ago. It is divided

into eight different parts called Carma or acts, according to the

different character of the subjects it treats of. These are 1, Mo-

hana or the power of inducing swoons; 2, Stambana or illicit sex-

ual intercourse; 3, Otchatana or the expulsion of demons; 4,

Aakarsana or compelling the attendance of demons; 5, Wibeysana

* The most prominent feature in the language of Singhalese charms is an

endless repetition of such terms as red blood, heart's blood, eat his lungs, graves,

corpses, living corpses, suck his blood, tear open his heart, suck the marrow, a

cloth dipped in blood, eat his heart, break his neck and suck the blood, and many

others, which have a very appalling effect on the timid, superstitious mind of

a demon-worshipper.
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or destruction by discord; 6, Marana or causing death; 7, Tamba-

naya or power of imprisoning; and 8, Paysana or power of curing

diseases. To each of these acts are assigned certain seasons, days,

and hours, in which alone anything relative to it can be performed

with any hopes of success. Thus, Wibaysana must be performed

during the eight hours elapsing between 6 p. m. and 2 a. m. at

night, during the season called Wasanta; Otchatana, during the

ten days intervening between the 10th and 20th day of the season

called Gunhana; Maran a. in the season Wassana, from the 20th

day of the month, which commences that season, to the- 10th day

of the next month ;
Aakarsana, during the season Sasat; Stambana,

from the 10th to the 20th day of the season Jlaymanfa; Mohan a,

from the 20th day of the month, which commences the season

Sisira, to the 10th of that which closes it; and Paysana and Tam-

bana, during every part of the year.*

It is believed that there are, or at least there were, in this Is-

land 240,000 different charms or spells of every kind, belonging

to the art of Necromancy. An old legend says, that once upon a

time, long before the landing of king Wijeyo upon these Coasts,

one of the kings of this Island, wishing to marry from a royal

family, proceeded to Ayodhia pura (Oude) and being introduced to

the royal family of that country on the continent, was permitted to

select for his queen one out of the seven daughters of the king.

Upon this, being anxious to ascertain what their accomplishments

were, he asked each of them, what she was most skilled in. One

replied that she was skilled in the magical arts of sickening

and killing people by means of Hooniyan charms; another

replied, that she could bring immediate death on any one by

means of Pilli charms ; a third said that she could injure men

* Although there is not much difference of seasons in this Island, yet Sin-

ghalese writers have divided the year into six seasons, viz, 1. Wasanta which

corresponds to April and May
; 2, Gimhana (hot] which, corresponds to

June and July
; 3, Wassana [rainy] to August and September ; 4 Sarat [dry]

to October and November ; 5, Uaymanta [dewyj to December and January
;

and 6, Sisira [cool] to February and March.
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by Angam charms; three others also replied in the same way, men-

tioning some particular department of Sorcery, in which they were

most skilled, and by which they could bring diverse calamities on

men; but the seventh and last princess said that she knew none of

those in which her sisters were accomplished, but that she was

well learned in the other class of charms, by which she could restore

to health and life men suffering from the former. Upon this, the

King of Ceylon, being highly pleased with her, selected her to be

his Queen, and brought her away to his country. The other sisters

being offended at this as an insult offered to them, determined to

take their revenge. For this purpose they collected from all parts

of the world every kind of charm, that was productive of evil to

man, and inserting them in some peculiar manner in a pumpkin*

sent it to their sister in Ceylon, as a present. Their object was

to destroy their sister and her kingdom by its means, for on being

touched by the hand of the person, for whom it was intended, it

was to set on fire both that person and everything else within a

hundred Yoduns.]' But while the man, who carried it, was on the

sea on his way to the Island, it set fire to his head, and then fell into

the sea, from which it was afterwards picked up by a certain god,

and presented to the King of Ceylon. These evil spells together

with the charms in the healing department, which his own Queen

knew, constitute the 240,000 alluded to above. Whatever particle

of truth there may be in the story, it is certain that a majority of

the charms now in use among the Singhalese were introduced in

times much later, than those indicated by this legend.

* The pumpkin was selected for this purpose, because nothing else in the

whole universe could hold such dangerous materials without being immediately-

burned to ashes ! In the Ceremony of Hooniyan Kerema, by which all evil

influences produced by any malignant charms are sought to be removed, a

pumpkin is placed before the sick man, and after ordering, by means of incanta-

tions, all such evil influences to " descend to the pumpkin," the Cattadiya cuts

the fruit in two, and then throws it into the sea or some other place of water.

| A Yoduna is 1 6 miles.
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Though a charm be ever so good in the number and proper dis-

position of those peculiar combinations of letters we have already

mentioned, and though it be complete in all other respects, yet it

can have no power for any practical purpose, unless it be subject-

ed to a certain process or ceremony called Jeewama, which liter-

ally means, " the endowing with life." This it is, that makes a

charm efficacious for good or for evil. A Jeewama is considered

to be a ceremony of greater or less difficulty and danger, according

as the object of the charm is considered to be more or less easy of

accomplishment. For instance, the Jeewama of a charm to cure

a gripe or a headache is attended with no danger, whilst that of

another, intended to cause the death of a person or to seduce the

affections of a girl, is supposed to be fraught with great danger to

the life of him, who performs the ceremony. This danger arises

from demons, who endeavour to prevent in various ways the ac-

complishment of the man's object. For, should the charm be per-

fected by the uninterrupted progress of the Jeewama, the demon

would be bound, nolens volens, to accomplish the object aimed at

by the charm. Hence their anxiety to interrupt a Jeewama, and

to frighten away those engaged in it; the consequences of that

fright to the men, being sickness and death.

When a Oattadiya is asked why it is that he cannot now do

any of those wonderful things, which his predecessors of earlier

days are said to have done, and which his omnipotent charms pro-

fess to be able at any time to effect, his answer is invariably an ar-

gument founded on this danger and difficulty of the Jeewama

ceremony.

Every charm has a sort of rubric appended to it, in which the

object of the charm* is stated, and instructions are given in what

* Some people have been so anxious to prevent others from making use of any

of those "tried" [Singhalese Atdutu] charms, in whose efficacy they have the

firmest belief, that they have managed to render their own manuscript copies

mere sealed books to the rest of the world, by writing the rubric in a way un-

intelligible to those not initiated into the mystery. For this purpose, they
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place and manner the J-eewama is to be performed, together with

a list of the offerings required on the occasion.

The Jeewama of some charms is as follows.—The Cattadiya, or

whoever has undertaken the task,* repairs to a grave at one of the

Yamas, and prepares what is called a Mai Bulat tatuwa or table

offlowers and betel leaves; this is a chair or something similar,

with a piece of white j* cloth or a green plantain leaf spread on it;

on this cloth or leaf must be placed nine different kinds of flowers,

a few of each kind, the yellow flowers of the Areca and the red

flowers of a small shrub called Rat Mai being generally of the,

number. With these is mixed some sandal wood powdered fine

and mixed with water; sometimes a few betel leaves, \ with a

copper coin, are added. The whole of this is called Mai Bulat

tatuwa. On this table is placed a thread or thin string called

Kan-ya Nool or Virgin Thread, so called from its having been

spun by a virgin from native cotton.
||

This thread is coloured

generally use a language like that, which Reynolds describes in his Pickwick

Abroad and Mysteries of London as used by the abandoned desperados of

London.

* Excepting in regular ceremonies, which are performed to cure a disease,

persons other than professional Cattadiyas often engage in minor matters of the

Art, such for instance as the "trying" of a single charm, unless its Jeewama

be considered to be one attended with danger.

"f
White has been the emblem of purity among all nations and in all ages of

the world.

J These betel leaves must be taken from a plant, from which none have been

previously removed by men for the purpose of chewing.

j|
Kan-ya Nool threads are used in almost every Demon ceremony, but, what

particular virtue they have, or what mysterious relation they bear to demons,

I have never been able to ascertain. There are certain rules which are to be

observed by the girl in the spinning of this thread; but they are never strictly

observed now a days, lest a strict adherence to them may make her liable to

Tanicama or some other similar calamity. By these rules the girl must first

wash herself, and then putting around her neck a necklace of Rat mat flowers,

with her hair thrown loose on her shoulders, she must sit on fche threshold of

the door of her house, looking towards the setting sun about 6 p. m., and then

spin the mysterious thread.
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yellow by rubbing it with a rjiece of saffron.* Another table

called Pidayni tatuwa or Offering altar is then made, with the

green sticks of a shrub called Gurulla or Burulla for its legs, and

is covered with the inner white bark of the plantain tree, and the

broad green leaves of the Haburu plant, f On this altar are placed

Etta Etty or Seeds, being five different kinds of seeds roasted well

on a fire, the Hat Malu, or Seven Curries, consisting of vegetables,

fish, and flesh of land animals, and a little boiled rice.J A fire

* Saffron is an article used both in the rites of Demonism and in those of

Capuism. In the latter, the offerings, which consist principally of money and

images of silver, must be rubbed over with saffron, and then wrapped up in a

piece of a saffron leaf, before they are placed on the altar. A quantity of water

held in a species of
j
ug called Cotalay is also coloured and perfumed with

saffron ; this water is thrown by the Capua on the persons of the devotees as

Holy Water.

f Haburu is a sort of potatoe, cultivated in the dwelling gardens of most of

the poorer classes of the Singhalese. It also sometimes grows wild. It has

no stem nor branches. The leaves are heart-shaped and very large, sometimes

measuring 5 feet by 4. The root is large, being sometimes about a foot in

diameter, and three or four in length, perfectly cylindrical and of uniform

thickness from one end to the other; if the plant be allowed to grow long, this

root becomes a sort of stem rising to a height of four or five feet from the

ground, with a crown of five or six leaves on its summit. This stem (when

there is one), and the root are used by the people for food. It produces a

sharp, biting sensation, when taken into the mouth, so much so indeed, that it

is with great difficulty that it is swallowed. Some kinds however, which have

been carefully cultivated, do not possess this unpleasant quality in any great

degree, and some are almost entirely free from it. It is recommended by native

doctors as a very valuable medicine to those subject to piles. There are several

species of Haburu, most of which are used as food. One or two kinds are

especially prized for making Curries. Cohila Cola is one of the most favourite

dishes of a Singhalese, and it belongs to this genus, Its medicinal properties

too are considered to be very great. A medicine called Cohila Patmay is

prepared from it for those suffering from piles, and we have reason to believe

in its efficacy.

| For fish, a piece of dry fish, and for flesh, a piece of skin from an old

leather sandal are generally substituted for the sake of convenience. The rice

directed to be used on this occasion is the kind called El Sal or Hill Rice,
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is then made on the grave, with Pas Pengiri dara or the wood of

five different kinds of trees, the fruit of which is sour to the

taste, such as orange trees, lime trees, citron trees, and others of

that kind. On this fire is placed an earthen pot containing an egg,

and a gentle fire is kept up, till the egg is completely boiled.

While this boiling is going on, the Cattadiya lies down on the grave

at full length on his back, and pronounces his charm in a low tone

a certain number of times, 3, 7, 9, 16, 48, 49, 108, 128, or 133

times, and in some cases so many as 1000 times, each time taking

care to throw a small quantity of powdered resin into a pot con-

taining some hot live cinders.* The resin produces a strong-scented

thick smoke, with which the Malbulat Tatuwa and the Pidayni

Tatuwa are performed. This is done generally as many times as

the charm is recited. He then sits up on the grave, and taking

into his hand a cock pronounces over it another charm. Next he

takes the Kan-ya Nool thread, and, pronouncing a charm over it,

makes a knot in it. The charm is recited several times over the

thread, and each time a knot is made in it, the firepot being kept

smoking, with resin under the thread. Sometimes all this has to

be repeated at two succeeding Yamas, after which the charm is

considered to be complete. The whole of this ceremony is called

Jeewama. The charmed thread is brought away, and used for the

purpose, and in the way, directed: for instance, if the object be to

cure sickness, the thread is tied round the arm, or the neck, or the

waist of the sick person; if the charmed substance be not a thread,

but something else, as a betel leaf, and if the object of the charm

be to gain the affections of a woman, the betel leaf is given to her

through some proper agent.

The above is only a general description of a Jeewama ceremony.

For each charm has its own particular Jeewama, differing from all

which is considered to be the best; yet in point of practice rice of any kind

is used.

* The firepot or the Chafing dish is mentioned by Lane in his Modem Egyp-

tians
> and seems to be as much in demand among the sorcerers of Egypt, as

among the Cattadiyas of Ceylon.
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others both in the offerings it requires, and in the time, place, and

manner of its performance. However the Kan-ya Nool, altars,

flowers, and the smoking hrepot, are always required; and graves,

generally.

An ordinary Aaraksa Nool, that is a charmed thread worn about

the person as an amulet against Tanicama, requires no greater

Jeewama ceremony than this—the Cattadiya having gone to the

back of the house with a Kan-ya Nool, some live cinders in a

cocoanut shell or a tile, and a little saffron and resin, pronounces

his charm in the usual low muttering tone, all the while perfuming

the thread with the resin smoke, and making a few knots in it,

equal sometimes to the number of times he pronounces the charm.

All this does not take up more than 30 or 40 minutes. But in

certain other Jeewamas, such as those relating to many kinds of

Hooniyan and Pilli, whose object is the destruction of some person,

these things are done on a greater scale, and are said to be attended

with great danger to the lives of those engaged in them.

The danger, it is said, consists in this,—When the Cattadiya is

going on with his incantation, but particularly about its conclusion

when the virtues of the charm are becoming perfected, demons

begin to arrive on the spot, one after another, generally in the

disguise of beasts and serpents, such as monkeys, black dogs, ele-

phants, tigers, Cobra-de-Capeilos, polongas, and sometimes in the

shape of old wrinkled grey headed men and women, with the ex-

ception of the last demon who appears like a man. Each of these,

as he arrives, must be presented with the particular offering

appointed for him, such as an egg, a fowl, some boiled rice, a young

king-cocoanut, a few drops of blood, or something else as directed

in the charm itself ; any mistake or delay in presenting the offering

being followed by immediate death or incurable sickness to those

engaged in the ceremony. The demons, when they approach the

scene, do all they can to frighten away the men, either by felling

large trees near the spot, or by surrounding the men with a ring

of burning jungle, or by creating a thick darkness, such as Milton

speaks of in his Paradise Lost, or by uttering loud screams and
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howls likf* the roaring of thunder. All this the demons are said to

do, in order to prevent the success of the charm: for if the virtues

of the charm were to be perfected by the Jeewama, the demons

would be spell-bound to act like slaves in effecting that, which the

charm is intended for. Hence their anxiety and efforts to frustrate

its success. These efforts, it is said, have generally been success-

ful, and many a story is related of men found lying dead on the

scene of a Jeewama, and of others, who lived raving maniacs for

the rest of their lives, or who died a few days after their attempt

to perform the ceremonies, from a delirious fever which no medicine

or demon ceremony could cure.

Charms, it is said, do not retain their virtues beyond a certain

period; some retaining them only 50 years, while others retain

them 100, 300, 700, 900, 100!), 1900, 2700, or 3300 years. Those

few alone, of which Brahma himself was the au thor, retain their

efficacy for ever. Besides, the loss of a single letter which belongs

to a charm, or the addition of one which does not, or any other

alteration, though the smallest possible, is supposed to affect it

equally; in this latter case, however, there is said to be a certain

method of revising the charm and of restoring its original reading

by means of a certain magic table called Siddhi Chakhray.

The principal works on the subject of charms are Narayena,

Mayrutantria, Mantra chinta Mania, and Mantra Kakse, which

are all in Sanscrit. Less important works treatiug both of Demon

ceremonies and of charms in general, are 31antra Mala Teeka,

Sanka pala Widia, Cola Widia, Bahirawa Widia, Bahirawa

Calpe, Cuhara Widia, Sagal Asna, Cumara Widia, and Asura

Widia, which are partly in Singhalese and partly in Sanscrit.

There are many Cattadiyas now living, who have more or less

studied these works, and are celebrated among their countrymen

for their professional attainments, among others Caduru Pokuna,

and Dandawe Ganitaya and Ratuwatte Cattadiya in the district

of.Suffragam.

We have translated a few charms for the amusement of the

reader; and in doing so, we have selected those, wThich would be
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most intelligible. The following is one which is intended to drive

a man mad —
" Oh Brahma, Vishnu and Siva ! I make my adoration to you I

Oh, come thou, Hanumana! Oh, come, thou god, Haraunanta!

Oh, come thou, Madana! Oh, come, thou goddess, Madana!

Come thou, Baddracali! Come, thou goddess, Baddracali! Come

thou, Curumbara! Come, thou god, Curumbara! Oh, come thou,

Maha Sohona! Oh, come, thou god, Maha Sohona! Come thou,

Gopolla! Come, thou god, Gopolla! Come thou, Reeri! Come,

thou god, Reeri Yakseya! Oh Samayan, come! Oh, come, thou

god of Samayan! Come thou, Wata Cumara! Come, thou god,

Wata Cumara! Oh, come thou, Calu Yakseya! Come, thou god,

Calu Yakseya! Oh Vishnu, come thou! Oh Vishnu's Avatar,

come! Come thou, Ayiyanayaka! Come, thou god, Ayiya-nay-

ka! Come from on high! Come from below! Come from all

directions! Come from all parts of the universe! Come, all the

dewoand all the dewatawas! * Come, all ye demons! Come, all

ye demon chiefs! Come, thundering from the sky! Come, mak-

ing the earth tremble as ye come! Ye demons Encadawara and

Malcadawara, all ye dewo and dewatawas, ye male demons and

female demons, look at this human being from head to toe! Look

at his bones, his sinews, his joints, his neck, his blood, his lungs,

his heart and his intestines of 32 cubits in length. Look, look at

them! And Oh! receive this human being, as a sacrifice unto

you! Take him for yourself! Take him! I dedicate him to

you. I dedicate him to you. I dedicate him to you with his dum-

mala j incense. Look at him and accept him. Let this be so."

* Dewo are the gods; Dewatawas are the inferior classes of gods and the

superior classes of demons. But the Cattadiyas often carelessly apply the

latter term to inferior demons too. In charms however, flattery being one of

the means of drawing the attention of a demon, no distinction is observed in

the application of these terms, as is obvious from the above charm.

f The incense offered to demons by the Sorcerers of this country is not

frankincense and myrrh, as elsewhere in the East, but a species of very inflam-

mable resin called dummala, which is obtained from the ground a few feet
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Then come the directions for performing the Jeewama, which

are as follow—" Make a Mai Bulat Tatuwa and three Pidayni Ta-

tuwas on a grave. Use the Etta Etty, the Seven Curries, blood,

boiled rice, opium, three lizard eggs, a cock, seven clusters of Rat

Mai flowers, the ashes of burnt hair, and roasted meat for these

altars. Make an image of wax, and write on it the name of the

person, who is to be injured. Take then seven Kan-ya Nool

threads, and pronouncing the charm 108 times, make seven knots

in the threads, one in each. Put the image on an Areca flower,

the first, which that tree has ever produced, and tie them up to-

gether by means of the threads. Then take this away and conceal

it in the back roof of the house. The man will be insane from

that day. To cure him, remove the image from the roof and throw

it into a stream, and the man will recover his reason."

The following is a charm for curing any disease supposed to be

caused by the demon Reeri Yakseya:

—

" Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva ! Adoration be to you ! The

demon Reeri Yakseya, who resides on the rock Mala Dola Gigi-

riana in the land of Sayurasla, came into this world from the

womb of his mother Laytali by tearing himself through her heart,

on Saturday in the month of Nawan, [corresponding to a part of

February and part of March.] This demon wears a crown of fire

on his head, a cloth of blood below his waist, and another cloth of

blood above, thrown across his shoulders. He has the face of a

below the surface, and also from certain trees, which produce gums equally

inflammable and also called dummala, of which the Sal tree is the principal.

The Ola books of the Singhalese being written with an iron stile, the charac-

ters are illegible, but by rubbing on them an oil extracted from dummala, mixed

with the ashes of burnt rags, a black colour is imparted to the lines, and so the

letters become very legible.

The practice of offering incense to beings considered to be superior to men,

whether they are called gods or demons, is one which appears to have prevailed

from the earliest times, and its origin would indeed be a very interesting subject

of inquiry both in connection with the history of Ceylon Demonism, and in

relation to the Jews, with whom it was usual to make an incense offering to

Jehovah.
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monkey; Lis feet are of a bloodred colour, and the rest of his per-

son of a golden hue. He brandishes in one hand the Bludgeon, and

in the other the Trap of death, by whose apparition he is attend-

ed. When he received his wurrun from Xswara, Sekkra, and

Brahma, he repaired to a place where three roads met, and standing

there, and licking at the same time two pieces of human bones,

which he carried in his mouth, his whole person dripping with

blood, he clapped his hands and bawled out so dreadful a cry of

triumph and defiance, that even the gods of ten thousand worlds

were struck with terror and dismay. When the four guardian

gods of the world asked, if there was not any one in the uni verse

powerful enough to subdue the demon, they were told that neither

Iswara,* nor Brahma, nor Natha, nor Gandharwas, nor Garun das,

nor Saman, nor any Sorcerer could do it. Upon this, the great,

the glorious, the wonderful Vishnu took a jungle creeper, which

grew on the Rock of Blood in Sayurasla Desey, which is situated

beyond seven seas and pronounced over it this charm—Oh Brahma,

Oh Siva, Oh Vishnu, Oh Walia, come! Come thou, Hanumanta!

Come, all ye gods! Come, all ye demons! Come instantly! I bind,

I bind. I confine, I confine. Be bound, be bound. Be confined,

be confined. Let this be so. By pronouncing these words he

bound and subdued the demon Reeri Yakseya. Therefore by the

power of Vishnu, and the overthrow he gave thee that day, I com-

pel thee, oh demon Reeri Yakseya, to be bound by my charm.

I bind tliee. Be thou bound, bound, bound, j- I order thee to heal

at once this disease, which thou hast brought on this human being.

Let this be so.

"This charm is to be pronounced over a threadJ or some oil,|| af-

terwards the oil must be rubbed over the person, or the thread must be

tied round his arm; and the patient will recover from that instant."

* Iswara, I believe, is another name of Siva.

f This repetition of the same word is characteristic of most charms, espe-

cially in that part in which its virtues are supposed to be concentrated.

X Whenever threads are mentioned in charms or in any thing else relating to

Demonism, Kan-ya Nool threads are meant.

||
When oil simply is mentioned, it is to be understood of cocoanut oil. But
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The following is a charm for curing headache. It is to be pro-

nounced over a little oil, which must be stirred incessantly with a

piece of iron all the time that the charm is being pronounced

.

"Oh Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva! I make my adoration to you!

When Ginires dewatawi (she demon of fire), who resides in Ginires

Coville (temple of fire), in the country of Ginires Daysa (land of

fire), complained to Mangra Dewiyo of the fire which was burning

in her head, he (Mangra Dewiyo) sent for milk from the breasts

of the Seven Mothers of milk,* and with it put out the fire which

was burning in her head; for which he had received Wurrun from

sixty-four different persons. By the power he exercised that day,

I do this day command that the headache, which troubles this per-

son, do quit him instantly—do flee, flee this moment."

Although by far the largest majority of charms are either for

inflicting or for curing diseases, yet there are many others for

various other purposes, and in fact there can hardly be a wish of

any kind, be it good or bad, which may not be gratified by charms.

Among others, the following is one for inducing demons to throw

stones into dwelling houses, so incessantly and so long, as to compel

the inmates to desert the house.

"Oh Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva! Adoration be to you! The

she-demon Calu Cambanee, who influenced the bile, the she-demon

Narasingha, who influenced the wind, and the she-demon Sen

in some cases when it is expressly mentioned, a composition of several kinds

of oil, called Pas Tel or the Five oils, is used. These five oils generally are

Cocoanut oil, Gingelli oil, Cohomba oil, Mee oil, and Castor oil.

* There is a certain Dana or Almsgiving ceremony called Kiri Ammawa-

runnay Dana or the Alms of the Mothers of Milk, generally observed three

months after the birth of a child. Besides other people, who are invited to the

house to partake of food or Dana on the occasion, seven women, sometimes

seven unmarried girls, named for the time Kiri ammala or Mothers of Milk,

are made to sit apart from the others, and are treated to a breakfast of boiled

rice,^ plantains, and a sort of jelly called " Milk," made of rice flour, jaggery

or country sugar, and the juice of the cocoanut. The dishes of the others,

who are treated on the same occasion, are different from these.

K
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Cumari, who influenced the phlegm, in the disease, which afflicted

the four great demons, who were the offspring of the great king

Carma; the demon Sanni Yakseya, who influenced all the three,

the Bile, the Wind, and the Phlegm; the demons, who produce

disease by means of the Evil Eye and the Evil Mouth; and the

demons and she-demons Takaree, Makaree, Kalaraksee, Yamadoo-

tee, Ailakkandi, Mailakkandi, Nanaroopee, Telokadewi, and Oddy

Curumbara, these demons and she-demons, who afflict man with

98 diseases, and 99 infirmities, and subject him to the risks of 203

dangers, all you male and female demons, I bind you first by the

power of the god Loka Natha; secondly, I bind you by the power

of the glorious god Vishnu; thirdly, I bind you by the power of

the worldfamous goddess Pattini; fourthly, I bind you by the power

of the god Saman
;

fifthly, I bind you by the power of the god

Dewol; sixthly, I bind you by the power of the god Canda Cumara;

seventhly, I bindyou by the power of Andungini Dewatawa; eighthly,

I bind you by the power of King Wissamonny himself; ninthly, Ibind

you by the power of the Graha gods (the Planet gods) ;
tenthly, I

bind you by the power of the eight Guardian gods, who are in

charge of the eight points of the sky. I bind you all. I bind you

.all by the power of all these gods. I do this by the same power

which the great Prades Rusia* used. Do, as I do. Stay, where

I tell you to stay. Go, where I tell you to go. Eat, burn, destroy,

when 1 command you to eat, burn, and destroy. Let this be so."

The Jeewama of the above—"Put a Champica flower, a flower

of the iron wood tree, and a stone on a Mai Bulat Tatuwa, placed

on a grave, or at the point of junction of three roads, or near a tree,

whose bark has a great deal of sap in it. Then place around the

Mai Bulat Tatuwa a little blood, a little milk, a few flowers, and

some porri^ each kind in a separate leaf. Then put up lights all

round; having done this take some resin, and pronounce over it the

* Prades Rusia was the first man, who followed the profession of a Cattadij^a.

| Paddy, as rice in the husk is called here, being put into a vessel and heated

over a fire, splits open into large white flakes, which are called porri.
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charm (not the above but the one used for consecrating resin), and

hold up the smoking fire-pot to the Mai Bulat Tatuwa. Next,

pronounce the above charm 108 times. Do this at three several

Yamas. Lastly, take away the stone, and bury it in the ground

under the stile of the garden fence, or at the back of the house.

Then throw a stone at the house; and from that day, that house

will be pelted with stones. To put a stop to the pelting remove

the buried stone, and throw it into a stream or some other place of

water, and the stone-pelting will cease from that day."

Charms may be divided into two great classes, viz., 1st—Those

intended to inflict death, disease, or some other inconvenience

upon men; 2nd—Those intended to counteract the first, and

remove their evil consequences. Under the head of the first class

come several departments of charms, chiefly Hoonxyan, Angam,

and Pilli charms ; under the second, Bandana, Dehena and a

few others. These will be treated of in the succeeding chapter.
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CHAPTER V.

Hooniyan Charms.

Codiwina or Hooniyan is the name given to evils of whatever

kind inflicted by the agency of charms. Hence the charms which

cause these have been denominated Hooniyan charms. There are

said to be 84000 of these, of every degree of malignity, most of

which more or less contribute to bring to an untimely death the

man affected by their influence, though that event may be deferred

for many years. Some Hooniyan charms have the effect of filling

a house or garden with so many demons, that the owner finds it

difficult to pass even a single night in the house, but if he take

heart to do so, it is most probable that he and his family will fall

sick, one after another, as if attacked by some contagious disease:

others frighten him by hideous night dreams, or by sudden appari-

tions, even in broad daylight, of large black dogs trying to bite him,

or of ugly monkeys grinning at him,* but who vanish the next

moment from his sight.

Whatever may be the nature of the disease brought on a man by

Hooniyan charms, that disease always resists every attempt to cure

it by medicine, and invariably results in the death of the man,

unless other remedies be applied in time, viz., those which charms

alone afford. For although there are gods and god-worship (ca-

puism), and Buddhistical Pirit and Pirit Noolfi that hold out to

their votaries every protection against demons, and although these

gods are beings immeasurably superior to the demons in power,

* These superstitions about demons assuming the disguise of monkeys to

frighten men seems to have been current in the time of Shakespeare.

Caliban—" His spirits hear me
" Sometimes like apes, that mow and chatter at me

—

Tempest Act II. Scene II.

f Pirit is a certain Buddhist ceremony performed for the purpose of remov-

ing all sorts of demon influence; and Pirit Nool is a thread consecrated by that

ceremony, and used as an amulet for the same purpose.
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jet if a demon bring his malign influence to bear upon a man

through the agency of Hooniyan charms, no power on earth below

or in the sky above can save him, unless he resort to the very art,

which in the hands of his enemies has injured him so much. Ge-

nerally, if a man often gets sick, especially from rheumatic attacks,

and if he frequently feels thirst accompanied by an unusual degree

of heat in the blood, especially about the region of the chest, he

will attribute it to Hooniyan charms and more so, if he recollects

that he has an enemy in one of his neighbours: and even though

he has no enemy, yet if his sickness seems to resist the skill of his

physician, and if a burning sensation in his body is one effect of

his sickness, and if he is often troubled by dreams in which black

dogs, monkeys, and horrible looking men try to frighten him, he is

sure that his sickness is a Hooniyan. If a man in climbing a tree,

or in moving from the top of one tree to that of another on the

ropes which connect them together (as is the case with cocoanut

trees during the season of distilling Arrack), makes a false step and

is thereby precipitated to the ground whereby he dies, the proba-

bility is that the calamity will be attributed to a Hooniyan*: and

this probability will not be the less strong, because the man may

sometimes happen to escape with only a few bruises and fractures;

but it will, on the contrary, be much more strengthened by what

the man himself relates, which generally amounts to this—that,

while he was on the tree, he was thrown down by somebody whom

however he did not see, or that he was frightened by some mons-

trous-looking being, which appeared and disappeared with the rapi-

dity of lightning, or that he suddenly and most unaccountably felt

giddy and faint and so lost his footing and fell; all which to the

* About twelve mouths ago, there was a lawsuit between one of our friends

and another man, so they were not on the very best of terms with each other.

Before the case was decided, the other man happened to fall from a cocoanut

tree and died instantly. It was therefore imputed to a Hooniyan charm prac-

tised by our friend, And the two families are now at deadly enmity with each

other.
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minds of his friends are so many proofs of a Hooniyan cause,

although some unfriendly wag of a neighbour might insinuate that

the man was tipsy with Toddy rather than affected by a Hooniyan

cause at the time. Suppose a man and his wife constantly quarrel

and do not like each other's company, especially at the commence-

ment of their matrimonial life, and neither of them can assign any

adequate reason for it, then, although the man's friends will say

that the woman is wholly to be blamed, and the woman's friends

that the man is solely to be blamed, it is most probable however

that both these sets of friends in their cooler moments will say that

a Hooniyan must be the sole cause of this domestic misery. A
young woman is betrothed to a young man, but sometime

afterwards the match is broken off through the non-consent,

say, of some of the girl's relatives, and she is therefore given in

marriage to another young man, and in due course of time she

gives birth to a child; if, during the pains of delivery, she

suffers much, and is not easily delivered of her burthen, you will

then hear but one word whispered in low accents from mouth to

mouth among all the relatives and friends assembled there; and

that word is Hooniyan. You may see some of these relatives

standing in groups of 2 or 3 in the compound or behind the house,

engaged in an earnest, anxious, grave, and whispering conversation,

others hurrying here and there either in search of a skilful Catta-

diya, or in making preparations for performing some special demon

ceremony, although similar ceremonies had been performed months

before in anticipation of such a calamity, a suspicion of which

necessarily arose from the circumstances attending the marriage.

Or you may see one Cattadiya, standing near the house, muttering

his charms over a small tea-cup containing some cocoanut oil or

over a thread; and another standing before the distressed woman,

and with an "Arecanut Cutter "* cutting three limes,j at the

* An Arecanut Cutter is an instrument, which is found in every Singhalese

house. As its name implies, it is used for cutting Arecanuts preparatory to

their being chewed with betel leaves, chunam, and tobacco.

f The cutting of limes on this, and on every other occasion when it is intend-
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same time pronouncing some short charms in a voice a little more

audible than usual. And after all, if the woman dies, it only con-

firms the truth of what they had but surmised at first.

In most Hooniyan charms, a small image made of wax or wood,

or a figure drawn upon a leaf or something else, supposed to re-

present the person intended to be injured, is necessary. A few

hairs of his head, some chippings of his finger nails, and a thread

or two from a cloth worn by him, and sometimes a handful of sand

from a place on which he has left his footprint, are also required,

when the image is submitted to the Jeewama, especially in Hooni-

yans directed against parties intending to marry. Also Pas Lo or

five metals, that is nails made of a composition of five different

kinds of metals, generally gold, silver, copper, tin, and lead, are

driven into the image at all those points, which represent the joints,

the heart, the head, and other important parts of the body. The

name of the intended victim is also marked on the image. After

the Jeewama, this image is buried in the ground in some suitable

place, such as under the stile of the garden fence, or in some other

spot, where the intended victim is likely to "pass over"* it.

This "passing over" is essential to the success of a large majority

of Hooniyan charms. After this, the image is either left in the

same place, or is taken out and secreted in some other place accord-

ing to the directions in the charm itself. In the case of some Hooni-

yanSj which however form but a small minority, this " passing over "

is not needed ft all, as, for instance, in those intended to produce

tmpotency in a man.

To ensure greater certainty of success to a Hooniyan charm,

other precautions are also sometimes taken, such as ascertaining

from the horoscope of the party the particular season or day or

ed as a part of a demon ceremony, is done in a particular manner; the lime is

placed between the two blades of the Arecanut Cutter, where it is held firmly

by slightly pressing with the fingers the two ends or handle of the " Cutter,"

while the charm is being pronounced over it. Then, as the last word or

syllable of the charm is being pronounced, and before its sound can have time

to die away, the fruit is at once cut in two by a single effort.

* Panna-wana-wa is the Singhalese term for this.
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hour, in which some planet or planets appear to threaten him with

some calamity, and regulating the time of performing the Hooniyan

accordingly.

Hooniyan charms are considered to be so powerful, that, even if

a person other than the one for whom the charm was intended

happen to be the first to " pass over " the buried image, he too is

injured in some degree; the diseases produced in such a case being

generally sores, boils, and itches on the feet, especially on the soles.

A man, who sees a boil on the sole of his foot, and knows that he

has not been treading on anyjungle thorns, immediately suspects

that he must have been u passing over " a buried Hooniyan charm,

intended either for himself, or for somebody else; and so the Cat-

tadiya and his Hooniyan kapeema ceremony are soon put in re-

quisition, together with the assistance of the physician, the Capua,

the Astrologer, the Balicaraya, the Buddhist priest and the Sooth-

sayer; who, each in his own way, contribute to the desired result;

for the creed of a Singhalese is, not to wait for a cure from one

source alone, but to avail himself of all within his reach, although

the art of Sorcery is positive in its dogma, that an evil caused by

that art can be remedied by it alone, and by none other.

The following are the names of a few Hooniyan charms, consi-

dered to be unfailing in their effects, together with a brief descrip-

tion of the nature of these effects.

1. Marulu Pennuma.—Causes madness—burning heat every

where in the body—frequent deprivation of the

senses—running into words and streams—shouting,

weeping, using violent and abusive language—pa-

roxysms of rage—fainting fits—eventual death.

2, Dala Reeri Watey.—Causes the demon to be always in the

company of the man, which is a source of perpetual

disease of every kind which at last results in death.

3, Reeri Cuppey.—Sickness till death—the demon's influence

never leaves the man till after death.

4. Maha Sohon Gini Maruluwa.—Lays desolate whole vil-

lages, depopulating them by sickness or death,
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5. Mayga Patala Oddi Deheney.—The man vomits blood

—

falls down senseless—in a short time dies.

6. Bamha Dristia.—The demon Reeri Yakseya shews himself

to the man in the disguise of Brahma, several times

in a day, which leads to sickness and death.

7. Calu Cumara Murtuwa.—Swoons and fits of insanity

—

discharge of blood in the case of females—dancing

and uttering hoo cries—sudden death.

8. Sanni Calu Cumara Murtuwa.—Madness.

9. Reeri Yak Murtuwa.—During the wedding procession the

bride will become mad, and the demon Reeri Yak-

seya will at the same time strike the bridegroom's

head with his knuckles.

10. Wada Yak Murtuwa*—*The wife gets mad—demons take

possession of the house—sickness and death,

11. Madena Cumara Murtuwa.—Madness.

12. Sanni Daepaney.—Continual disturbance, noise, and appa-

ritions of demons within the precincts of the family

residence—the house becomes uninhabitable, shrieks,

screams, and horrible cries are heard frequently at

night.

13. Sohon Gini Bandenay.—Insanity and delirious fever

—

rheumatic attacks—pains in all the joints—para-

lysis—death at the end of three months, if not cured

sooner. ( This is intendedfor married couples.)

14. Madena Sohon Bandenay.—Quarrelling—hating each

other—insanity— sores and boils at the joints—pa-

ralytic attacks of rheumatism—divers diseases. (In-

tended against married couples.)

15. Gadewara Iripenneema.—Madness—running into woods,

graveyards, and streams—shouting—dancing—ex-

treme heat in the blood— speedy death.

16. Golu Keelay.—Dumbness.

17. Madena Sangilla Tatuwa.—Cough and consumption-

itching pain over the skin—insanity.

L
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18. Wandi Bandu Jeewama.—A man cannot remain in his

house—he must run away from it.

19. Ratmmiti Well Penneema.—Death in seven days.

20. Wijja Paluwa.—A man forgets all that he knew of any

science or art.

21. Kamuruiua.—Ifyou pronounce the charm over some water,

and sprinkle it on a person's hand, the latter will

fall down on the ground.

22. Reeri Kamuruwa.—The same effects as the above, with

this addition, that the man who falls will bleed

through the nose.

23. Oddi Reeri Dszhenay.—Fever—paralysis—rheumatic

pains— sores and boils—death in three years.

24. Cal-lu Carpuwa.—Immediate death.

25. Jala Rama Bandenay.—Rheumatic attacks—-death within

three months.

The following is the Hooniyan charm called Cadewara Iripen-

neema (No. 15 in the above list.)

"Adored be thou, Oh Buddha! The she-demons Cadawara

Reeri Yaksenee, Biiley Reeri Yaksenee, Calu Candi Yaksenee,

Marana Keela Yaksenee, Samayan Cadawara Reeri Yaksenee, and

Calu Roopa Yaksenee, who all sprang into being from the blood,

which spouted up into the air from the heart of queen Seetapatee

of the city Seetapatee Nuvera, once upon a time rushed into Ban-

gala (Bengal) and thence to Nuvera Ellia, where they rested on the

rock Gala Tala (Pedro Talla Galla.) Each wore around her neck

a garland of flowers, a chain of gold, and a chain of silver. They

then sent forth a deadly ball of fire and smoke to Ramapura, and

another to prince Rama, by which both that prince and the prince

Sumana Disti Cumara were affected with demon-influence. Next
they looked down upon the rest of the world of human beings, and

took possession of 1000 children, 1000 women, and 1000 men,

making these creatures tremble, and cry, and shout, and rave, and

die. These she-demons I bind by the power of the king Wissa-

aionny. Let the she-demons Muni Cadawara Reeri Yaksanee^
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Yamacali Yaksenee, Raticami Yaksenee, and Sanni Cami Yaksenee,

come hither. Come instantly. Come, thundering from the sky.

Make the sky and the earth roar and reel, as ye come. The she-

demons Cadawara Reeri Yaksenee and Muni Billey Yaksenee with

others once went to the city C'apila, and began to devour the

citizens; whereupon the king Wissamonny and the king of the

gods, binding them with chains of fire and human bones, checked

their ferocity and frightened them exceedingly. Therefore by the

power of these gods, I command you, oh she-demons, to look here.

I command you to come directly to me without looking anywhere

else. I bow down to thee, Oh Buddha! The she-demons Lay

Cadawara Yaksenee, Reeri Cadawara Yaksenee, and Aavvey Cada-

wara Yaksenee once went to the mountain Nawasiagiri Parwatte,

where they devoured the heads of nine hundred princes, and killed

the great prince Cewulia Cumara, whose blood they drank. When

the son of king Wijeyo was playing in his royal father's flower

garden, Aaweysa Cadawara Reeri Yaksenee struck him with her

necklace of flowers, which hurled him many thousand fathoms high

into the air. She once went to the rock Maha Lay Parwatte, but

the great demon chief Malla told her to descend to the earth inha-

bited by men, and to feed on such as she liked. Oh Aaweysa

Cadawara Reeri Yaksenee, I call upon thee to listen to what thy

priest tells thee. Demon, thy own priest calls upon thee. I beg

thee to attend to what I tell thee, and not to any thing else, which

any other priest may tell thee. Oh Aaweysa Cadawara Reeri

Yaksenee, oh great she-demon, I call upon thee this day to bo

bound by my charm. I call upon thee to accept an offering, which

I make to thee and thy sisters. I call upon thee by the power of

all the gods. Therefore, come here. Look here and come soon.

I call upon thee, and command thee by the power of Vishnu, to

cast thy influence upon this human being, and to take him wholly

to thyself. I beg thee to protect me. I call upon thee to tell thee,

that from this day, and this hour, and this minute this human

sacrifice, which I dedicate to thee, is wholly thine. The Cattadi-

yas are thy obedient "slaves. Therefore protect me, but take this
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human being as an offering acceptable to thee. Take him. Take

him this instant as an offering made by thy servant. Oh she-demon ?

oh my sister, eat him. Eat his flesh and drink his blood. Eat his

bones, and muscles, and nerves. Drink his heart's blood and suck

his marrow. Eat his liver and lungs and entrails. Look at him

from head to toe, and cover him this instant with thy influence.

I command thee this day, oh Aaweysa Cadawara Reeri Yaksanee,

who wast born from three drops of blood, to suck the blood out of

this human being. I give him over to thee. Take him. I ask

thee and all other she-demons to afflict him with heat, fever, and

pain in all the 800 joints and 900 nerves of his body, and in the

300,000,000 pores of Lib skin. Remain thou with him, till I come

back to thee. I teil thee, listen not to any other Cattadiya. By

Wissamonny's power I bind thee to do this. I bind thee. I have

bound thee. Let this be so."

The Jeewama of the above— 44 Make three Pidayni Tatu (altars)

and divide each Tatuwa into four compartments. Place in each

of these compartments boiled rice of a yellow colour, some of a

white colour, and some of a black colour; also place on any of the

Tatu some milk in two separate leaves, some blood in two separate

leaves, five kinds of fried meat, an arrow, and a cock. Surround

all these with three turns of a Kan-ya Kool thread. Then placing

one of the Tatu to the east of you, and the other two at your feet,

pronounce the charm 133 times over a Kan-ya Nool thread and a

cluster of Rat Mai flowers, which you hold in your hand.* You

will then see three apparitions, but, without getting frightened by

them, bind them by your charm. Then take away the thread and

the flowers, and get them passed over: after which, keep them

carefully secured in a box. This Jeewama must be performed on

a grave during three Yamas of a Sunday. The man will get mad

in three days."

* The dummala incense, although not mentioned above, must also be used

on this and on all similar occasions. It is omitted here, only because it is too

well known as a sine qua non of every demon ceremony to require express

mention.
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The Jeewama of Sohon Gini Bandenay (No. 13 in the above

list)
—" Near a tree, the bark of which has much sap in it, draw on

the ground two figures representing the man and his wife, with a

piece of charcoal obtained from a place where a human corpse had

been burned. Write the names of the parties on the breasts of

these figures with the same piece of charcoal. Write also on each

of the figures the letters a. e. u. Then pronounce the charm over

a steel nail, and drive the nail into those parts of the figures which

represent the private parts. Pronounce the charm again over 16

nails made of Pas lo, and drive them into those parts of the figures

which represent the joints. Remove then the earth on which the

figures were drawn, and bury it in a grave a few inches below the

surface, and make a fire over it with Pas Pengiri (the wood of

five kinds of trees the fruit of which is sour to the taste:) Keep

up this fire for sometime. For offerings, put on an altar some

blood, some Rat Mai flowers, a roasted egg, and some boiled rice,

each in a separate leaf. All this must be done on a Sunday. The

husband and wife will fall sick, become insane, have paralysis in

their legs, quarrel and fight with each other, and die at the end of

three months, if remedies are not applied in time. The remedy is

this—dig a hole in the ground where a human corpse has been

burnt. Throw in it nine kinds of flowers and some boiled rice,

each folded in 9 separate leaves. Put on an altar close by 9 leaves

containing the juice of Rat Mai flowers, and 9 containing boiled

rice, and 8 limes. Repeat then these charms (not given here), and

taking the limes to the sick people, cut them, pronouncing over

them the seven charms Manama Wettu Alagu. The sick people

will recover."

The Jeewama of Madena Sohon Bandenay (No. 14)—"Draw

the figure of a man on a tiger's skin, and the figure of a woman on

a deer skin. Write the names of the man and his wife on the

breasts of the respective figures. Then put upon the figures a

Divi Caduru leaf,* a piece of charcoal obtained from a funeral

* Divi Caduru is a tree which grows to a considerable height. Its leaves

are about a foot long, and two and a half or three inches broad, very thick,
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pile, and seven grains of unboiled rice. Fold these in the skins,

and tie the two skins together with seven turns of a Kati-ya Nool

thread. Before you use the thread for this purpose, repeat over it

this charm 49 times, taking care to make a knot every seventh

time. Then take 9 thorns from Pas Pengiri trees, and pronouncing

the charm 9 times over them drive them into the skins. Make

also an altar, and place upon it Rat Mai flowers, milk, porri, and

sandal wood, each in a separate leaf, place these at the four corners

of the altar, and the skins in the middle. Then perfume them with

the smoke of resin, and pronounce the charm 7 times. All this

must be done on a Sunday during the morning Yama, After this

take away the skins and strike with them the stone, which is op-

posite to the door of the house. The man and his wife will become

insane, and quarrel with each other, and die in a short time."

Every Hooniyan, that produces sickness, ends in death, unless

it is prevented in time by charms; and no other remedy but charms

can effect a cure, whatever the nature of the disease may be. The

longer the Hooniyan influence remains on a man, the less chance

there is of its removal, probably because the demon acquires a sort

of prescriptive right over his victim, until he bring the man to

death in his own time, that is within the time assigned in the

charm. Hence, in the mind of a Singhalese, suspicion is always

awake and ready to discover a Hooniyan cause in the various mis-

fortunes, which he may meet with in the ordinary course of nature,

in the form of disease and accidents. And hence also it is, that he

so often has recourse to charms and demon ceremonies, even when

he is in the enjoyment of perfectly good health, merely because he

wants to ease his mind, which otherwise would be made very un-

happy by a doubt, whether a Hooniyan influence may not then be

upon him, although as yet there does not appear even to himselfany

thing, which he can consider to be a sign of it.

and of a dark green colour. When bent, the leaf breaks and exudes a thick

white sap considered to be poisonous. The fruit when ripe is of a beautiful

red colour, and is very tempting to the sight, from which circumstance proba-

bly it is, that it has sometimes been called Eve's Apple.
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Angam Charms.

There is another class of charms, which, though intended to in-

jure others like Hooniyan, have yet been called by a different name,

and are supposed to have been originated by a different Irshi.

While Hooniyans are supposed to affect a man at different intervals,

varying from a day to 30 or 40 years from the time of the Jeewa-

ma, and to cause death generally by slow degrees, preceded by a

variety of diseases, of which insanity, paralysis in the limbs, and

extreme heat in the region of the chest are the most common; these

are supposed to be more speedy in their effects, death taking place

invariably within seven hours, without any previous indication of

disease other than a throwing up of blood through the nose and

mouth. These charms are called Angams, of which there are on 1

32. The following are their names:

—

1 Udatringey Angam 17 Narapura Induwa

2 Hasta Angam 18 Narapura Inchia

3 Suruttu Angam 19 Naraporottuwa

4 Talpat Angam 20 Widurucodi Angam

5 Neecha Cula Angam 21 Widuru Maraney

6 Rodi Angam 22 Geri Angam

7 Caturu Angam 23 Hasti Angam

8 Leynsu Angam 24 Cula Angam

9 Tadicara Angam 25 Sunaka Angam

10 Choragata Angam 26 Taruka Angam

1 1 Reeri Angam 27 Yakse Angam

12 Hanuma Angam 28 Wata Angam

13 Heywa Yakse Angam 29 Curumbera Angam

14 Hena Rawana Angam 30 Raja Angam

1 5 Maha Sohon Angam 31 Dewa Angam

16 Muduhiru Angam 32 Neela Angam

These Angams are made use of in the following manner. After

the jeewama, the substance subjected to that ceremony, whether

itl)e a flower, a thread, an image, a stick, a handkerchief, a finger

ring, or a young cocoanut leaflet, is sometimes (J) buried in the

ground at some place, which the intended victim may happen to
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" pass over" as in Hooniyan ; or (2) the operator may keep it in

his hand and blow upon it, so as to make the breath fall upon

him, or (3) he may touch his person with it still holding it in,

his hand, or (4) he may throw it into his face, or (5) he may

fan him with it, or (6) he may make him touch it, or (7) he may

leave it at some particular place, where he cannot but take it when

he sees it, or (8) he may stretch out his hand towards him, or (9) he

may keep it in his hand, and only look at his face ; which of these is

to be done, depends upon the nature of the particular Angam. In

almost all these cases, the victim is supposed to fall down suddenly

in a state of insensibility and to bleed, profusely from the nose and

mouth, and, if remedies are not applied within seven hours, death is

said to be the result.

Udatringcy Angam (No. 1 in the List,) is to be used against a

man who happens to be standing on any thing higher than the

ground, as for instance on a tree, for it is supposed that none of

the other Angam s can produce any effect on him, so long as he

does not touch the ground with his feet. It is also thought that

those sailing on water can be affected only by this, but on this point

the scientific in these matters do not seem to be agreed.

In the next, No. 2, the charm is pronounced over the right hand*

which then, being extended towards any one, is supposed to make

him fall, bleeding from his nose and mouth, and death ensues at

the end of seven hours.

In No. 3, a quantity of Rat Mai flowers, over which the charm

has been duly pronounced at the Jeewarna, are rolled up with

tobacco into a cigar, which is smoked, so as to let the smoke be

blown by the wind towards another. The same consequences follow

as in the 1st,

In No. 4, an Ola being charmed is rolled up in the form of a

Talpotta or native Ola letter, * and is sent to the party marked

* Talpotta is the leaf of the Palmyra, as Talapotta is of the Talipot. The
leaf of the Palmyra was, a few years back, the " Note " and " Letter " paper of

the Natives; and it is still so generally throughout the Island, The leaf of the

Talipot is seldom used for this purpose, but is reserved for making books.
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for destruction, who, on breaking open or rather unloosing the bands

ofwhat appears to him to be a letter, falls down senseless.

If a man however be fortified by charms against Angams and

other agents of demoniac power, he canbe affected only by the Angam
called Neecha Cula Angam, (No. 5), which can break through all

such defences, and affect the man as easily as if he had never been

protected by any charms whatever.

If you tell a Cattadiya that his science of charms is nothing but

an absurd ridiculous fiction, calculated to delude only the most

ignorant and credulous; that it can do nothing to those who do not

believe in it, and if you ask him why it can not injure an English-

man, although the latter courts and challenges a trial, he will tell

you, if you are a Singhalese, (but if you are an Englishman, he

will give you a very different reason), that, though a demon revels

in blood and human carcasses, yet he possesses certain ideas of

cleanliness and decency, and that therefore he is unwilling to affect

with his influence an Englishman, who does not cleanse his person

with water after the discharge of the bodily functions; he will tell

you indeed that there is one low filthy demon, who, being indiffer-

ent to dirt, does influence even an Englishman, when forced to it

by the charm called Rodi Angam, (No. 6); but that in the Jee-

wama of this Angam, a green leaf of the Alu Kesel* plantain tree,

used by a Rodia (a man of the lowest caste in the Island) to put

his meals on, is necessary; and that it is extremely difficult to get

this, as no Rodia will leave it behind him after he has taken his

meals on it, and will not part with it to any but one of his own

caste.

If sticks or clubs, submitted to the Jeewama of Tadicara Angam
(No. 9), are left on roads and other places frequented by people, any

person passing by and seeing them will be irresistibly compelled to

take them up, and use them in assaulting every one he may happen

to see, and at last turn them against himself.

* Alu Kesel literally means Ash Plantain ; it is so called from its fruit being

covered with something similar to ashes,

M
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The following is the charm Meela Angam (No. 32):—
" Oh Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, may you be adored ! Oh de*

mon of blood, receive this human sacrifice, which I make to thee.

Accept it instantly. Look at it with thy thousand eyes. Oh

Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, may you be adored! Stop ye, Pilliran

and Neeiiran. Wissamonny's power is great. There is riot a de-

mon, who does not feel his power. Stop thou,
v
Calnga Pullay!

Vishnu is great. His authority prevails over all demons. Stop

thou, Elendri Dewi! Stop ye all! I make this sacrifice to you.

1 dedicate this human being to you. Blood of a delicious taste,

heart, lungs, liver, and. marrow, all delicious, are yours. I deliver

him to you. Take charge of him. He is yours. Thou, Eeeri

Yaksaniee, look afc him instantly, and take him as an offering ac-

ceptable to thee. Take him immediately. Throw him down.

Oh Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, adoration be to you! The powers

which originated from queen Yasodara, and the powers belonging

to Vishnu, as they now prevail at the temple of the Cannibal de-

mons, and who once destroyed the prince Wisamatoma—by these

powers I deliver this being to thy charge, Oh Siddhi Maha Sohon

dewatawa, and to thy charge, thou son of Gajacumbacari. By

those powers I command, that he, who crosses this stile before my

return hither, be taken charge of by Billey Gopolu Yaksanee. Let

the dewatawa [Maha Sohona] take charge of him, as his. Let

Billey dewatawa of the South take charge of him, as his. Let Dalla

Seyna, chief of demons, take charge of him, as his. Take him.

Thou Siddhi Maha Sohon dewatawa, look at him and take him.

Throw him down. Throw him. Do it. Let this be so."

Tiie Jeewarna of the above—" Make a Mai Bulat Tatuwa on a

grave, or at a place where three paths meet, and put on it some

sandal wood dissolved in water, a few Rat Mai, Idda Mai, and

jeao^~ue flowers, each kind in a separate leaf. Make a Pidayni

T^//00 /, a* and put upon it a human bone, some porri, a little blood,

* The difference between a Mai Bulat Tatuwa and a Pidyaai Tatuwa is, that

on the former rice and other eatables are not offered, while on the latter they

are, with or without fiower3 and perfumes.
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and the fang of a Cobra de Capello. each in separate leaves, toge-

ther with a young king cocoanut cut open at one end without

spilling its water. Then surround the whole with a Kan-ya Nool

thread, so as to include within the ring the Mai Bulat Tatuwa,

Pidayni Tatuwa, and yourself. Lie down on your hack with your

head towards the north. Place one of the Tatus on your right and

the other on your left, and the fire pot and resin near your right

foot. Repeat then the charm 108 times, each time smoking the

two Tatus with the resin. Do this during the midnight Yama of

a Sunday, After this, put the sandal wood powder carefully into

a little box, and pronouncing over it the charm three times, shut

the lid with your right hand, while you support the box on the

back of your left hand. Then take this away, and rub some of the

sandal powder on any of the cross sticks of the fence stile with the

middle finger of your right hand; every'one, who attempts to get

over that stile during the first seven hours, commencing from the

time you first rubbed the sandal on it, will fall down senseless and

bleeding, and, if not cured immediately, will die in seven hours."

Angams and Wedding processions are so intimately connected

with each other in the mind of a Singhalese, that, if a bridegroom or

his bride happen to feel a little unwell while on their way to be

married, it will most probably be attributed to an Angam. During

these processions, that is, when the bridegroom goes to the house

of the bride, or when he returns to his own accompanied by her

and all their relatives, it sometimes happens, that either he or she,

and sometimes both, get hysterical and fall into swoons which last

about a quarter of an hour. This is most probably owing to their

having, for the best part of the day, been obliged to remain over-

loaded with an amount of clothing,* to which they (especially the

* The ordinary ,dress of a man of the middle classes consists only of a Sarou

or four yards of white cloth, wrapped round his person so as to cover it from

the waist to a little below the knee. When a man has occasion to go beyond

the precincts of his village, this dress is a little improved upon ; he puts on a

jacket and sometimes a shirt and wears sandals on his feet, he adorns his bc-ad

too with a large comb, which is worn in different fashions by different castes,
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man) had never been accustomed; combined with the heat, noise,

excitement, and their own consciousness of being for the time the

" observed of all observers." Hysterics or any sudden sickness on

such occasions is always attributed to an Angam caused by some

unfriendly person among the company. The Cattadiya, who often

forms one of the company to be ready on such an emergency to

render his services, does his part on such an occasion, and of course

the patient generally recovers under his management, as much to

the glory and honour of the profession as to his own personal bene-

fit. I recollect several instances of this kind, which have occurred

in my own presence, among others, the following:

—

About 19 years ago, when I was a lad of 15, I was on my way

to school with three or four school fellows, when we heard the

usual accompaniment of a Wedding Procession, viz., the sound of

drums and of brass cymbals, mingled with the loud voices of three

or four singing men all chanting together in a sort of chorus. We
all stopped to see the procession, which was slowly moving on

towards us at some distance in our rear; and as their way lay in

the same direction and on the same road as ours, we gladly kept

them company, keeping as near as possible to the tom-tom players

and the dancing boys, who interested us much more than anybody

else in the procession, the bride and bridegroom included. Imme-

diately behind us were some 10 or 15 people, and next to them

came the bridegroom. He was dressed, as is usual on such an

occasion, in the style of a Modliar, and was attended on his right

and left by his two "friends," men nearly of the same stature and

dressed in the same style as* himself. Then came some more

people, and behind them the bride and another woman in a bullock

hackery. Scarcely ten minutes had elapsed from the time we

joined them, when we heard the cry apoyi (alas), the usual expres-

sion of distress. I turned round, and saw the bridegroom with

closed eyes and drops of perspiration pouring down his face in the

* Instead of men of the same height as the bridegroom sometimes two little

boys are substituted, which custom however prevails only in and near the

larger towns.
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arms of three or four people, who were supporting him from falling

down, and apparently senseless. His great velvet coat was now

removed, and the shirt collar opened to give him the benefit of air.

In another moment a man was seen pronouncing in an inaudible

voice (the motion of the lips alone could be seen) his charms, first

over a lock of hair of the sick man, which he formed into a knot

after his mutterings were concluded, and then over a cup of water.

In 5 or 6 minutes more, some of the charmed water was sprinkled

over the man's face, and some poured down his throat. He almost

immediately recovered, and the procession again moved on. When

the incantations were over, I heard the Cattadiya say, with an air

of confidence and triumph. "Now, don't fear, he will be all right

soon," and sure enough he was, which even then, young as I was,

I thought was more owing to the refreshing coolness of the water

he drank, than to any supernatural virtues imparted to it by the

incantations. Several members of the procession, especially the

nearest relatives of the bridegroom, gave vent to their feelings of

resentment in dark, mysterious hints, expressed in obscure and

sententious language, such as "Very well" with a peculiar shake

of the head, " Well, let us see," " You can see," " We are also still

living/' and other similar expressions, quite intelligible to a Sin-

ghalese, and which boded no good to the culprit, who had brought

this Angam on the bridegroom.

We can adduce instances like this in great numbers; but the

above will suffice to give an idea of a Wedding procession afflicted

by what is supposed to be an Angam charm.

In 99 cases out of a hundred, it is the bride, and not the bride-

groom, who displays these symptoms of what is supposed to be

Angam influence.

Whether a Cattadiya forms one of the procession or not, certain

precautions are always taken against the bridegroom or the bride

falling under the influence of an Angam. These precautions con-

sist in pronouncing charms over one end of the handkerchiefwhich

they carry in their hands, and then tying up that end into a knot.

Sometimes other amulets called Yantra are worn about their persons.
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There are three other kinds of charms, called respectively Ka-

lan, Culambu, and Serra, intended for the same purpose, and

used nearly in the same manner as Angams, but slightly differing

from them in certain respects. This difference is said to consist

in this, viz., that, while Angams can only affect men, Kalang, Cu-

lambu, and Serra are powerful enough to affect demons too, al-

though in their case death does not result, as in the case of men.

These are said to be used sometimes in cases of demoniac possession,

when it is found difficult to exorcise the demon by ordinary charms.

The exact number of these has not been ascertained. We give

below the names of some of them,

Calang.

4.Vishnu Calang

Canda Cumara Calang

Dedimunda Calang

Vishnu Culambu

Canda Cumara Culambu

Dedi Munda Culambu

Vishnu Serra

Canda Cumara Serra

Dedi Munda Serra

5.

6.

Culambu.

4.

Serra.

Pattini Calang

Dewol Calang

Narapura Calang.

Pattini Culambu

Dewol Culambu

Pattini Serra

Dewol Serra

Wayissrawana Serra,

The Jeewama of these three classes of charms is supposed to be

attended with greater danger to those engaged in it, than of any

other class of charms yet mentioned, and it is pretended that on

that account they are seldom or never resorted to.

Pilli Charms.

We now come to that, which is considered to be the highest and

most important class of charms, which is said to exhibit the extra-

ordinary powers of the art of Sorcery in the most unequivocal

manner. We mean Pilli, In the case of the other classes of
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charms already noticed, although the effects produced by them are

brought about by demons, yet these demons themselves, never

appear visibly to men even in disguise, except at the Jeewama
ceremony of some of them. But the Pilli charms are considered

to be so singular]/ powerful, that the demons assume some visible

shape, while executing the duty assigned them by the charm. Be-
sides, the effects of a Pilli charm are said to be instantaneous,

almost simultaneous with the conclusion of the Jeewama. In the

case of Hooniyan (a very few excepted), several months may
elapse before the charm begins to take effect, and even then it takes

a considerable time to bring the man to his grave. In Angams
there is an interval of seven hours between the moment of death

and the time, when the charm first takes effect. But in Pilli, death

is the only effect, and that almost simultaneous with the Jeewama.

Again, both in Hooniyans and Angams, even after they have taken

effect, there is still a chance of a cure at any time before the man
breathes his last; but the moment a Pilli charm takes effect, there is

an end of every hope of escape, even though the actual moment of

death may be an hour or two later. If a man however be a sorcerer

himself, and, before the charm has taken effect on him, is able to

ascertain that a Pilli is directed against him, he can, if he is ac-

quainted with the necessary counter charms, ward off the danger,

provided he immediately does what is necessary. There are eighteen

different Pillis, of which Cumara Pilli is the most popular. We give

below the names of these 18. They are as follows:

—

1. Reeri Pilli 10. Maha Sohon Pilli

2. Naga Pilli 11. Oddi Pilli

3, Cumara Pilli 12. Debara Pilli

4. Coli Pilli 13. Bambara Pilli

5. Kan-ya Pilli 14. WidigaPilli

6. Kana Mediri Pilli 15. Singha Pilli

7, Garunda Pilli 16. Gaja Pilli

8. Curumini Pilli 17. Gini Pilli

9. Mala Pilli . 18. Neecha Cula Pilli.
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In each of these a particular demon is supposed to go to the in-

tended victim, disguised in some particular form. In the first he

is said to disguise himself as a fair looking young man; in the

second, as a Cobra de Capello; in the third, as a boy; in the fourth,

as a hen; in the fifth, as a little girl; in the sixth, as a firefly; in

the seventh, as a peacock; in the eighth, as a beetle; in the ninth,

as an old man ; in the tenth, as a wild hog ; in the eleventh, as an

old woman; in the twelfth, as a hornet; in the thirteenth, as a bee;

in the fourteenth, as a Malabar man; in the fifteenth, as a lion;

in the sixteenth, as an elephant; in the seventeenth, as a ball of fire;

and in the eighteenth, as a dog.

Soon after the approach of the demon, the man is said suddenly

to drop down dead, or to vomit blood first and die immediately

afterwards. In some Pillis the demon uses violence, and either

stabs the man, or strangles him to death. In the preparation of

Cumara Pilli, the corpse of a male infant, the firstborn of his mother,

is essential. This is first submitted to a sort of embalming process,

and then having been dried by the heat of a fire made with sandal

and Pas Pengiri wood, is locked up in a box made of Cohomba or

Banyan wood, and placed in some spot unfrequented by women, so

as to be safe from the pollution of Kill or Uncleanness.* At the

Jeewama, two knives are placed in its right and left hands, and

the charm is then pronounced over it, during the three Yamas of

a Sunday, on a grave not more than three days old. Of course,

offerings are made to the demons, as usual. It is supposed that

* The Uncleanness, or as it is called in Singhalese KM, is a sort of imaginary

pollution anxiously avoided in every thing relating to Demon Worship.

The principal occasions or causes of uncleanness are the death of a human

being, the menstrual discharge in women, the flesh of certain animals such as

pigs, peacocks, monkeys, and the fishes Magara and lngura> and the birth of a

child. In the case of death, the uncleanness is supposed to last for three

months together ; and it extends its mysterious influence not only in and near

the dead body or the house where the man died, but to a distance of " seven

gardens" [about a \ or \ of a mile] from that house. The uncleanness arising

from death is the most malignant, and is supposed to come upon a person, even

when he passes by the house of a deceased person. The principal consequence
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demons then come in great numbers to the scene, endeavouring in

every possible manner to frighten away the men, who however

take care before the commencement of the ceremony to fortify

themselves by charms and other amulets against these attacks.

When the charm is perfected, the mummy becomes animated, and

stands up. Then, certain other charms being pronounced over it,

the name of the intended victim written on an ola is tied round its

neck or its wrist; it then flies through the air like lightning to the

man, who is to be destroyed. If the latter happen to be himself a

man well learned in charms of this description, and if he recognize

the disguised demon instantly, he will be able by means of certain

other charms to send back the demon, who, when so sent, will and

must kill the person, who first roused him at the Jeewama, no

charm nor amulet of any kind being of any avail against him on

this occasion. But if the former fail to pronounce his charm, either

from not knowing one, or through fright, or from not suspecting a

Pilli demon in the animal before him, it will be all over with him

in a short time, no charms or any other demon ceremonies what-

ever helping him in the least, after the Pilli has once taken effect,

that effect being generally immediate death.

If you ask a Cattadiya or any other Singhalese, who is at all

conversant with these matters, whether these Pilli charms are ac-

tually put in practice now, and whether they are really followed

by the wonderful results ascribed to them, he will first consider

you, if a Singhalese, to be a fellow spoiled by contamination with

Englishmen or by your English education, and then tell you that

of exposing oneself to the influence of this Uncleanness, is sickness, and in the

|

case of a man, who is already suffering from some sickness, the consequence

will be to aggravate the disease. A man bitten by a mad dog, if exposed

accidentally to this influence within three months, is supposed to get hydropho-
1

bia, and die most miserably. Hence this Uncleanness is greatly dreaded by the

people, and none but the very nearest relatives will enter the garden of a house

:

in which a person has died, the more distant relatives remaining outside the

I garden fence,
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at present the science is on the decline, that now there are few or

none skilful enough to be able to perform those charms without

danger to themselves, and that therefore instances of Pilli charms

.successful!j performed in these degenerate days, are not so general

as those of Hooniyan charms, but that the science itself is as true,

as that Buddha was the greatest being that ever was born in the

world. He will confirm this statement by regaling you with a

hundred anecdotes, how such and such a Pilli had succeeded at

such and such a place, with all the interesting particulars connected

with them. If you shew any symptoms of scepticism about the

accuracy of his marvellous accounts, he will endeavour to remove

all your doubts and scruples, by giving you the benefit of his own

experience of a certain Pilli charm, which actually killed, or was

very nearly killing, an acquaintance or relative of his.

The following is an anecdote of this kind, which we give in the

words of the narrator :

—

" Well, Sir," said he, " you must freely pardon me, when I tell

you that young men—I beg your pardon again and again, Sir, for

saying so—know very little about these matters. You think

—

pray, don't be angry with me for saying so—that all that is great

and wonderful is peculiar to the European. You have been taught

to read English books and to imbibe from them notions, which

militate both against the faith of our forefathers, and against the

illustrious sciences they cultivated. This unnatural conduct has

in some instances been pursued so far, as even to make some of

our young men cut their hair and put on trowsers. Long hair and

the Condet/,* which have so long been the pride and honourable

badges of our nation, are now despised by some of these young

men, as if they were marks of degradation. Instead of combs, they

now wear English Piriwehi'] on their heads. But alas! there is

* Condey is the hair tied up into a knot behind the head.

f Piriwehi is a basket made of cocoanut leaflets for some temporary purpose,

and it is sometimes used derisively as a contemptuous nickname for a cap or

hat.
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no help, no remedy for all this. Well, Sir, you speak of the omni-

potence of English science as being able to send news by an iron

rod thousands of miles in a few minutes, to make carriages loaded

witli 70 or 100 cart-loads of goods move at the rate of 30 or 40

miles an hour merely by the agency of fire and smoke, without the

help of bullocks or horses. You speak of English medicine as

being superior to our medicine. But do you know, Sir, that none

of these sciences or arts originally belonged to the Englishman

himself. They all belonged formerly to Brahmins, and the English

or some other Europeans have somehow or other met with their

books; and, because they are men of sense and thought, they have

been able to apply the rules laid down in those books to something

practical, by which they may advance their interests. The Brah-

mins may not perhaps have those books with them now; but even

if they have, they neither possess the opportunities, nor the means,

nor even the energy and grasp of mind, necessary to derive any

practical benefit from them, like the English." He went on in this

manner for a full hour, and then continued, "To remove then every

doubt from your mind respecting Filli, I will tell you what hap-

pened once under my own eye. One day about 25 years ago, my
eldest brother had a quarrel about some charm-books with a native

of the Matura district, who was then a guest at the house of a

neighbour. Of course, after the quarrel, which was confined only

to words, we thought no more of it. About 12 o'clock the follow-

ing night, there came into the Verandah of my brother's house,

where I happened to be that night, a hen with a large brood of

chickens. I was awake, though my brother was fast asleep. Of

course to my mind there was nothing extraordinary in the matter,

but the next moment my brother awoke, exclaiming in a very loud

voice f Chee! Chee,
!

' and then told me in* a hurried manner to

bring him a few grains of rice. Though I was surprised both by

his exclamation and by his excited manner, I obeyed and immedi-

* Chee is an Interjection expressive of disgust or contempt, and is nearly

equivalent to the English. Pshaw.
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ately brought him a handful of rice from a Chatty* in the kitchen

opposite, wondering all the while what my brother was going to do.

He took the rice into his hand, and muttering a charm over it

threw it to the hen, which during this time, which was not more

than 4 or 5 minutes altogether, was moving round and round my

brother's bed. The hen first fluttered its wings, and then very

quickly picked up the grains and went away, all the while croak-

ing and cackling in a peculiar way. My brother then shewed me

a small piece of flesh looking like the heart of a fowl, still dripping

with blood, which, he said, fell on his breast and roused him from

sleep; this was the Coli Pilli (No. 4 in the list); and he congra-

tulated himself on his narrow escape, and on his success in turning

back the Pilli to the very man, who had sent it to him. Well,

Sir, the next morning we heard that the Matura man had died

during the night, Well, now, what say you to that ?" Knowing

very well that the greatest miracle, that could be performed in

these modern times, would be to convince by reasoning an un-

educated old Singhalese of the absurdity of any of his opinions, we

contented ourselves with quietly remarking, " that it appeared to

us, that, without the agency of a Pilli or any other charm, it was

quite possible that a hen and its chickens should come into an open

Verandah, also carrying with it a piece of flesh picked up some-

where; that it was equally possible that the hen should, while

moving about the bed, drop the piece of flesh on the man sleeping

on it; and that it was not at all miraculous that a neighbour, with

whom your brother may have had a quarrel lately, should die by

some natural means the same night." On this, the old man looked

daggers at us, but suppressing his rage he replied, " but I was

wide awake, and saw the hen from the first moment she came into

the Verandah to the moment of her leaving it, and during all that

time I did not see her getting on the bed or dropping a piece of

flesh on my brother's person." " Could not the hen have come

* Chatty is the name given to any earthen vessel of a moderate size used as

cooking utensil,
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into the Verandah," said we, " sometime before you awoke, and

have left the flesh on your brother's person without either of you

being aware of it at the time; and could not the hen then have

returned to the Verandah a second time, the time that you say you

saw her coming in." " Nonsense, that was not possible," said he,

" for the moment the piece of flesh fell on my brother's person, he

called out, as I said before; and it was the fall of the lump of flesh

that roused him. Sir, I am sorry you should thus cavil at things

which our forefathers believed, and which we old folks have our-

selves found to be as true now, as they were in the days of the

Irshis." The old man seemed very excited, and the more untena-

ble any of his arguments appeared even to himself, the more dog-

matic and wrathful he got. When any of his statements or argu-

ments appeared to admit of explanation on ordinary reasonable

grounds, he was sure to oppose it by advancing a fact or two, for

which, Ave are quite sure, he was more beholden to his imagination

and invention than to his memory. This old man is a respectable

man in his own way, has had all the advantages of education ac-

cording to the native system, and is a type of a large class of the

Singhalese. What those say or think, who are still less enlighten-

ed, and who have not had the same ii advantages of education," the

reader may easily imagine.

During a previous part of our conversation on the same subject,

he told us another anecdote of the same kind, which he had heard

from a " trustworthy " person. " Some 25 or 30 years ago," said

he, " there was a man named Abileenu, a boutique-keeper in the

town of Kandy. Among other things exposed for sale in his

boutique, there were some green Aanamalu plantains.* Another

man named Bayi Appoo came to this boutique one day, and wish-

* Aanamalu is a kind of plantain very common in Ceylon ; the fruit is lon-

ger than in any other species, and is used by the Singhalese in curries. All

other kinds of plantain, when quite ripe, acquire a reddish colour, especially in

their outer coverings, but Aanamalu alone always retains, even when ripe, the

same green colour, that it had before it had become ripe,
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ing to buy some of the plantains enquired their price; on being

told that eight were sold for a pice,* he offered to buy twelve for a

pice, which so irritated Abileenu, that he abused the other in very

indecent language, using among other expressions this—'send

your mother to me with a bag to fetch plantains at twelve for a

pice.' Well, Bayi Appoo, who had only done what any other man

would have done when he wanted to buy any article from a bou-

tique, was very much provoked by this language, which he had not

deserved; therefore when he heard the expression " Send your

mother to me with a bag to fetch plantains at twelve for a pice,"

he rushed towards the other intending to box his ears, but suddenly

checking himself he replied "very well, then I will send her to you

to-night," and he went away. That night about 12 o'clock there

came to Abileenu's boutique an old gray-haired woman. How she

got in after the doors had been fast locked, was more than Abileenu's

people could say. But there she was, sitting on a bag and looking

steadfastly with glowing fiery eyes at the sleeping Abileenu. In

a very short time Abileenu was heard to utter a loud, shrill scream,

and the next morning after daylight when the other people of the

boutique looked at Abileenu, they found him a cold corpse. One

of these boutique people himself told me all this."

About eight years ago, the death of a young woman from the

bite of a Cobra in a village not far from Caltura was attributed to

a Pilli; to prove that it was so, her relatives argued that, although

death may follow the bite of a Cobra without there being any Pilli

in the matter, yet in this particular instance the snake, which

could have bitten many other people who were more in its way,

purposely avoided them all; and that, although many attempted to

drive it away from the neighbourhood of the house, yet it did not

only not leave the premises, but ran through the midst of the other

people, until it approached the young woman, and fastened its fatal

fangs in her.

* A pice is three-eighths of a penny

.
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Some five or six years ago, a man was killed by a wild hog,

while he was sitting near his own door in a distant part of Hewa-

gam Corle; and because this happened in broad daylight at his own

house, it was attributed to a Pilli caused by an enemy with the

assistance of some Cattadiya.

Jeewang, Bandena, and Dehena Charms.

Jeewang is the name of a particular class of charms, whose ob-

ject is to "bind" any demon in a certain manner to the will of a man,

so as to make him an obedient slave to the latter, whether he wishes

him to inflict sickness or to perform ordinary domestic work. In

all other charms a demon has only to execute a particular duty

on one particular occasion or during a certain length of time, and,

when that is done, he is free; but in Jeewang Charms the demon

becomes a perpetual slave, and ceases to be a free agent, as far as

the man, who has bound him, is concerned. The following are

the names of a few of these charms :

—

1. Aacora Jeewama

2. Mohanee Jeewama

3. Irala Jeewama

4. Oddiya Jeewama

5. Bahirawa Jeewama

6. Saraspalee Jeewama

7. Aananda Bahirawa Jeewama

8. Maha Bahirawa Jeewama

9. Patthracali Jeewama

10. Hanuma Jeewama

A demon, who is under the influence of these charms, is supposed

to be always in the company of the man, never being able to leave

him for a moment, or to disobey him in any thing, until the death

of the latter dissolve the bond. He travels with the man, sits

wherever he sits, waits near his bed when he sleeps, and is his con-

stant companion. He does every thing his master commands, whe-

ther it be the infliction of death, or drawing water from wells, or

repairing the garden fence, or removing heavy stones which had

resisted the united exertions of hundreds of men, or felling large

trees, or doing any thing else desired by his master. A man, who
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has a demon under his control in this manner, is therefore supposed

to be a dangerous neighbour, for his power is considered to be such,

that, even when he speaks to or looks at another angrily, the latter

is supposed to fall sick. Such a man is supposed to have a very

disagreeable exterior, seldom combing his hair or washing his per-

son, and looking generally sulky and stern; ungracious in his man-

ner, soon put out of temper, and avoiding pork and other things

considered to be unclean. He is also scrupulous in avoiding houses

or other places contaminated by any Uncleanness.

This sort of close connection with a demon is however considered

to be very dangerous,in as much as the demon, though paying an

unwilling and forced obedience to the man, is yet always watching

for an opportunity of destroying him, and of obtaining his own

release. Such opportunities, it is said
;
he will easily meet with,

unless the man be always on his guard, by fortifying himself with

those means of defence which other charms afford, and by living

agreeably to certain rules laid down for those who retain demons

in their service. Hence these charms are never tried in these days,

although many men in bye-gone times are said to have used them

successfully. If you challenge a Singhalese to prove any of the

absurd things he so confidently relates, and which, if true, must

from their very nature be susceptible of proof, he will always ap-

peal to the experience of the past ages, and declare that, 30 or 40

years ago, there were many men well skilled in these difficult and

important classes of charms.

In the second class of charms, namely those intended to cure

diseases, or to secure one from falling sick from the influence of

demons and charms, there is a great variety, of which the principal

are Bandena and Dehena. Bandena is a term, which simply

means "binding" or a "bond," and although many of the Hooniyan

and other charms are also sometimes called by the same name, yet

it properly belongs only to those, by which diseases brought on by

demons are cured. The number of these charms is very great,

and we give below the names of a few:—
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I. Maha Seyiyadu Bandena 13. Cal-lu Bandena

2. Demalla Seyiyadu Bandena 14. Agni Rama Serra Bandena
3. Raja Gingili Bandena 15. Mahammadu Bandena

4. Demalla Gingili Bandena 16. Seyiyadu Bandena

5. Cadiramala Bandena 17. Subu Cama Bandena

6. Lanka Bandena 18, Garukee Bandena

7. Wahalla Bandena 19. Brahma Bandena

8. Canda Cumara Bandena 20. Wilocha Bandena

9. Maha Dewa Bandena 21. Mulu Sanni Bandena

10. Hanuma Bandena 22. Dewa Sanni Bandena

11. Seema Bandena 23. Rawura Rama Bandena

12. Rooban Gala Bandena

Dehenas are less powerful than Bandenas, but are still more

numerous than either the Bandenas or any other class of Charms.

They are made use of in curing slight diseases, and in removing

in time any Tanicama influence from a man. Each Dehena con-

sists of seven classes or divisions. The following are the names

of a few of these charms.

1. Diagat Dehena

2. Ginigat Dehena

3. Sunakat Dehena

4. Canda Cumara Dehena

5. Attrottra Dehena

6. Randaney Dehena

7. Visnu Dehena

8. Hena Wali Dehena

When you try to convince a Demon-worshipper of the absurdity

of his belief in charms and other Demon Ceremonies, the greatest

difficulty you meet with is not so much any captious or cavilling

arguments in defence of his faith and practice, as two other insu-

perable obstacles, which render all your arguments perfectly use-

less. One is a sort of mental apathy, an unenquiring, contented,

and lethargic state of mind, satisfied with what is, and incurious

or indifferent to learn any thing new—a state of mind, in which

the man sometimes mechanically acquiesces in all that you say,

and admits the force and truth of your arguments, without however

his reason being at all convinced or his feelings affected. The
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other obstacle is, if possible, still more insurmountable, in as much

as when you think you have nearly convinced him, and that you

are in a fairway of converting'him to the side of reason and truth,

you are at once stopped by an argument, which he throws in your

face, and which certainly you cannot answer,—an appeal to his

own experience of what he has seen with his own eyes," and

what he is certain cannot be otherwise than as he thinks it is. He
will tell you at the conclusion of your lecture, " Sir, all this may

be true, indeed very true, but for what I have seen with these

eyes of mine." If you ask him what those things may be which

he has seen with " his own eyes," he will mention to you several

instances of men, women, and children cured of sundry dangerous

diseases by means of Charms and Demon Ceremonies, or of others

who were suddenly struck down with disease by demon influence,

and whom no medicine could cure until the Cattadiya performed a

certain ceremony. Ifyou try to argue with him on the possibility

of any of these things happening in the ordinary course of nature

without the agency of any demon or charm, he will give you his

reasons against such a belief. He will say" Oh I have seen it

with these two eyes of mine, and I know very well that it is so.

It can't be otherwise. If my eyes and ears do not deceive me in

other things of my daily life, why should they do so in this.

Chance cannot do these things, nor the ordinary course of nature.

If demons and demon-sickness, and demon-ceremonies be mere

fictions, I should be more glad of it than you, because it would save

my poor earnings for other purposes; but that they are not fictions,

I have often found to my cost. Only the other day Sanchy Hamy,

Tamby Appoo's wife, fell sick; and who cured her? To be sure,

the Cattadiya, And why didn't Juanis Wederalla (physician) cure

her, although he exhausted all his skill and art during four or five

weeks? Abanchy Appoo practised Hoouiyan spells on my uncle

last year; and my uncle fell sick about 5 months afterwards.

Could the Wederalla cure him? Did he cure him? Or, did any

other demon ceremony cure him until the proper one, namely

Hooniyan Kepeema, was performed. Didn't my uncle get better
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Immediately after this ceremony? Didn't Abanchy Appoo himself

tell us afterwards that he had practised Hooniyan spells on my
uncle? " The more you reason with him, the more unanswerable

does he become, in as much as he believes in " his own eyes," " his

own ears," and u his own judgment," much more than he can do

in yours. Really, credulity and its parent, ignorance, are demons

too powerful to be overcome by the mere charm of reason unassisted

by the Jeewama of education.

Another difficulty, is a sort of simulating hypocrisy, which a

demon worshipper assumes before you, if you are an Englishman.

He agrees with all that you say, and condemns the system of

demon-worship as a ridiculous absurdity, and while you are con-

gratulating yourself in the idea that you have succeeded in con-

vincing a couple of honest, sensible men of the propriety of abjuring

demon-worship, they go away laughing at your own ignorance and

simplicity, and at the same time charitably pitying you for being

a Christian, for they are sure that, the moment you leave this

world, you will go to the worst of all hells, the Lokanantarika

Narakaya.
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CHAPTER VI.

Demon Possession.

Where the belief in demoniac agency, even in matters of a trivial

character, is so intense and universal^ such a thing as demon pos-

session, which was believed in even in more civilized countries till

very lately, cannot be expected to be unknown. Hence, we believe,

no Englishman will be surprised, when we say that there is scarcely

a single village in the Island, in which there are not to be found

at least half a dozen women, who are subject, at different intervals

and during a considerable portion of their lives, to this influence,

which, if it once comes upon a woman, will, it is said, last through

the whole of her life, displaying itself now and then in active

operation according to circumstances, unless removed by suitable

means. These circumstances are generally the presence of the

woman at the performance of any demon ceremony, or in the im-

mediate neighbourhood of one, though performed at another's house;

or if she happens to roa^i; eggs, or meat, or to eat them roasted; or

if she passes by a grave, not more than a day old, on a Saturday or

"Wednesday; or if she is present at the ceremony of reciting certain

sermons of Buddha against demons called Pirit, especially of the

last portion of these called Aatanati Soottra. In the case of some

women, the demon influence is always ready to shew itself even on

less important occasions, as for instance when they make porri; or

when they go abroad on a Saturday or a Wednesday, especially

during a Yama; or when they smell the smoke ofDummala resin;

or when they hear the sound of a Yak berray (a drum used in de-

mon ceremonies) ; and on other occasions equally trifling. Men are

very seldom subject to this influence, and even of women it is ge-

nerally the younger portion, who seem to have an attraction for

the demons. This influence sometimes shews itself suddenly with-

out there being any perceptible immediate cause for it.

The symptoms of demon possession vary at different times even

in the same woman. In some cases she begins by complaining of
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weakness and faintness, accompanied sometimes by a sort of invo-

luntary tremor in her limbs and shoulders. She then sinks into a

state of insensibility, as in a swoon, but continues ever and anon to

gnash and grind her teeth, and now and then opens her eyes, and

looks at the bystanders with a fierce angry stare, rolling the eye-

balls so as to conceal the iris as much as possible, and to display

only the whites of the eyes. Some women do not fall into swoons

at all, but, get into a most excited state of frenzy, and shout and

howl in the most remarkable manner, the Hoo sound being the

most prominent, sometimes mentioning also the names of a demon

or two, and screaming out that the demon would not be satisfied,

unless an offering were made to him. Some attempt to run about.

Some rush into the Dancing Ring, if a demon ceremony is taking

place at the time, and wresting from the Cattadiya's hands the

burning torch, dance away in the most violent manner. On these

occasions the Cattadiya performs his incantations over the woman,

and she recovers. If she is asked afterwards, whether she had any

consciousness of what she said and did during her " madness," she

of course says that she had not. During the frenzy she sometimes,

but not often, uses very indecent language, although at all other

times in her life she has never been heard to use, even by way of

a joke among friends of her own sex, any expression unwarranted

by good manners and the rules of decency and morality.

There is one woman that we know, who is subject to " demon

possession" in apeculiar manner. She is a Pattini Hamy (priestess

of the goddess Pattini Dewiyo), and wife of a Capua (priest of

the gods.) Whenever this Capua happens to be engaged in any

ceremony peculiar to the worship of the gods, his wife the Pattini

Hamy, who is at home and at a distance from the scene of the cere-

mony, gets herself into this peculiar condition about 3 or 4 o'clock

in the morning, at which time the Capua is engaged in a particu-

larly important part of his ceremony. She does not shout nor

attempt to run away like many of those already mentioned, but

falls into a sort of partial swoon, during which, at short intervals

of time, she moves her head from side to side very rapidly, mutter-
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ing at the same time, or seeming to mutter, something quite inau-

dible. In this state she continues for about a quarter of an hour,

and then falls into a sleep, which continues for nearly another

quarter of an hour.

In the removal of this influence from a woman, mere incantations

are supposed to be effectual no further, than in obtaining a momen-

tary cure only; but when such incantations do not succeed even so

far as this, a certain ceremony called Pralaye Kireema is performed.

This consists in repeating certain charms over the woman, or more

generally over a small quantity of water which is afterwards sprink-

led over her; the immediate effect of this is to increase her frenzy

to such a degree, that she pants and foams at the mouth, throwing

her arms here and there in a most excited manner. The Cattadiya

then speaks to her thus—" If it be true that demons must obey

king Wissamonny, if it be true that Wissamonny's power is great;

if it be true that the authority of Wissamonny, of the gods, and of

Buddha still prevails in the world, then I command thee, demon,

in the name of Buddha, his priests, and his doctrines, to declare,

who thou art, and why thou afflictest this human creature in this

manner." Upon this, the woman becomes, if possible, still more

frantic and " mad," and mentions the name of some demon, such as

Calu Yakseya or Reeri Yakseya, and adds, " I want an offering of

a human sacrifice; I will not leave her without having one." The

offering is then promised by the recitation of a charm, and the

Cattadiya having taken a little water in the palm of his hand, and

having pronounced a charm over it, throws it over her face, on

which she recovers in 5 or 6 minutes more. The promised offer-

ing—a cock being substituted for the human sacrific—is also given

by the performance of a certain appropriate demon ceremony in 3

or 4 weeks' time or sometimes sooner. If, after this the woman

again shews symptoms of demon possession, the demon is " bound

and nailed " to a tree. This business is performed thus—a nail

made of Pas lo, having been submitted to the necessary Jeewama,

is driven into the trunk of a large living tree. A Kan-ya Nool

thread, also charmed and subjected to the same Jeewama, coloured
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yellow with saffron, and knotted during the Jeewama, is coiled

round the nail, the Cattadiya the whole time muttering charms.

The demon is supposed by this means to be "bound and nailed."

Sometimes, instead of nailing the demon to a tree, he is " impri-

soned" in a small box made of lead, which is then thrown into the

sea or a river. If neither of these avail, the last resource is to go

to the temple called Gala Cappu Dewale at Alut Nuvera. What

takes place there we have already described in a previous chapter.

There the exorcism is supposed to be complete. But some women

even after this last exorcism, get a relapse which then is considered

to be incurable.

Demon possession is however not confined to Buddhists; women

of the Roman Catholic faith are equally subject to it. When a

Roman Catholic is suffering under demon possession, the exorcism

is performed by the Annevy, a native officer of the Roman Catho-

lic Church, or, if he fails by the Roman Catholic priest himself.

On these occasions the cross and the images of the Saints being

shewn to the woman, she is asked what they are. At this question

some women begin to tremble, and try to avoid looking at them.

By and bye by threats and prayers she is brought both to look at

them, and to acknowledge what they are. The Lord's Prayer and

the Prayer to the Virgin Mary are then read over her, each seven

times; after this, the charm called Rattu Mandiram, or binding

charm, is written on a piece of paper, which, having been folded

up into a small bundle and sprinkled with Holy Water, is suspended

from the neck of the woman ; and the same charm is again pro-

nounced over her . Some frankincense is then burnt and its smoke

held under her face. The Annevy then addresses her in nearly

these terms—"Leave this woman and go thy way. I charge thee,

demon, in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost,

in the name of the Virgin Mary, and of all the Saints. Leave her

this instant, or thou shalt be punished severely." Sometimes the

woman says, "No, I won't leave her." On one occasion about two

years ago, a woman, being asked during the exorcism why the de-

mon would not quit her, replied, "because she is the most beautiful
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woman in the village." At this stage of the business the woman is

struck across her back with the tail of a Skate fish, over which the

aforesaid Kattu mandiram charm had previously been pronounced;

and if the demon still resist, the beating is repeated. After seven

or eight blows the demon is overpowered, and the woman regains

her senses.

It is said that with whatever strength of arm the fish tail or the

cane be used, it will leave no marks of blows on the woman's back,

and that, even if there happen to be any, these will entirely dis-

appear in a few minutes, if the case be one of real demon possession.

As we ourselves however have never had the good fortune to ex-

amine the back of a lady after such an operation, we cannot give

the reader the benefit of our own evidence on the matter; we do

indeed know one case, in which a very sensible husband, on seeing

his wife beginning to shew symptoms of demon possession, imme-

diately seized llapota or the housebrush,* and with it gave her right

and left 20 or 30 smart blows, loudly exclaiming while doing so,

" Is there a greater demon here than myself ? I will teach thee, de-

mon, who I am." In this case we saw on her back the marks of

the blows as distinct and clear as possible. When we mentioned

this to some of the bystanders as contradicting the opinion, which

they ail held on the subject, they told us, "Oh, but these will dis-

appear in a few minutes. We know it very well. We have al-

ways fouud it so. Indeed it cannot be otherwise, unless the lady

be shamming possession." Some of the more ingenious but equally

orthodox of the party remarked that the person, who inflicted the

* A large number of the strong, wiry midribs or central nerves of the leaflets

of a frond of cocoanut leaves, or of Areca leaves, being separated from the other

parts of the leaflets, are tied up together into a bundle with a coir yam at their

thicker ends, and this is called llapota. It is used in the native houses for

sweeping the floor, which is always done by the women. Men may use other

sorts of brooms or brushes for the same purpose, but will never use this, as it

is considered too low and mean a thing for a man to handle. The greatest

disgrace that one man can bring on another is to strike him with an llapota,

though it be but a gentle and single blow.
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blows in this case, being but an ordinary man and not a Capua, and

no charms or invocations being made to any demons or gods for

assistance, the marks of the blows might or might not remain, with-

out in either case compromising the correctness of the doctrine.

The following is the charm Kattu Mandiram used by the

Annevy in the exorcism of demons.

"Oh God! May my head, neck, and throat be under the pro-

tection of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost ! May they be

under the protection of the powerful Commander, the Archangel

St. Michael and his sword! May my right shoulder be under the

protection of the Archangel Gabriel and his sword! May my left

shoulder be under the protection of the Archangel Raphael and his

sword! May my breast and back be under the protection of all

the Saints! May my navel be under the protection of the twelve

Apostles! May my private parts be under the protection of the

11,000 virgins! May my feet, legs, the soles of my feet, and the

20 fingers and toes with their nails be under the protection of all

the Saints! I have taken God to be my protection. I have

brought the Ten Commandments to my mind. In the name of the

Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, who sit on a throne of glory

resplendent with the effulgence of starry gems, in the Holy Name

of the Divine Mother, who obeys the Divine Will, I expel all ini-

mical demons, who come from the East, the West, the North, and

the South; demons who come from hell beneath the earth, from

the five points of the sky, and the sixteen points of the world. I

bind all poisonous creatures, be they beasts, birds, or fishes; be they

those, that creep upon their bellies, or that move on their legs, or

that fly through the air by their wings. I bind elephants, horses,

bears, lions, tigers, and all other animals, that may be dangerous.

I bind all these, so that Angam, Pilli, Hooniyan, the dangers of

passing over, and all the demons, preteyas, and the diseases caused

by these, may break, break, flee, flee,* and be expelled again and

* Repetition of the same word, especially words like those in the text, is a

very common practice in charms, because such repetition is supposed to in=

crease the force and efficacy of a charm.
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again. I bind by the divine power of the Cross. I bind by the

power of the five divine wounds. I bind by the authority of the

Angels. I bind so as to render the bond indissoluble. By the

divine power of the Cross. Amen, Jesu."

This remarkable phenomenon in the conduct of thousands of

Singhalese women throughout the Island can not, we believe, be

wholly explained away by the supposition, that all these women

are only humbugging every body by shamming madness, merely

for the unreasonable pleasure of putting themselves in a state of

frantic excitement or of assumed insensibility; an explanation the

more unsatisfactory, when it is considered that this peculiarity is

often found even in respectable old ladies verging upon 60 and

70—mothers of large families—very respectable, sober, honest,

modest characters—who, so far from wishing to simulate madness

or demon possession, have always appeared to be quite incapable

of such wilful folly. Further, we have often had ample opportu-

nities of minutely observing every thing said and done by one or

two such persons when under "possession,'' and although on such

occasions we were very anxious to convince all around us that all

this was nothing but shamming, or at best the effects of an excited

and morbid imagination, we yet never failed to perceive much,

that could not be reconciled with any idea of imposture, and how-

ever much we endeavoured, to believe in their being counterfeit,

we never succeeded in fully convincing our reason.

We must however state here injustice to these old ladies, that

their symptoms of possession were not exactly like those we have

generally described above; they did not call upon demons, nor

shout and cry, but simply sank down on the ground as in a fit of

insensibility, and then continued, now and then, to tremble very

violently, gnashing their teeth and rolling their eyeballs. In this

state they generally remain about three quarters of an hour, and

then sit up as if awaking from a sleep. For nearly a day after

this they complain of weakness, and after that are as well as ever

and about their household duties as usual. In other respects they
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do not seem to be suffering from any disease, but on the contrary

are in the enjoyment of good health.

Many of the so-called demon possessions are without doubt mere

shams, grown perhaps fashionable among a certain class of ignorant

coquettish young women; but some, forming of course a small

minority, do not, we are inclined to believe, admit of this explana-

tion, if we can place any reliance on our own senses and judgment.

Whether or not real demon possessions, such as those mentioned

in the New Testament, do take place in these days too, we do not

know; but if, as we think, they do not, this remarkable phenome-

non can be explained only by attributing it to involuntary Mes-

merism and what has been called the Cataleptic trance. But the

wonder is that it should be so frequent and common in this Island,

in so much as to exceed in the number of occasions and the number

of persons affected, all the demoniac possessions or what were so

called, which have ever been recorded as having occurred in all

other parts of the world put together, from the beginning of the

Christian era down to this day. We do not know what are the

causes which induce the mesmeric state in a person; but if an ex-

cited imagination, overwrought feelings of superstitious fear, and

an intense fervid belief in the existence and the attributes of de-

mons, combined with very weak, credulous, timid minds, can do it,

then all these may be found in a high degree in a large majority

of Singhalese females.

However, whatever may be the cause, whether it be mesmeric

agency, or mere shamming, still the fact is remarkable in either

case. For, if Mesmerism or the Cataleptic trance, be the cause,

why or how it should be found in such active operation in so many

instances in this Island during every year, would be an interesting

subject of inquiry, nor on the other hand can the other imputed

cause (if cause it be in all those instances), viz., a morbid propen-

sity, which leads women to counterfeit demon possession, appear

to be a matter less remarkable, in as much as it shews the low

state of education which exists among the Singhalese.
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CHAPTER VII.

Dreadful Consequences of a belief in Demon Influence,

The reader, who has had the patience to follow us thus far, will,

we believe, have his mind impressed with one principal idea, viz.,

that credulity and superstitious fear exercise so powerful an influ-

ence over an uneducated Singhalese, as to blind his reason entirely,

the moment his mind reverts to demons or to any thing relating to

them. Without such an hypothesis, it is difficult to believe that

there are men now living, who honestly and sincerely say and be-

lieve that they have actually seen demons, and have thereby fallen

sick, from which they recovered only by the aid of charms and

demon-ceremonies, and that by similar means it is in the power of

any man at any time to inflict disease or death or some other mis-

fortune on another. The account we have given of these spells,

and of the wonderful virtues believed by the Singhalese to be in-

herent in them will, we believe, only raise a smile of contempt and

pity in an Englishman's face; but if the Englishman knew to what

deplorable results this belief often leads, his look of contempt would

be changed to one of horror.

In many of the inland villages of this Island factions, quarrels,

bloodshed, and crime have often been the consequences of this

belief in charms, especially in Hooniyan charms. One family living

at bitter enmity with another, with all their respective relatives

and friends ranged on either side and each trying to injure the

other in every possible way, by perjury, litigation, theft, and

assault, turning peaceful villages into scenes of misery, and harm-

less peasants into ruthless murderers, and thereby perpetuating the

feud from one generation to another, are not things of rare occur-

rence; and all this, either because a young man of one family hap-

pened on one occasion to prepare Hooniyan charms against a young

woman of another family, because he could not get her to marry

him; or because a man fell sick soon after an unfriendly neighbour

had been seen to bury a charmed image under his garden gate, or
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for some other similar reason. Among many instances of this kind

which have come under our own notice, we will give here one or

two for the benefit of the reader, from which it will appear that,

if the power and influence of demons are to be perceived anywhere

in these liooniyan matters, it must be in the miseries brought on

many an honest and happy family by their credulity.

In the district of Caltura in the Western Province of the Island,

there lived some years ago a man, we will call Hendrick Appoo,

with his family consisting of his wife, three sons, and one daughter.

The sons were grown up men, married and having children. The

daughter was the youngest and still unmarried. Hendrick Appoo

was considered by his fellow villagers to be a rich man, that is, he

had some 15 or 20 head of cattle, and about 6 or 7 acres cf land

scattered here and there in the village in small pieces of a rood or

two each; and he had too his own paddy field and sweet potatoe

and betel plantations with 50 or 60 cocoanut trees and 7 or 8 jack

trees: it was also supposed that he had in cash about 2 or 3 hun-

dred Eixdollars (£15 or £22 10s.) His father had been a Widhane

Aralchy, and so he was a village aristocrat. In short, he was a

" Country gentleman." He had a neighbour we shall call Harrnanis

Appoo, also well thought of by his neighbours as a man well to do

in the world. This man had only two children, both unmarried,

young men of good character. As he and Hendrick Appoo were

men in the same rank of life, and especially as they both happened

to be nearly equal to each other in the respectability of their pedi-

grees (an essential point in the matrimonial arrangements of the

Singhalese,) it was proposed and agreed between them that the

eldest son of the one should marry the daughter of the other. The

proposal met with the approbation of nearly all the members of

both the families; and so both the families became very friendly

and attached to each other, assisting each other in various small

matters, and in short living on the most intimate and happy terms

with each other, as is usual on the proposal, and before the con-

summation, of a marriage between any two families. Of course

the two young persons, who were most interested in the matter,
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were not consulted, for they had no consent to give or withhold;

such things being always managed for them by their parents. But

sometime afterwards Aberan Appoo, a maternal uncle of the girl,

and a man who was most scrupulously punctilious in matters of

family pedigrees, returned from Saffragam where he had been

trading for 4 or 5 months, and now for the first time hearing ofthe

intended marriage determined to frustrate it, because he found a

flaw in the pedigree of Harmanis Appoo, viz., that the father of

his grandmother had been married to the descendant of a bastard

slave. This in Aberan Appoo's opinion was an insuperable obsta-

cle to the marriage, and so he set himself to work upon the family

pride of his brother-in-law and his sister, in which he succeeded so

well, that the,match was soon broken off, and all intercourse between

the two families ceased. Harmanis Appoo taking this as a mortal

and unpardonable affront resolved to have his revenge. So he went

to a Cattadiya in the Southern Province, and got him to prepare a

Hooniyan charm against the young woman, and returning home,

quietly waited for the result, of which he had not the slightest

doubt. Curiously enough, just two months after this, the young

woman died from the effects of a fever, which she had contracted

through exposure to bad weather. Old Harmanis chuckling at

this and too vain to hold his tongue confided to one or two of his

confidential friends, how he had taken his revenge on Hendrick.

Hendrick himself had heard before this of the other's visit to the

Southern Province, but had never learned the purpose of the jour-

ney. As usual with prudent parents especially when a marriage

proposal breaks off, he had taken every possible precaution, by

means of charms and other amulets, to secure his daughter from

the dangers arising from Hooniyan and other demon- influences;

but when he heard, the day after the funeral of his child, of what

Harmanis had been boasting privately to his friends, it confirmed

him in his previous suspicions, and roused all the evil nature in

him. These suspicions were still further confirmed by the disco-

very of a small wooden image buried under one of the front steps

of his Verandah, So, a few days afterwards, he and his three sons
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with two others, hired with drams of arrack for the occasion, quietly

repaired in the dark toHarmanis' house, and severely assaulted him,

his wife, his sons, and all others who were in his house. The next

day they went before a Magistrate and swore an affidavit, that he

(Hendrick Appoo) and his sons, while returning home one night

from Morottoo with a large sum of money, had been waylaid by

Harmanis Appoo and his sons with 5 or 6 other men, who assaulted

them and robbed them of their money. Harmanis also swore

an affidavit, stating in it the actual truth, with the addition of a

robbery and burglary committed on his property. Each was sup-

ported by false evidence, and both the complaints having been in-

vestigated by the Magistrate, both were dismissed by him, as

neither appeared to him to be true. A few weeks after this, Har-

manis with a party of his friends repaired to his enemy's house,

and asaulted him and all his people with clubs, knives and rice-

pounders (long wooden pestles), and many on both sides were

severely wounded. The matter was tried before the Supreme

Court, but the jury acquitted the accused. Then for a period of

nearly four years the two families were engaged in a series of civil

lawsuits arising out of certain bonds, in all of which judgment

was given against Hendrick—bonds, which came into existence

only after the rupture between the two families, Hendrick having

never borrowed a farthing from the other on a bond or without a

bond. And yet the deeds purported to have been duly executed

before a notary ! Before execution was granted in the last of these

cases, the two sons of Harmanis were found one evening lying dead

in a neighbouring rice field, with marks of violence on them: and

although every possible exertion was made by those in authority

to discover the murderers, no trace of truthful evidence could be

had, and although a dozen relatives of the deceased swore to its

being the worK of Hendrick's sons, there did not appear any trust-

worthy evidence whatever against any one. The case was however

tried upon the evidence of these relatives, but the jury at once

acquitted the prisoners, Hendrick himself and his sons. In a few

weeks afterwards every thing belonging to Hendrick was sold by
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the Fiscal to satisfy the execution in the civil suits mentioned above^

and as there still remained a large balance due, Hendrick was in-

carcerated in a debtor's prison. Harmanis lost both his sons, and

got a considerable sum of money recovered upon his bonds, but did

not live long enough to enjoy it, as in about a year's time he was

poisoned, and died a miserable death. The suspected culprits

were not brought to punishment, as there was not a tittle of legal

evidence against them. Thus these two families, who had lived

comfortably and respectably in their quiet village for a long time,

were ruined ; and other villagers, who had taken part in their

quarrels, did not fare better. Certainly a Hooniyan Charm, viewed

in this light, must appear to be a thing of greater malignity, than

the Cattadiya and his books represent it to be in its direct conse-

quences.

The following case is not less characteristic. It happened in a

village not very far from Colombo. Andris had a lawsuit with

Siman Nydey respecting a small piece of land, not worth more than

£ 2 or £ 3, and judgment was pronounced in favour of Siman.

Andris, resolving upon revenge, had recourse to witchcraft, and a

Hooniyan being prepared, the image was buried at night in the yard

of Siman Nydey 's house, opposite to the frontdoor. Unfortunately

for Andris, he was detected in the very act, and was seized by the

inmates of the house, who headed by Siman, joined in giving him

a good thrashing. Not content however with this they cut off a

bunch of plantains from a tree close by, and placed it beside An-

dris, who lay on the ground, bound hand and foot and smarting

from the blows he had received. The Police Widhane was then

sent for, and on his arrival Siman charged Andris with intruding

into his dwelling garden at night and stealing plantains from it.

All Singhalese know well that Englishmen never punish people for

practising Hooniyan or any other sort of witchcraft, and hence this

fictitious charge of theft. The Magistrate tried the case, and the

man being found guilty was sentenced to a month's imprisonment

with hard labour. Before he could return home from the jail, his

enemy Siman, wishing to pay him in kind, consulted a Cattadiya,
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and got a Hooniyan ceremony performed against him. On his re-

turn from the jail, the first thing Andris heard was a rumour of

Siman's having been seen going one night towards a graveyard in

company with another man, who carried with him a cock concealed

under his Saron cloth, together with some live coals in a broken

chatty. Of course Andris immediately understood what it meant,

and perhaps thinking within himself that " the best of all charms

is a club-charm" (a popular Singhalese saying), the next evening

about the time that Siman, who was a toddy drawer, generally re-

turned home after drawing Toddy in the neighbouring hamlet, he

shouldered his Mamottie (Anglice hoe) and walked along the

path, by which he knew the other would come. When he saw Si-

man approach, he concealed himself behind a bush, and, as he pass-

ed, with a single blow of the Mamottie, struck him to the ground.

The unfortunate man's skull was completely fractured, and he lived

only 3 days. Andris was tried before the Supreme Court, and

being found guilty, expiated his crime on the gallows. Even after

this the two families had many quarrels and lawsuits, but none

productive of consequences so serious.

A young man, who was a "rising" astrologer, fell sick, and his

physicians did all they could for him, but without any effect. Day

by day he grew worse, and was fast approaching his last end.

From the first, the illness was attributed to demon influence, and

nothing, that charms and Cattadiyas and Balicarayas and Buddhist

Priests and Capuas could do, was left untried. The patient how-

ever grew no better, and at last he died. The suddenness of the

disease, and the speedy death it resulted in, were matters of sus-

picion even in the minds of the neighbours, and much more certainly

in that of the father of the deceased. The old man suspected ano-

ther astrologer, who lived in the same village, of having practised

Hooniyan Charms against his son, and all doubt was removed from

his mind, when he heard a few days afterwards that a certain Cat-

tadiya, who lived in a distant village, was seen, some three or four

months before, going to the house of the astrologer late in the

evening, and in such a manner as if he wished to go unseen. Whe-
Q
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ther this was true or a mere invention of some anprincipled vil-

lager, the old man did not care to enquire, he was but too ready to

believe what he had all along strongly suspected. When he heard

it, he was maddened with anger. He could not bear the idea of his

beloved son being snatched away from him by foul play. He had

taken great pains and had been put to considerable expence in train-

ing his favorite son to the profession of an astrologer, and to be thus

suddenly disappointed, just as he was about to reap the reward of

all his labours in the fame and glory of his son, was past all human

endurance, especially the endurance of our old carpenter, who sel-

dom raised his chisel or his adze without consulting an astrologer

for an auspicious hour. The old man burning with rage and resent-

ment, resolved to have his revenge. He had a neighbour who,

being something of a sportsman, had a gun. He had also a mango

tree in his compound, the fruit of which was every day devoured

by monkeys, so he asked his neighbour for the loan of his gun to

drive off these troublesome robbers. Every day, when monkeys

were seen on or near his mango tree, he took out the gun, loaded it

carefully, and first levelling it at the intruding monkeys, turned

and fired it in a different direction ; for it was a great sin to kill

animals, especially monkeys. Besides, he was an Upasakaya*

* An Upasakaya is a religious Buddhist, or at least one who professes to be

so, by the observance of certain precepts of Buddha called Sil or Seela. These

precepts or obligations are.

1. Do not take away life.

2. Do not take that which is not given.

3. Do not commit adultery.

4. Do not speak that which is not true.

5. Do not use intoxicating liquors.

6. Do not use solid food after mid -day.

7. Do not attend at dancing, singing, music, and masquerades.

8. Do not adorn the body with flowers, perfumes, or unguents.

9. Do not use seats above the prescribed height.

10. Do not receive gold or silver.

Of these the first five, called Pan Sil or Pancka Sccla, are considered to be ob-

ligatory on all. These five with the next three, forming eight Obligations, are

called Ata jSil, One professing to observe these eight is called an Upasakaya,
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So this sort of shooting at monkeys continued for three or four^

weeks. One evening, as the astrologer was returning home from

another village, and was moving along a footpath flanked on both

sides by thick bushes, he was shot by somebody concealed among

the bushes and lived only a few hours. The Jury, who tried

the old carpenter, at once acquitted him, as, although there was as

usual a good deal of false evidence put in, which from its nature

was not, and could not be, believed, there was not a tittle of trust-

worthy evidence against him, excepting the mere fact of his having

had at his house a gun borrowed from a neighbour to shoot monkeys.

But all the villagers knew to a certainty that the old man was the

murderer.

Instances like the above can be multiplied by hundreds, if neces-

sary ; but the few already cited will, we think, be sufficient to give

the reader some idea of the nature of the evils, which a belief in

the power of charms often produces among our countrymen ; a be-

lief, which is not confined to those, whom we are in the habit of

styling common people, but which prevails equally, though with

less serious consequences, among Singhalese of a higher class and

condition, with the exception of a very few well educated intelli-

gent people, not exceeding, we firmly believe, four or five hundred

individuals in the whole island.

There is a peculiarity, very general among the Singhalese, that

if an European questions a Cattadiya about any particular depart-

ment of his art, he will give just such answers, as he thinks will

be most in accordance with the opinions of the querist, as far as it

can be done without wholly condemning the entire system ; but

whenever there appears to be no chance ofavoiding this last dilemma,

he will make every possible excuse to make a hasty retreat, with-

out entangling himself in. the difficulties of a discussion, in which

he knows he will not be able to triumph. If an Englishman tells

an advocate of Demonism that charms and Demon Ceremonies are

mere follies ; that no benefit whatever can be derived from them ;

that they are mere impostures intended to delude the ignorant]; and

that the most learned Cattadiya cannot satisfactorily prove that they
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possess any of the powers ascribed to them ; the answer most pro-

bably will be—" Sir, I don't know much about these things myself;

my forefathers have believed in them, my neighbours still do so,

and what is good for them cannot, I think, do any harm to myself.

Possibly much of what you say may be true, and certainly a great

deal of what now goes under the name of charms is spurious, and

many of the Cattadiyas are ignorant impostures. Really, Sir, I

don't understand these things well, but there may be some, who

can perhaps satisfy you on the subject, though I cannot." Or he

will say—"Sir, I don't know whether these things be true or false.

When we fall sick, we try every means within our reach of get-

ting better. We worship Buddha, the gods, and the demons, all at

once, to take our chance of recovering from the sickness through

the help of some of them. All my countrymen do so, and I am

only doing like them." The demeanour of the man during this

conversation is like that of one, who has been convinced of the ab-

surdity of his worship, and who is anxious to profit by the advice

of a superior, although he evinces considerable impatience at being

stopped, and is anxious to get away as soon as possible. The mo-

ment he turns his back however, he will go away laughing at his

own skill in answering so well and cursing, or at least pitying the

Englishman for being an infidel and a Christian. Hence many an

Englishman is led to believe that Demon Worship has not at present

a firm hold of the minds of a portion of the people, and that it is

upheld amongst a few merely because custom, or habit has made it

familiar to them. Nothing can be more erroneous than this opinion

;

for so far from a portion of the people being indifferent to Demon

Worship from a conviction that it is an absurdity, we believe there

is not (excepting 4 or 5 hundred well educated men in the whole

Island) one Singhalese man, who believes in any thing more

firmly than in Demonism. In Colombo and its immediate neigh-

bourhood alone, where the superstition does not command many

zealous votaries, there are some few who have no great faith in

charms, or who, though believing in them, have no opportunity of

reducing that belief into practice in the form of Demon cere-
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monies ; but in all other parts of the Island, Demonism exercises a

more commanding influence over the every day life and thoughts

of a Singhalese, than any other ism that we know of.
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THE FIRST DISCOURSE DELIVERED BY BUDDHA*

Translated by the late Rev. D. J. Gogerly, Chairman of the

Wesleyan Mission in South Ceylon, and presentedJor pub-

lication by the Rev. R. S. Hardy, m. r. a. s.

On the birth of the prince Gotama, according to the native au-

thorities, it was known to certain Brahmins, from the signs they

saw upon his person, that he would become a supreme Buddha.

They themselves were too aged to expect to live until the time

when he would attain to this high position; but they instructed

their sons to prepare for places of privilege under the new dispen-

sation. Of these young Brahmins, only five were obedient to

parental advice. They retired to the forest of Uruwela, to await

the assumption of the Buddhaship by the prince. Not long after

Gotama had renounced the allurements of the palace, they met

with him in the place of his retreat, and remained with him six

years, hoping continually that the time in which he was to practise

austerities would cease. But when this period had passed over,

and the prince, as he had done before, began to carry the alms-

bowl as a mendicant, without attaining the object for which he had

become an ascetic, their patience was exhausted, and they left him,

retiring to the neighbourhood of Benares.

It was the wish of Gotama, on becoming Buddha, to say bana,

or to preach, in the first instance, to Alara and Uddaka, two

ascetics whom he had previously met with, whilst wandering in

the forest; but when he learnt that they were already dead, he

looked for the locality of the five Brahmins, and when he saw that

they were near Benares, he repaired thither to open his commission

as the all-wise teacher. They received him with reverence and

worship. The preparations for this first sermon of the Tathagata
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are described in the most glowing terms. "The evening" says a

Singhalese author, " was like a lovely female; the stars were as

pearls upon her neck, the blue clouds were her braided hair, and

the expanse was her flowing robe. As a crown she had the hea-

vens; the three worlds were as her body; her eyes were like the

white lotus; and her voice was like the humming of the bee. To

worship Buddha, and listen to the first proclaiming of the bana,

this lovely female came." All the worlds in which there was

sentient existence were emptied of their inhabitants, so that the

congregation assembled was in number infinite; but when the god

Sekra blew his shell, " all became still, as a waveless sea." Each

of the countless listeners thought that the sage was looking towards

himself, and speaking to him in his own tongue, though the lan-

guage he used was Magadhi. Then Buddha opened his mouth,

and preached the Dhamma-Chakkappawattana-suttan. This ser-

mon is of importance, not only as being the first preached by Bud-

dha; but as containing the germ thoughts of his entire system.

The following translation of this Discourse has been found

among the papers of the late Rev. D. J. Gogerly, both the Pali

original and the English translation being in his own handwriting.

"Thus I heard. On a certain time Buddhu resided at Benares,

the delight of holy men and safe retreat of animals. At that time

Buddhu addressed himself to the 5 priests. O Priests., these two

extremes should be avoided by a Priest, an attachment to sensual

gratifications, which are mean, vile and contemptible, degrading

and profitless; or severe penances, which produce sorrow, and are

degrading and useless.

"0 Priests, avoiding both these extremes, Buddhu has perceived a

middle path for the attainment of mental vision, true knowledge,

subdued passions, the perception of the paths leading to the Su-

preme good, the preparation necessary for attaining it, and the

entrance to Nirvana.

"0 Priests, which is this middle path?

"This path has 8 divisions:—namely, correct doctrines, correct

perceptions of those doctrines, speaking the truth, purity of conduct^
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a sinless occupation, perseverance in duty, holy meditation, and

mental tranquillity.

"This, O Priests, is the middle path, perceived by Buddhu.

"This, O Priests, is the important doctrine respecting sorrow:

there is sorrow in birth, in decay, in sickness, and in death, in

separation from beloved objects, and in being compelled to remain

with those which are disagreeable; there is sorrow in not obtaining

the fulfilment of wishes, and, briefly, sorrow is connected with every

mode of existence.

"This, Priests, is the important doctrine respecting the con-

tinuation of sorrow: it is desire, which in transmigrations revels in

sensuality and seeks enjoyment in whatever state it may be placed;

it is the desire of pleasure, of continued existence, and of annihi-

lation after death.*

"This, Priests, is the important doctrine respecting the de-

struction of sorrow: it is complete freedom from passion, an aban-

donment of sensual objects; a deliverance from the desire of a

continuation of existence, a freedom from attachment to existing

objects.

"This, O Priests, is the important doctrine relative to the path

by which this state may be attained; this path has 8 divisions

—

correct doctrines, a clear perception of their nature, inflexible

veracity, purity of conduct, a sinless occupation, perseverance in

duty, holy meditation, and mental tranquillity. Relative to the

important doctrine of sorrow being connected with all things, I,

Priests, possess the eye to perceive this previously undiscovered

truth, the knowledge of its nature, the understanding of its cause,

the wisdom to guide in the path of tranquillity, and the light to

dispel darkness from it.

"O Priests, it is necessary that I should clearly understand this

previously undiscovered and important doctrine, relative to which

1 have the eye to perceive; the knowledge, &c.

O Priests, this previously undiscovered doctrine that sorrow is

* This passage stands as it is given in Mr. Gogerley's translation.
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necessarily connected with existence is clearly understood by me,

I having the eye, &c.

O Priests, relative to this before undiscovered doctrine of the

cause of the continuance of sorrow, I have obtained the eye, &c.

O Priests, it is proper that I should remove from me the cause

of the continuance of sorrow, relative to which previously undis-

covered doctrine I have obtained the eye, &c.

O Priests, the cause of the continuance of sorrow no more exists

in me, relative to which previously undiscovered doctrine I have

obtained the eye, &c.

O Priests, relative to this formerly undiscovered doctrine of the

destruction of sorrow, I have obtained the eye, &c.

O Priests, this formerly undiscovered doctrine should be fully

ascertained by me, relative to which the eye, &c.

O Priests, this formerly undiscovered doctrine has been fully

ascertained by me, relative to which the eye, &c.

O Priests, relative to this previously unknown doctrine respect-

ing the path by which the destruction of sorrow may be attained,

the eye, &c.

O Priests, it is proper that I should be accustomed to this path,

concerning which the eye, &c.

O Priests, I am accustomed to this path, &c.

Priests, was I not fully informed relative to these 4 doctrines

which my wisdom thus perceived in 12 ways?—

At that time, Priests, did I not know that I had acquired the

most complete and irrefutable wisdom possessible in the uni-

verse.

From that time, O Priests, I have been fully informed relative

to these 4 doctrines, which my wisdom has thus perceived in 12

ways.

At that time, O Priests, I know that I had acquired the most

complete aud irrefutable wisdom attainable in the universe.

This wisdom and knowledge have sprung up within me. My
mental deliverance is permanent. This is my last birth: I shall

transmigrate no longer
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Budhu having spoken thus, the delighted priests were exceedingly

gratified with the discourse.

When these doctrines had been thus luminously displayed, the

venerable Kondanya becoming free from pollution, obtained the

eye of wisdom, and a complete deliverance from the cause by which

sorrow is continued.

When Budhu had thus declared these leading truths, the Gods

of all the heavenly worlds, to the extremity of the Brahma Lokas,

were heard proclaiming—Budhu has declared at Benares the irre-

futable doctrines of truth, which could not be declared by Sage,

or Brahmin, or God, or by Maraya, or by any person in the worlds,

(the names of the principal gods in each world being mentioned.)

Thus at the same moment the sound ascended to the Brahma

Lokas.

Thus the foundations of 10,000 worlds were shaken and moved

about tumultuously, and a great and brilliant light burnt upon the

worlds.

Then Budhu with a mellifluous voice said, most certainly the

venerable Kondanya has acquired an experimental knowledge of

these truths.

Thus he received the names of Annya Kondanya.
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POOTTOOR WELL *

It having been deemed desirable to investigate certain pheno-

mena in connection with this well, the following experiments Jwere

made. This paper will contain no attempts to explain these phe-

nomena, or to suggest any theory as a basis for discussion. Simply

narrating facts, I leave it for others to determine the cause of the

following effects.

As a guide however, I will venture to give an outline description

of the Peninsula of Jaffna in which this well is situated, and of the

appearance of the well itself with some general remarks on pecu-

liarities noticeable in most of the wells of the Jaffna Peninsula.

The Jaffna Peninsula would appear to have been a comparatively

recent formation and principally formed by gradual coral deposits.

There would however seem to have been at some period or other, a

volcanic agency which has upheaved strata of an earlier period, as

the surface of large tracts consists ofmagnesian limestone, in which

(whether worn or otherwise I cannot say) exist numerous fissures

affording easy passage for an abundant supply of fresh water,

within a very few feet of the surface.

This Peninsula is so free from elevations of any kind that the

highest point found in its cross section was only 35 feet above low

water level. Elevated ground is found at both sides near the sea,

from which points the ground declines again leaving a table land

almost entirely level 13 or 14 miles in extent, at an elevation above

low water level of only 4 feet. This peculiarity during spring tides

(of the North-east monsoon particularly) allows the sea to flow up

numerous inlets, which seam the Peninsula in every direction and

which rise during freshes to a height of 3 or 4 feet, and afford abun-

dant opportunity for the manufacture of salt. It is worthy too of

consideration in connection with the subject ol the well, that, on

subsiding, large deposits of naturally formed salt are left, which

remain on the beds of the inlets throughout the year. Before leav-

ing this subject, I might mention that the greatest width from north

* I have been unable to find out the name of the author of this paper.
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to south of the Peninsula is 20 miles, and its greatest length from

east to west 30 miles.

The wells of Jaffna are subject to certain peculiarities. Their

general level appears to be affected by the state of the tides, not

however to such an extent as to cause a diurnal action. It is

however a well known fact that during the north-east monsoon the

wells of the district rise to their greatest height, and that height

diminishes as the force of the monsoon decreases. The large mass

of water in the Bay of Bengal affected by this monsoon causes the

level of the Jaffna lake to be affected to the extent of 18 inches in-

crease of tide, at the same time that the above-mentioned rise in

the wells occurs. Another fact is, that cultivators in digging irri-

gation wells are obliged to observe the greatest possible caution,

as after passing a certain depth the water becomes brackish, and

this peculiarity exists throughout the Peninsula. Again it is

equally curious to observe how closely fresh and salt water flow to-

gether without amalgamating. Whilst building a causeway at

Vannatipalam across the salt inlet, in this Poottoor district, the

foundations were laid in salt water, but close to this and in

the centre of the inlet fresh water could be obtained in several

places and in large quantities, although during freshes those

spots are covered with 3 or 4 feet of salt water. These facts may

prove of interest and of some use in considering any theory which

may be based upon the results of the experiments, hereafter to be

narrated.

The Pootfpor well itself is a large rectangular pit in the lime-

stone rock, and its dimensions are about 40 feet in length by 25 in

width. A slope down to the water level has been made, as is com-

mon to all the artificial tanks of Ceylon and India. Tradition

connects it with some springs on the Coast near Tondamanaar, but

it is only tradition as it would be simply impossible to trace the

course or source ofany springs in so level a country. The only pre-

vious experiments made were in 1824, when engines of considerable

power were employed, to raise water from the well, with a view of

irrigating the district, The only result obtained however was the
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establishment of the fact that it was impossible to affect the level

of the well or to check the curious rise and fall of its water. This

latter phenomenon has earned for it the title of the "Tidal Well of

Poottoor."

I think I have now mentioned all the facts I am aware of, which

might assist any one in forming an opinion as to the cause of the

peculiarities of this well. These peculiarities are three in num-

ber.

First in importance is the tide above mentioned.

Secondly, the presence of salt water from a depth of between 45

and 50 feet to the bottom of the well, &c.

Thirdly, its apparent inexhaustibility. The experiments just

completed were undertaken with reference to the two first conditions

only, the experiments of 1324 being considered conclusive as to

the third.

Experiments.

The first step taken was, by a careful section taken from the

low water mark on the southern to the low water mark on the

northern shore, to ascertain the relation that the level of the sur-

face water of the well bore to the tidal marks of the sea on both

shores. Levels were taken for a distance of 17 miles from Jaffna

on the south coast to Valvettytorre on the northern coast.

The fact so established is, that the level of the fresh water in the

well coincides almost exactly with the low water level of the sea

on both coasts.

The next experiment was conducted with a view of ascertaining

at what depths the fresh water ceased and salt water commenced,

and to procure specimens of the water at various depths to be sent

to England for analysis. An instrument with a closely fitting

valve was made for this purpose, so arranged that the valve could

be opened and closed again at any given depth.

The first symptom of brackishness was found between 40 and

50 ft. down, and it appears certain that it is at this point that the

salt water enters. Specimens of the water at the surface, 45 ft., 95 ft.,

145 ft. (the bottom) were procured and put into sealed bottles.
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The water from the bottom when first brought up, smelt strongly

of sulphureted hydrogen.

The surface of the fresh water is 14 feet below the ground line,

and the total depth of the well varies between 140 and 145 feet.

Dr. Ferguson of the Army Medical Staff kindly assisted me in

making these experiments.

It being desirable to ascertain how far the tide in the well coin-

cided with that of the sea on both coasts, Dr. Ferguson and my-

self at the well and two assistants at Jaffna and Valvettytorre

respectively, took notes at every half hour from 6 a. m., till 6 p. m.

The following is a tabular statement shewing the rise and fall of

the tide observed at all three places in inches.
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By the foregoing table it will be observed that the well alter-

nated 3 times during the day, whilst the sea was not affected to a

similar extent.—The well also rose whilst the sea fell, and this

part alone destroys all hypotheses that I have as yet heard discussed.

The subject therefore remains in an unexplained state and offers

a field for scientific enquiry and discussion.
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On the air breathing Fish of Ceylon—By The Revd.

Principal Boake.

Having been recently induced to make some experiments on the

respiration of certain species of fish, in order to ascertain the cor-

rectness of a statement of mine which had been communicated to

Professor Huxley by Sir Emerson Tennent, I am under the im-

pression that an account of those experiments with a description of

the habits of the fish in question, will come within the scope of the

Asiatic Society's operations, and may perhaps be deemed by the

Committee to possess sufficient interest to entitle a paper on the

subject to admission into its Journal.

During my residence in England in 1855—1856, I became ac-

quainted with the facilities which recent discoveries, or, to speak

more accurately, the ingenious application of old discoveries to the

construction and management of aquaria had afforded to those

who wished to observe the habits and natural history of the various

tribes of aquatic animals. Knowing that very little attention had

been paid to that branch of natural history in Ceylon, I lost no

time, on my return to the Island, in establishing a fresh water

aquarium; and, in watching the proceedings of its inhabitants, my
attention was very soon attracted to a peculiar habit which some

of them had, of ascending at nearly regular intervals to the surface,

so as to bring the mouth for an instant in contact with the air.

That habit is particularly conspicuous in the fry of two species,

viz., the Loolla and the Maddecariya, which speedily cover the

surface of the water in which they are confined, with small bubbles

of air or gas. I noticed also that the species of fish, to which that

habit belonged, were much less sensitive to any impurity in the

water in which they were confined than were those which did not

pay periodic visits to the surface. Had I been a practised natura-
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list these circumstances would probably have led to my discovering

at that time the fact that the fish, in which they were observed,

are air breathers, and as incapable of supporting life by breathing

water, and as liable to be drowned by being kept from access to

atmospheric air, as the whale or the seal or the turtle; but, not

being much accustomed to such investigations, I failed to perceive

the conclusion to which these habits obviously pointed. About

the same time, I learned from the natives, that there were certain

species of fish, generally inhabiting swamps and paddy fields, which,

when dry weather deprived their usual haunts of all their moisture,

were in the habit of burying themselves in large numbers in the

mud, and remaining there in safety even after a sod had been formed

by the growth of grass on the surface.

With the intention of verifying that statement, I caused a very

large earthen vessel to be made, which I nearly filled with mud,

leaving a few inches of water on the surface. In this I placed a

number of those species of fish which were stated to bury them-

selves in the manner described, expecting that they would act in

the same manner in captivity as they were said to do in their na-

tural state. It is obvious however, that the conditions were not

similar—The evaporation in my experiment was confined to the

surface, whereas in a paddy field the moisture may be supposed to

escape in all directions and not from the surface only. Again, in

the paddy field, grass would begin to spring up while the surface

was still covered with water, and before the strictly aquatic vege-

tation had disappeared ; and a constant influence would thus be

exercised in keeping the water first, and the mud afterwards, free

from putrefaction. It is not to be wondered at therefore that all

the specimens of fish which I subjected to that experiment died

long before a sod was formed on the surface of the mud; but they

survived for several days after the water had all disappeared from

the surface by evaporation, and continued to manifest so much

vigour as to bespatter, in a very unpleasant manner, any person who

approached them incautiously. The result of that experiment was,

therefore, merely to confirm what was already known to naturalists,

s
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viz., that the fish experimented upon, were possessed of respiratory

powers which enabled them to exist in mud so thick that it would

be impossible for it to pass through their gills, and that they are

capable under such circumstances of breathing atmospheric air,

which they obtain by elevating their mouths to the surface.

For some years, I paid no further attention to the subject; but

happening, in a correspondence with Dr. Templeton, to mention the

alleged fact of these fish burying themselves in the mud in large

numbers, I was requested by him to make further inquiries on the

subject, the result of which was, that all the natives of the low

country, with whom I communicated on the subject, confirmed the

statement; while a friend, whom I requested to make similar in-

quiries in the neighbourhood of Badulla, was not able to discover

that the natives of that district were acquainted with any such

peculiarity of the fish inhabiting their paddy fields.

I have not, however, been able satisfactorily to verify the state-

ment that they are ever found in dry earth, although I have repeat-

edly offered a reward to any onp who will let me see the operation

of digging fish out of such earth; and the result of a visit which I

paid to Moottoo Rajawelle, during the dry weather, when the swamp

was in a favourable state for it, in August last, had the effect of

making me suspect the truth of the statement, that they are ever

so found. The difficulty which I experienced on that, which was

my second visit to Moottoo Rajawelle, in procuring any satisfactory

information, .affords a curious illustration of the suspicious charac-

ter of the Native Singhalese, and of the difficulties which it presents

to the satisfactory prosecution of any investigation, the nature and

objects of which are not easily made intelligible to them. My
former inquiries, which were made more than twelve months before

(of which an account is given below), were recollected, and as the

inhabitants of the swamp were incapable of conceiving the possibi-

lity of my being actuated by purely scientific motives, they came

to the conclusion that I had been deputed by Government to inquire

into the value of their fishery, with the intention of imposing a tax

upon it; and the consequence was, that instead of being allowed
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the same facility of observation as in my former visit, I was taken

to a part of the swamp which had been fished a few days before,

and in which, consequently, only one or two very small fishes were

taken while I was present. My first visit to Moottoo Eajawelle

was paid in April 1862, and was much more satisfactory in its

results.

The swamp of Moottoo Rajawelle is not less, I imagine, than 30

square miles in extent; being, as wT
ell as one can judge by the eye,

fully ten miles long, by three broad. The Negombo Canal runs

through it, and must contribute in some degree to keep the water

in the swamp at a more nearly uniform level than would otherwise

be the case; but, notwithstanding any influence of that kind which

may be exercised by the canal, there are, I believe, very considera-

ble variations in the height of the water at different seasons. At

the time of my first visit, very little water was visible in the swamp,

nearly all the surface being covered with rank grass, which had

formed a nearly continuous sod over it. Beneath that superficial

sod were about two feet of water, or rather of diluted mud, about

the consistency of thick Pea Soup, and beneath that again, a solid

vegetable deposit very much resembling that which is used as fuel

in Ireland under the name of turf. I was at first unable to account

for the water being so muddy, as it might be expected that in water,

so perfectly still as to have a sod growing over its surface, the

earthy particles would soon subside and leave the water clear. The

phenomenon is, I believe, to be accoun ted for by the large number

of Hoongas and Magooras which inhabit it, which by the perpetual

motion of their ribbonlike bodies keep the mud in constant

agitation. So perceptible was this effect in the case of some which

I had in confinement, that I found it necessary, in order to maintain

the clearness of my aquarium, to exclude them from it altogether.

The sod, with which the muddy water was covered, was firm

enough to support the weight of natives, several of whom were

engaged in cutting the long grass for their cattle, while on some of

the firmer parts bullocks were to be seen grazing. Thus the

singular phenomenon was exhibited of an extensive plain, on the
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surface of which men and cattle were moving about, while beneatfe

the surface were quantities of fish, several of which I saw captured.

The mode in which the natives catch those fish is very peculiar,

and is in fact an ingenious application of their knowledge of the

fact, that they cannot long exist without atmospheric air.

When the swamp is in a proper state for such operations, i. e.,

when the water is neither too high nor too low, and the surface is

covered, as I have described, with a firm sod having two or three

feet of diluted mud beneath it, a native goes out at night, when the

air is still, and walking through the swamp, listens for the peculiar

sounds which the fish make in breathing. Having selected a part

in which those sounds are heard so frequently as to afford a pros-

pect of catching a considerable number, he proceeds to remove the

sod from a few circular patches, each about three feet in diameter,

in those places, in which there already exist small holes in the sod y

which the fish frequent for the purpose of breatMng. When that

is done, he returns home for the night. I did not think it necessary

to be present at the nocturnal part of the operations; but I accom-

panied the fisherman the following morning to the spot which he

had prepared during the previous night; and I found it a most

laborious effort to make my way over the treacherous surface, al-

though the natives appeared to traverse it without any difficulty.

When we reached the fishing ground, operations were commenced

by making a kind of enclosure, to cut off from the rest of the swamp

that portion in which the circular patches had been cleared of sod

the night before. This was done by breaking the sod in a narrow

line encompassing the space which it was intended to enclose, and

trampling a portion of it down to the more solid mud at the bot-

tom. The long grass, which is thus carried down, makes a kind

of fence, which is supposed to confine the fish; but which one can

hardly suppose to be very efficacious, as they would have but little

difficulty, if so inclined, in making their way through it. When

this is done the diluted mud in the holes that have been opened

over night is thickened by mixing it with some of the more solid
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mud, or peat, scooped up from beneath. Some of the long grass

which grows on the surface is then laid over the thickened mud

in two strata, the stalks of which the one is composed being at

right angles with those composing the other. The whole is finished

off with a coating of mud. Nothing then remains to be done, but

to watch for the appearance of fish. The first indication of their

presence is the rising of bubbles of air; and in each instance when

these bubbles appeared, the natives, who were standing by, named

correctly the species of fish by which they were emitted, being

guided probably by their size, and by their coming up singly or in

larger numbers. After a bubble of air has appeared, but a short

time elapses before the head of a fish appears protruding above the

surface of the mud. There is no difficulty in securing a fish when

lie shews himself in this way, as the blades of grass, which have

been arranged so as to cross each other beneath the surface of the

mud, form a net through which he cannot readily force his way

back.

I remained watching the process for about an hour, during which

I saw eleven fish taken, and the natives told me, that, as the day

advanced, larger fish would be caught, and in greater numbers.

None of those that I saw taken were large. They were of three

species—Connia (Ophio-cephalus) Magoora and Hoonga(Siluroids.)

It is obvious that this mode of catching the fish is entirely based

upon the fact that they cannot breathe water, but are forced to

ascend at stated intervals to the surface, to breathe atmospheric

air—a fact which after I had verified it by drowning two or three

specimens by inverting a net over them, I communicated to Sir

Emerson Tennent,' who in his reply forwarded to me a copy of a

letter from Professor Huxley, which contains the following passage.

<{ Your correspondent's experiments on the respiration of the fish

are most interesting, and I trust he will continue them. It would

be a great fact should he establish the point he seems to be aiming

at, viz., that these fish habitually breathe air rather than water."

I had already fully satisfied myself of the fact of which Mr. Huxley
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here speaks; but, in order to put the matter beyond doubt, I re-

peated my experiments on a larger scale, in the presence of several

gentlemen who were so kind as to assist me, some ofwhom favour-

ed me with suggestions which enabled me to make my experiments

more satisfactory, by varying the manner in which they were made.

The first set of experiments was made in the presence of CP.
Layard, Esq., and G-. Molesworth, Esq. On that occasion the fish

experimented on were enclosed in glass receivers, which were sub-

merged in larger vessels containing other fish, which had free ac-

cess to the air. From some of the receivers, the fish inclosed in

which were so large as not to be able to make their escape through

the aperture, the stoppers were removed, so as to allow a free com-

munication between the water inside the receiver and that outside.

In others, in which smaller fish were inclosed, the stoppers were

replaced, as soon as the air had been allowed to escape but, were

from time to time moved up and down, so as to promote the circu-

lation of the water between tbe receivers and the aquarium in which

they were placed. The fish confined in these receivers were of

five different species, viz., Maddhacariya, Loolla, Talcaddia, Kawa-

ya, Iloonga. Messrs. Layard and Molesworth remained for about

an hour and a half to watch the experiment. During that time

two Lool las and two Talcaddias were drowned, one Talcaddia sur-

vived after having been kept from the air for 50 minutes; and a

Maddhacariya, which had been confined for more than an hour,

when an attempt was made to remove it, revived immediately on

obtaining access to the air, and swam off so vigorously that it was

impossible to distinguish it from other fish of the same species

which were in the aquarium. When Messrs. Layard and Moles-

worth went away, there still remained two receivers with fish in

them, which continued to shew signs of life. One contained a Ka-

waya, the other a Hoonga. These were left unobserved for about two

hours, when they were removed quite dead. In some of the re-

ceivers several Tittiyas (water breathing fish,) were confined, along

with the air-breathers, and did not appear to have suffered in the

least, when their companions were removed dead.
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The second set of experiments was tried in the presence of the

Kevd. G. Schrader, Revd. W. F. Kelly, and W. J, Sendall Esq.,

Mr. Molesworth having suggested that the death of some of the

fish formerly experimented on, might have been accelerated by the

alarm experienced by them on finding themselves confined in so

small space as that ofa glass receiver, it was determined to attempt

to keep the fish from access to the air, in this second set of experi-

ments, by means of diaphragms fastened a couple of inches beneath

the surface.

Two vessels were employed. One was the bell glass of a hang-

ing lamp. In it were two Connias and two Loolas (both air breath-

ers,) and about fifteen or twenty Tittyas (water breathers). These

fish had been in the bell glass for some days; but were evidently

too much crowded, as the Tittyas, although the water was frequent-

ly changed, were constantly at the surface breathing air, as such

fish will do when the water becomes impure. The diaphragm in

this case was a circular piece of tin, perforated with small holes.

The other vessel was a tank or aquarium of the following dimen-

sions, viz. 36 x 16 x 12 inches. In it were a considerable number

of fish, both air-breathers and water-breathers. A diaphragm of

Mosquitos net was stretched across it, about two inches below the

surface, by means of pieces of rattan. These arrangements having

been made, the fish were left undisturbed for upwards of an hour.

On their being examined at the end of that time, all the air breath-

ers in the bell glass were found dead; but so also were about one

half of the water-breathers, whose death was probably attributable

to the fouling of the water, the volume of which was not sufficient

for the support of so many fish, especially when they were cut off

from all communication with the air.

In the larger vessel, the diaphragm was found to be imperfect;

several of the fish, both air-breathers and water-breathers, had

made their way into the space above it, and it is probable that

some of those which were found below it, when the vessel was

examined, had, during the course of the experiment, passed repeat-
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edly backwards and forwards between the space above and that

below the diaphragm. Two, however, were quite dead, a Loolla

and a Maddhacariya, both air-breathers. None of the water

breathers in this vessel had died.

These experiments not being satisfactory, in consequence of the

imperfection of the apparatus, it was determined to repeat them,

with a more perfect diaphragm, and a quantity of fish better pro-

portioned to the volume of water in which they were confined.

The diaphragm was extended about six inches below the surface

dividing the aquarium into two compartments, in the lower of

which were confined specimens of Maddhacariya, Hoonga, Magoora,

Connia, Loola, Kawaya, and Poolootta, all air-breathers, together

with six Ancoottas, water-breathers. In the upper compartment,

separated from those below only by a diaphragm of mosquito net,

were placed Maddhacariyas, Kawayas, Hoongas, Conniyas, and

Ankootas. In this compartment there were also aquatic weeds,

and a siphon was kept running for the greater part of the day, so

as to change the whole body of water frequently while the experi-

ment was going on. The diaphragm was fastened in its place

about i lj a. m., in presence of Mr. Layard. Very soon after the

fish in the lower compartment were cut off from communication

with the air, they began to emit bubbles of gas, and it was remark-

able, that, while the air bubbles which were carried down through

the mosquito net along with the fresh water from the siphon, made

their escape at once back to the surface, the bubbles of gas emitted

by the fish were detained by the net, shewing that the air had.

undergone a considerable change while detained in their systems.

Notwithstanding the pains which were taken to secure the dia-

phragm, one of the Pooloottas, and one or two of the Conniyas

contrived to escape into the upper compartment; the remaining

Poolloota, after having been confined for about three hours, began

to manifest great uneasiness, and contrived by a desperate effort

to force himself through a hole in the net, which did not appear to

be large enough to allow a fish of one quarter of his size to escape.

The diaphragm was removed at p. m., in presence of Messrs.
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Layard and Molesworth. All the fish in the upper compartment

were alive and healthy, as were also the six Ancoottas in the lower

compartment. Two small Hoongas likewise appeared vigorous;

and a large Hoonga which was nearly exhausted, revived immedi-

ately on obtaining access to the air. All the Kawayyas, twelve in

number, were dead, also six Maddhacariyas, three Magooras, one

Loo] a, and one Cooniya, being the whole number of each of those

species that had been confined beneath the diaphragm.

The different degrees of tenacity of life which were manifested, in

the course of this experiment, by the different species, and by dif-

ferent individuals of the same species, were very remarkable. Con-

trary to my expectation, the first fish that succumbed was a Ka-

wayyah, (Anabas) which turned over on its side at half-past twelve,

about an hour, or an hour and a quarter after the commencement

of the experiment. At a quarter to one, several Kawayyas were on

their sides, while a Loola, which, from the result of former experi-

ments, I had expected to die first, continued in its ordinary posi-

tion, and apparently alive. At three o'clock, two of the Kawayyas were

still alive, while all the rest had turned over on their sides nearly

an hoar before. I attribute the great length of time required on

this occasion to kill the fish, as compared with the result of former

experiments, partly to the greater volume of water contained in the

aquarium, and partly to a constant stream of fresh water being

allowed to fall into it during the earlier part of the experiment,

which carried with it minute globules of air. That stream was,

however, discontinued about two o'clock, as it seemed that the

Ankoottas did not require it.

The struggles of all the air breathing fishes, and especially of

the Kawayyas, to get up to the surface were very violent; and their

breathing through their gills became after some time very laborious.

This was the more remarkable, because these fish, when they have

access to the surface, are remarkable for keeping their gill-covers

perfectly motionless. This was especially observable in the Hoon-

gas, which survived .the longest ; and I infer, that, although none

of these fish can live long, when prevented from rising to the sur-

T
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face, yet their gills are so constructed as to enable them to

extract some oxygen from the water, and thus to prolong their

existence, although not a sufficient supply to enable them to dis-

pense altogether with access to the atmospheric air.

Notwithstanding the success of the experiment just described,

there were two species of fish, which, from their habits, I believed

to be air-breathers, but which I had not succeeded in drowning.

To complete the investigation, therefore, I enclosed, on a subsequent

day, two Poolloottas, two large and two small Hoongas, and two

Ankoottas, in receivers, from which all communication with the

air was cut off. The Ankoottas, being water breathing fish, were

included for the purpose of proving that the others died solely in

consequence of their exclusion from the air. Both the Poolloottas

died in less than a quarter of an hour. The larger Hoongas died

in about four hours. The smaller Hoongas were alive at the end

of six hours, when it was thought necessary to remove the' dead

fish, during which operation the surviving Hoongas had an oppor-

tunity of obtaining a fresh supply of air. They were then enclosed

again, along with the Ankoottas, and at the end of seven hours

were found quite dead, the Ankoottas, which were confined along

with them, being alive and apparently vigorous.

I think I have thus established, with regard to eight species of

fish, inhabiting the marshes of Ceylon, what Professor Huxley states

would be a great fact, if established, viz., that they habitually

breathe air, and are incapable of surviving, for any length of time,

if excluded from it; and I have the pleasure of presenting you

with specimens, for your Museum, of those species which have

been actually drowned in the manner described.

The delay, which has occurred in the publication ofthe Society's

Journal, enables me to add the following extract from a paper

which I drew up some time ago, giving an account of a singular

circumstance, which I have ascertained since the previous part of

this communication was written, in the natural history of another

species of fish, a water-breather, and, I believe, a Siluroid.

"Having occasion to visit Caltura periodically, I was told, on one of
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my visits, of a fish which is caught at certain seasons in very large

quantities, and which has the singular habit, when held up by the

tail, of emitting from the mouth a quantity of eggs. So great is

the number thus emitted, that, when many fish are captured, the

eggs are eagerly collected from the bottoms of the boats, and car-

ried away to be fried, and are greatly relished by the villagers

when so prepared, while the fish themselves, being too numerous

to be consumed in their fresh state, are salted and dried, and often

form an ingredient in the curries which appear at our tables."

" The description, which I received of the manner in which the

eggs are procured, seemed to point to the conclusion, universally

believed by the natives, that the regular mode of bringing forth

their young is, in the case of these fish, through the mouth; a fact

which seemed to me to be so singular, that I determined to stay a

day or two longer at Oaltura, when I next visited it, for the pur-

pose of investigating the circumstances which seemed to indicate

so singular a conclusion."

" The result ofmy investigation was, as might have been expected,

that I ascertained, that the circumstances had not been fully or

accurately observed, and consequently that the conclusion, to which

they pointed, was erroneous; but I, at the same time, satisfied my-

self of a fact in the natural history of those fish, which will perhaps

be regarded as but little less extraordinary, than their novelj mode

of parturition would have been, if it had been established as true;

and which, as Ceylon has acquired some notoriety for marvellous

stories respecting its Zoology, I should feel some hesitation in

stating, were it not, that, in addition to the abundance of unexcep-

tionable testimony, I was able to procure specimens illustrating the

whole extraordinary process."

" These fish produce their eggs, in the first instance, very much
in the same manner as other inhabitants of the waters do, with this

exception, that the eggs seem to come to maturity in batches of

ten or twelve. Bottle No. 1 will illustrate this. It contains the

roe of one out of a large number offish that I examined. You will

perceive that, besides eight or ten large eggs, there is a whitish
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mass, which, on being closely examined, will be found to consist

of other eggs of very minute size, the difference in size between

those which are ready for emission, and the others which are im-

mature, being very remarkable. The strange fact, however, is

that the large eggs, on being emitted, are immediately taken up,

either by the fish that has laid them, or by another of the same

species, and, not swallowed, but kept in the mouth, until they are

hatched, and the fry are able to take care of themselves, a period

of some weeks, during which it is impossible that the fish, which

is swimming about with so extraordinary a mouthful, can swallow

any food, except such small nutritious particles as may be floating

about in the water. When these fish first make their appearance

at Caltura, in the beginning of the season, they are said to be so

fat, that the curry made with them resembles that made with pork;

but after swimming about for a few days, with their mouths full

of eggs, they become dry and insipid. In bottle No. 2, you will

see thirteen eggs, which I shook out with my own hands from the

mouth of a fish of eight or nine inches long, each egg being about

the size of a small grape. Preserved in that manner, viz., in Gly-

cerine, the eggs retain their natural colour and transparency, where-

as in spirit they soon become opaque. In the same bottle are some

other eggs, which were obtained by pressure, and which present

the same remarkable difference in size as those in No. 1. You will

perceive that these latter are perfectly transparent, the smaller ones

being scarcely visible, whereas those which were shaken out of the

mouth of the fish contain a perfectly formed embryo, and have a

system of blood-vessels spreading over their surface on one side.

In bottle No, 3, you will see one of the eggs in a more advanced

stage of development. Both the head and tail of the embryo have

escaped from the egg, which, very little diminished in size, remains

appended to the middle of the fish, giving it a very distorted appear-

nace."

" This adherence of the egg to the young fish, after it . has been

hatched, is not peculiar to this species. The same thing occurs in

tlw case of the Salmon fry, which are being produced, under the
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auspices of Mr. Buekland and other eminent pisciculturists, in such

quantities as to give us some grounds for hoping that that delicious

fish may become again so common in the rivers of England, that

it shall no longer be a luxury accessible only to the wealthy, and

that farm-labourers may again, as is said to have been formerly

the case in the neighbourhood of Newcastle, find it necessary to

stipulate, in their engagements with their employers, that they shall

not be fed on Salmon on more than two days in the week."

" This is the only specimen I was able to procure in that stage of

development, the time not having then arrived for the general

hatching of the eggs ; but an intelligent friend, who is at Caltura

at present, has promised to procure me other specimens, which

will, I trust, enable me to ascertain a fact which I am inclined to

believe, although I am not as yet prepared to assert it positively,

namely, that the egg so appended is, in fact, the stomach of the

animal in the state of enormous distention, and that, as its contents

are absorbed, while the other parts of the fish grow in size, it gra-

dually assumes a more natural proportion to the rest of the body.*

To this conclusion I am led by observing the system of blood

vessels, which is perceptible on the side of the egg opposite the

embryo, and which certainly looks as if it was intended to form part

of the organization of the future fish." I have since ascertained

by the aid of Wm. Ondaatje, Esq., Asst. Col. Surgeon, that the fish

which carry the eggs, and subsequently the young fry, for so long

a time in their mouths, are all males.

The name, by which these fish are known to the natives, is An-

guluwa. They are regarded by them as all belonging to the same

species, nor would an unscientific observer be likely to discover

any specific difference between any of the specimens that I have

seen; but having sent several specimens to F. Layard, Esq., I

received a letter from him, in August last, in which he informed

me, that he had submitted the specimens which I sent him, to Dr.

Gunther of the British Museum, who had ascertained that they

* This has since been fully ascertained to be the fact,
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belong to two distinct species, both new, of the genus Arius. Mr.

Layard further tells me, that the carrying of the ova in the mouth

is not so novel a phenomenon as I supposed it to be, Dr. Gunther

having described that peculiarity in the propagation of the Genus

Arius, several years ago, from S. American species.
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On the 'Origin of the Sinhalese language? Read bejore the

Ceylon R. A. Society on the 3\st October, 1863.

—

By
James Alwis, Esq., m. r. a. s.

When twelve years ago I published the Sidatsangara, and entered

into an investigation of the question as to the orgin ofthe Sinhala

language, I intimated my belief,* that it belonged to the Arian

or Northern family, as contradistinguished from the Dravidian, or

the Southern class of languages. My sentiments on many a colla-

teral subject have since undergone change. I have discovered errors

upon several points on which I then wrote. I find I have assumed

facts which have no foundation. I have drawn inferences which

are untenable. But the main question, the belief of which I then

expressed, has only received confirmatory proof in the course of

my later researches ; and they enable me, moreover, with due de-

ference, but great confidence to disprove the statement in Sir Emer-

son Tennent's History ofCeylon,—that 'the Sinhalese, as it is spoken

at the present day, and still more strikingly as it exists as a writ-

ten language in the literature of the Island, presents unequivocal

proof of an affinity with the group of languages still in use in the

Dakken ;—Tamil, Telingu and Malayalim.'f

Sir Emerson Tennent was, probably, indebted for this information

to Professor Lassen
,J and he to Professor Rask of Copenhagen

—

all of whom were not conversant with the Sinhalese.

§

* See Introd. to tlie Sidatsangara, p. xlvi.

f Sir Emerson Tennent's Ceylon, p. 328.

X See his S. Ind. Alterthumsk, p. 363.

§ Professor Bachtlingk, lays down as a philological axiom that "it is dangerous

to write of languages of which we do not possess the most accurate knowledge."
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When more than forty years ago B-ask wrote, the greatest mis-

apprehension prevailed amongst Europeans on all Oriental subjects.

Eastern Languages were not extensively cultivated, A gloom

enveloped the science of comparative philology. Inaccessible was

the path to eastern history. Even the Sanskrit, the language in

the highest state of cultivation now-a-days, was then but imper-

fectly known to the European world. Some considered it a deri-

vative of the Zend, and others treated it as a creature of the Pali.

Little, if any thing, was definitely investigated of. the latter.

The relation which the Sanskrit bore to the Pr akrit, was very im-

perfectly investigated; and was, at the time Wilson translated Vik-

rama and Urvasi, 'far from being understood'; and, when the la-

bours of Lassen and Burnouf brought to light the Nepal books of

Buddhism, even the names of their Pali versions were unknown

in Europe. The distinction between the Arian and the Dekka-

nese groups of languages was not well ascertained. The Tamil

was supposed to have been an off-shoot of the Sanskrit. The An-

dhra merely existed as a book name. Between it and the Dravi-

da no relationship was established ; much less was the identity of

Dravida and Damila recognized. The Sinhalese was not known

in Europe. Nor was it cultivated by the English in Ceylon until

after the annexation of the Kandian Kingdom (in 1815) to

the possessions of the British Government. Even then little was

ascertained of the Sinhala by a careful inter-comparison of

south-Indian dialects ;—less, was known of the various modifica-

tions which the former had undergone ;—and least of all regarding

its history for upwards of two thousand years. True it is indeed

that Mr. Chater published a Sinhalese grammar in 1815; yet this

led to no important results in poin t of philological researches. The

language adopted in it was the bastard Sinhalese of the fourteenth Cen-

tury. It was the language of the paraphrases —the Sanskrit, if I m ay

so call it, Sinhalicised. When, therefore, Clough published his

Dictionary fifteen years afterwards, he was led away with the belief

* Speigel's Kammavacha.—Intro: p. i.
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that 'the Sinhala was derived from the Sanskrit.' He moreover

perceived not the identity of the Elu with Sinhala; nor could he

distinguish the Pali forms in the ancient Sinhalese from the Sans-

krit forms which predominated in our modern dialect. One would

have supposed that the share he had had in the publication of the

Balavatara could not fail to enlighten him on the subject. But

such, unfortunately, was not the case. He recognized 'the elements

of two distinct dialec ts, in the national language of Ceylon. Ono

he pronounced the Elu, and the other the Sinhala, The former

he regarded as 'the remains of the language originally spoken,

i. e. by the aboriginal inhabitants ; and the latter, as the language

introduced after the Vijayan conquest.*

The subsequent labours of the Rev. S. Lambrick (1834), as well

as those of an anterior date (1821) of the Rev. John Callaway

were of little avail. The Dictionary of the latter was intended for

elementary schools. The Grammar of the former, by his adoption

of the forms of language current amongst the vulgar, rendered but

little assistance to the Philologer. His denial, moreover, of the

existence of the passive voice, which he must have daily found in

the Sinhalese Version of the Lord's prayer, only gave those who

placed the Sinhalese in the South-Indian class an additional handle

in support of their incorrect theory.

History, too, was then in its infancy. Upham's works published

in 1833 tended rather to mislead than to direct the European

mind. No effort was made to set Sinhalese history in its true

light until Tumour entered the field of Oriental literature. The

commencement of true historic knowledge may be regarded from

the date (1837), when he published the Mahavansa, and exhibited

the value of the Pali, not only in regard to chronological and his-

torical researches, but also in point of philological investigations, f

* For explanation of the terms Elu and Sinhala see Sidatsangara p. xxvii et

seq.

f The learned author of the Dravidian Comparative Grammar in fixing the

date of Dravidian Civilization preparatory to an investigation into the origin

of the Dravidian language, says: 'I am inclined to look to Ceylon for the best

means of arriving at -an approximate date.' p, 81.

V
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Yet, it may be truly said that no one applied his energies to glean

the information, which our historical works afforded to investiga-

tions connected with the language of the Sinhalese. Dr. Stevenson

of Bombay has written several papers in the pages of the Bombay

Asiatic Society's Journal ; but they are by no means calculated to

assist Philological investigations.* Even the Rev. Spence Hardy,

with a very intimate acquaintance with the Sinhalese, could not

trace the origin of that language.")" Indeed in times later still (1853)

when the Sidatsangara appeared, I confess, I was not able, with

all the assistance of European and Asiatic researches then at my
command, definitely to state the origin of the Sinhalese.^

It was upon the publication of that Sinhalese Grammar, how-

ever, that people, in later times, began to pay greater attention to

a critical study of the Sinhala. Since then has appeared an invalu-

able auxiliary to the investigation in hand—'The comparative

Grammar of the Dravidian language by the Revd. R. Caldwell

(1856).
" Since then too has arisen a greater thirst for a knowledge

of the archaeology of Buddhism ; and, what is inseparably connec-

ted with it, the Pali language. These helps combined with the

light which History has shed upon the subject, and the knowledge

already possessed by them of the Sanskrit, have enabled the native

pandits in our own island to investigate with success the origin of

the Sinhala language : and those investigations establish, as I pur-

pose to show in a paper which I shall hereafter present to this

Society in continuation of these introductory remarks, a result,

the very opposite of that which Sir Emerson Tennent states as being

founded upon "unequivocal testimony," or which Prof : Spiegel

considers, is supported by certissimis testimoniis.\

Professor Lassen in his Indische allisthumus hunde, a work

designed to be a critical digest of ail the researches of the last

* 'In many instances Dr. Stevenson's lexical analogies are illusory and dis-

appear altogether on a little investigation.' Caldwell's D. G. p. 4.0.

f Ceylon A. S. Journal.

% See Introduction, p. xxiv.

§ Kammavacha Introd: p. vii.
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sixty years, relative to the antiquities of India, in speaking of the

languages of the Dekkan viz. the Tulva, the Malabar, the Tamil

the Telugu, the Karnata, anol the Sinhalese, sums up their rela-

tions to the Sanskrit as follows:

—

'A more critical investigation of the languages of the Dekkan

has shown that they have been enriched from the Sanskrit, but are

quite independent of it as to their origin. Their phonetic system

is distinct, and so is the fundamental part of their vocabularies, em-

bracing the words in most common use ; and farther, what is deci-

sive, their grammatical structure is peculiar. With this philolo-

gical fact accord the traditions of the Dekkan, indicating, as they

do, that the Dekkanese were originally in a rude state, and that

settlers from the North brought to them their civilization. The

traditions of the continent agree here with those of the island of

Ceylon, and the phenomena of the religious and political state of

the Dekkan, at the present time, establish the fact of its having

received its civilization from that source. Its alphabets, also, came

from the North. Yet, certain peculiarities are likewise found, which,

not being referable to Arya teachers, must be considered as remains

of usages properly belonging to the South-Country. Nor has the

civilization brought from the North penetrated every where: many

tribes are met with in the Dekkan, which have adopted only a part,

sometimes more, and sometimes less, of the imported culture; one

indeed, that of the Tuda on the Nilgiri, had, until within a short

time, received no such civilizing influence.* 9

With all the respect due to so distinguished an orientalist as

Pr. Lassen, I cannot but regard his remarks, so far as they relate

to the Sinhalese, as inapplicable, and therefore inconsiderate.

It is quite true that the Sanskrit element, by which I mean the

use of sibilants, aspirates, double letters etc. in the modern Sin-

halese, cannot be traced to our ancient dialect; and that these have

been engrafted on the Sinhalese in comparatively modern times.f

* S. Ind: Altenth. p. 363.

t Seethe history of the Sinhalese language in my Introd: to the Siclat-

sangara p. clxxxvii. et seq,
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In view of the particular affinity which the Pali and the Prakrit

dialects bear to the Sinhalese, and the historical conjectures as to

the formation of the, latter, it may also be affirmed that the Sin-

halese is not a direct off-shoot of the Sanskrit. Yet, all this may

be assented to without in the least affecting the proposition, that

the Sinhalese belongs to the Northern division of languages, and

cannot be classed amongst 'the languages of the Dekkan/ which,

in accordance with the language of Mr. Caldwell, I shall in future

designate the 'Dravidian.'

It may be here convenient to consider the historical before

entering upon the philological questions, that relate to the sub-

ject. I believe it is a universally admitted fact, that before the

Aryas or Sanskrit speaking people of Hindustan first emerged from

obscurity, and settled themselves in upper India, the whole of the

Peninsula from Cape Comorin to Himalaya, and also the Lanka

of the Ramayana, had been peopled in every direction by an en-

tirely distinct race of people in different stages of civilization,

whom they designated Daitya, Danava, (Yakkhas or) Rakshas,

and Mlichhas*. These were the Yakkhas or barbarians whom

Vijaya found on his arrival in Lanka, and ofwhom the early Sans-

krit and Bhuddhist writers speak with much aversion. This taken

in connection with the fact that Demonolatry, or the worship of

devils in Ceylon, is identical with 'the system which prevails in

the forests and mountain fastnesses throughout the Dravidian ter-

ritories and also in the extreme South of the Peninsula,'f leads to

the inference, that the early settlers of Ceylon were a portion of

the aboriginal inhabitants of India before its occupation by the

Arya race. But it is also a fact, as I shall show hereafter, that

they have neither retained their national character nor their na-

tional language.

* Dr. Stevenson's Kalpa Sutra.—p. 133.

| Caldwell in his Dravidian Grammar says, 'This system was introduced

within the historical period from the Tamil Country into Ceylon, where it i»

now mixed up with Buddhism.— p. 519.
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The only tribes, however, that have not intermingled with the

Sinhalese, and whose savage condition in modern times may be

identified with the ancient barbarity of the yakkhas, are the Veddas;

and these, be it remembered, are as distinct from the Sinhalese as

are the Tamils of the North. There is also a distinctive class

called the Rodiyas, and it is remarkable that their ranks were re-

plenished from time to time with Sinhalese convicts of all castes

from the Royal to the plebeian. Mr. Casie Chetty, the author of

the Ceylon Gazetteer in giving a number of words in current use

amongst the Rodiyas expresses a conjecture 'that they were either

a colony of some of the wandering hordes from India, or a fragment

of the aborigines of Ceylon itself partially blended with the Sin-

halese.'* This is very probable ; and although we have not sufficient

materials for comparison, yet the few words which have been col-

lected of this dialect, containing the names for the common wants

of mankind are, with six exceptions, different from 'the Sinhalese

as it is spoken at the present day, and still more strikingly as it

exists as a written language in the literature of the island.'^

The mention of Nagas or Nagaworshippers, with whom the yak-

khas had shared the kingdom of Lanka, does not lead to any certain

results. For the Naga worship had been diffused from a very

early age throughout the whole of IndiaJ as well as in the north-

west frontiers of the Arya-desha, as for instance, Cashmir.§

The woship of the Nagas, moreover, was confined to that portion

of this island, once called the Naga dipa, 'the northern and north-

western parts of Ceylon, where Tamilians commenced to form

* C. B.. A. S. J. Vol. vi. p. 171.

f From amongst 128 words given by Mr. Casie Chetty, of the Rodiya dialect

we can only identify 6 Sinhalese words e. g. bintalawa ' earth, ' altho' strictly

speaking it is a 'plane;' kalluwella for kaluwara 'darkness;' boralowa for

boralu 1 gravel; ' bilinda ' boy ;' murutan for mulutan that which is cooked;

pikanawa for penenawa ' perceive ' C. B., A. S. J, 1850—3. p. 177 et seq.

I Asiatic Researches xx p. 95,

§ See Iiajatarangani.
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settlements prior even to the Christian era, and from whence they

have gradually thrust out the Sinhalese.'*

These are, however, points of inquiry which may be dispensed

with, in view of the fact, that, after the arrival of Vijaya both the

aboriginal inhabitants of Lanka and their language had been so

merged in the Arya invaders and their dialect, the Sinhalese, that

little or nothing physically, historically, or philologically can now

be traced to a Dravidian origin ;f whilst all such considerations lead

to the inevitable result of the Sinhalese language being an off-shoot

of the speech of the Aryas, or the Pali, or a Prakrit dialect.

4 It is vain' says Mr. Caldwell, and he says it truly,—'to expect

from considerations of colour and complexion any real help towards

determining the race to which the Dravidian belongs', p. 512. For,

to state a fact mentioned by himself, and known to us in Ceylon.

" the descendants of the Portuguese who settled in India several

centuries ago, are now blacker than the Hindus themselves," p.

513. Eegarding, therefore, "colour as a most deceptive evidence

ofrelationship and race," [p. 515.] we may next direct attention

to it in connection with a less fallible testimony, viz., " the shape

of the head and the more permanent peculiarities of feature;" (ib).

and here I need not labour to prove that the Sinhalese present

a wide difference from all the races of the Dekkan. For instance,

the features of the Tamils of the Southern Peninsula are peculiar,,

and though the complexion of the Sinhalese presents different

shapes, the 'copper colour' is that which prevails over the rest:,

and this again it would seem is the colour of the Arya race, so

much honored by Manu (cap. iv. § 130) when he declared it an

* Caldwell's Drav. Grammar, p. 4.

f Caldwell says " It is undeniable that emigrations from Ceylon to the

southern districts of India have occasionally taken place. The Teers (pro-

perly Tivar islanders) and the Ilavars, 'Sinhalese/ (from 'Ham', Ceylon, a

word which has been from the Sanscrit 'Simhalam' or rather from the Pali

6 Sihalam' by the omission of the initial 's') both of them Travancore castes,

are certainly immigrants from Ceylon"

—

Caldwell's Com. Gr, p. 72.
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insult to pass over ' even the shadow of a copper coloured man.'

The colour as well as the features of the inhabitants of the Dekkan

are certainly distinguishable from those of the Sinhalese even by a

casual observer. An utter stranger to the various races cannot be

three weeks in this Island before he perceives the striking differ-

ence between the manners and habits of the Sinhalese on the one

hand, and those of the different other races on the other. Euro-

pean Teachers have frequently observed the facility with which

the Sinhalese pronounce European tongues, presenting in this

respect a quality distinguishable from every race of South-Indian

people.

It may, however, be urged by those who advocate a contraiy

opinion that the use of long hair by the Sinhalese, a practice to

which Agathemerus, a Greek Geographer of the third Century

bore testimony,* is worthy of notice in an inquiry into the rela-

tions of the Sinhalese with the early Dravidians. It is true

enough that the usage referred to is equally characteristic of the

Dravidian race,j But I submit that we have no undoubted tes-

timony of the same usage not having existed in the Northern

territories from whence Ceylon was peopled. On the contrary,

the fact of Sagara's having imposed ' shaving the hair ' as a pun-

ishment on the Yavanas implies that it had been previously cus-

tomary to use the hair long: and it is also not a little remarkable

that Gotama Buddha a North-Indian is represented, like Siri San-

ghabodhi, one of our kings,J to have worn tresses and a top-knot.

But even supposing that such was not the case, and that the prac-

tice of twisting the hair into a knot at the back of the head is

identical with that of the Dravidian race; and that, as stated by

Mr. Caldwell, ' it was from Dravidian settlers in Ceylon that the

* 'The natives cherish their hair as women among us and twist it round

their heads.'

t "Up to the present day the custom of wearing the hair long, and twisted

into a knot at the back of the head is characteristic of all the inferior castes in

the southern Provinces of the Tamil Country"— Caldwell's Grammar p. 75.

| See Attanagalwansa Cap. i § ii.
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Sinhalese adopted the same usage '
(p. 75); it may still be affirmed

that there is nothing in this circumstance which miltiates against

our position.

Historically Professor Lassen himself furnishes us with an item

of proof which I shall here notice. He says i whenever an ori-^

ginal language has been retained, as among the Gondas, the Kan-

das and the Padarias, there is nothing of the civilization of the

Aryas, or merely a sprinkling of it; but wherever, on ' the other

hand, Arya civilization has penetrated and prevailed, as among the

Kolas of Guzerat and others, the language of the Arya has also

come into use.' Applying this test to Ceylon and its language^

I perceive the result to be in direct opposition to the opinion of

Mr, Lassen to which I first attracted attention. For, to suppose

that Ceylon retained its aboriginal language even after the Vijayan

conquest is to affirm that the Sinhalese received not even a

"sprinkling" of the Arya civilization; which is not the case, the

fact being, that far from its being ' a mere sprinkling ' Ceylon

has enjoyed from the very settlement of Vijaya a greater share of

civilization than any other Country in the Dekkan, or in the

fastnesses of the Vindhya.

Nor is Sir Emerson Tennent of a different opinion, for he dis-

tinctly says " To the great dynasty (of Vijaya) and more espe-

cially to its earliest members the inhabitants of Ceylon were

indebted for the first rudiments of civilization, for the arts of agri-

cultural life, for an organized Government, and for a system of

national worship." (Vol. 1 p. 360.)

This being established, the converse of the proposition laid down

by Professor Lassen holds good, viz—that ' with the civilization

of the Arya invaders the aborigines adopted their dialect.'

History also shows that the new colonists retained a distinct and

separate character; and that although intermarriages might have

taken place between the Yakkhas and the new settlers;* yet that the

* The only mention however of this in the Mahawansa has reference to

Vijaya ; and the facts there stated clearly show that he was not "married" to

Kuveni as supposed by Mr. Caldwell p. 81, but that haying been captivated by
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former remained, for a time, a distinct tribe; and that they wholly-

disappeared after 275 A. D., at which period they are for the last

time spoken of in History as a servile class engaged in opening

Tanks, etc. But whatever inferences may be drawn from the

mention of the Yakkhas in the early part of our history; it is quite

clear
' from all existing evidence,' 'that the period at which a

vernacular dialect was common to the Yakkhas and Vijayan Co-

lonists must have been extremely remote '* and that the former

soon disappeared either by amalgamation with or disintegration from

the conquerors. The last supposition is however the more reason-

able; since we find until very recent times a distinct tribe of people^

in Ceylon, called the Veddas or Beddas, answering to the uncouth

" Yakkhas " or " Monkeys " of ancient writers.

The language of our first monarch Vijaya was probably the Pali

or the Prakrit. He came to Ceylon shortly after Gotama, who

spoke the Pali or the Magadhi. He was descended through the

female branch of the Royal family of Kalinga, and his birth

place was Lala, a subdivision of Magadha. "And the position,"

says Mr. James Prinsep (Bengal A. S. Journal vol. ii. p. 280)

"assumed by Mr. Lassen that the Pali of Ceylon was immediately

derived from the shores of Kalinga, independently of its being

matter of history, is supported by the evidence of the records now

discovered in that country:" and although Professor Lassen regards

this as a question involved in obscurity, yet the very name given

to the Island by Vijaya, and which we find was shortly afterwards

used by the Indian Monarch Asoka, in his rock inscriptions, would

lead to the inference that the Pali was the language of the con-

her charms Vijaya had her for his mistress, and that when he had found he could

not according to the usages of the east be croivned without a queen consort,

whom a Yakkinni or 'non-human being' would ill represent, although the mother

of two children, he discarded them all for the daughter of King Pandiya of the

nearest civilized state.

' * Sir J. E. Tennent's Ceylon p. 328, with whom I entirely concur in the

matter, having long abandoned a contrary opinion which I expressed in my
Sidatsangara, p, xxiv.

X
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querors. We are not told what was the language of the letters

which accompanied the embassy sent by Vijaya to King Panduwa

for a Royal Princess; but it is probable that the letter of invitation,

to his brother (See Mahawansa p. 53,) Sumitta, was in the Pali

or the Prakrit, a language of the North, which, we learn from his-

tory, was greatly cultivated throughout the greatest part of Central

India, which was at this time subject to Magadha. It is also ascer-

tained from our historical Annals that our Kings had frequent

intercourse with Arian and Dravidian Princes, and in some places

the Historian describes the correspondence as having been carried

on in ' the Pali language.'

There is another circumstance which may be here noticed. The

birthplace of the first settlers of Ceylon was Lata. It is iden-

tical with Lata and Lada, and Dandi, the author of Kavyadarsa,

says that even in comparatively a modern age, that of the Dramas,

the language of Lata as well as of Banga (which latter is only a

different pronunciation of Vanga, and merely another name for

Gawda) is usually the Prakrit. His authority goes further, for

he places the language of Lata in the same class as that of Caw-

da, Surasena, etc: and his Commentator explains the t
et cetera'

to mean the MagadM (or Pali) and Panchala (the Zend). Hence

all circumstances considered it is very clear that the Pali was the

language of the band from Lala who colonized Ceylon, or rather

a modification of it which bore the nearest relation to such lan-

guages as the Suraseni, and the Zend—at all events a so-called

Prakrita dialect; therefore a language of the Arian and not of the

South Indian class.

The la&t inference receives confirmatory proof from another his-

torical fact, viz.
;
that on the arrival of Mahindu in the Island he

was not only able to converse readily with the people, but without

loss of time to preach to them in 'the Sinhalese' language, or 'the

language of the land.' This shows the intimate relationship which

originally existed between the Sinhala and the dialect ofPataliputta;

and although in course of several centuries as stated in the Sua-

basalankara, the Sinhalese has undergone a vast change, yet it
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may be readily believed that this change consisted in the dialect

of the conquerors, (which was probably the Prakrit) being melted

with the preexisting language—?*, e. by a process of shortening the

words of that language, and modifying it so as to suit it to the

tongue of men, whose organs of speech were incapable of enunciat-

ing several of its elements, such as the aspirates and combined

consonants. I shall hereafter adduce 'unequivocal proof of the

fact, that the Sinhala as it is known even at the present day, ex-

hibits the nearest affinity to the Pali and the most distant connection

with the Dravidian—a fact which is farther borne out by the

facility with which Buddhagosa of Paialiputta translated the Sin-

halese AltJiakatha into the Pali. It is also a fact to which I may

briefly allude here, that the only Sinhalese Grammar now extant

in this Island, follows Sanskrit and Pali, and not Dravidian writers.

It is certainly true, as stated in the Sidatsangara,* that there

are three elements in the Sinhalese, one in connection with the

Sanskrit—another with the Pali—and the third with the local; but

it must be remembered that the pure Sinhalese so formed upon the

establishment of the Vijayan dynasty appears to have been drawnf

chiefly from the Sanskrit in the 15th Century after Christ, and

from the Malabar and Telingu after the domination of the Bekkan

princes, of whom the last deposed Sinhalese King, Sri Wekrama

Raja Sinha, spoke the Telingu well, and the Sinhalese but indif-

ferently.

It was perhaps this latter phenomenon in the Sinhalese that led

the Rev. Dr. Stevenson to consider the Sinhalese also as a

branch of the Southern family.^ His own observations, however,

* See Introduction p. xiviii.

f See the comparative specimen of the ancient and modern Sinhalese in the

Sidatsangara pp, xxxvi, wherein, if one thing is clearer than another, it is that

nearly every word in the first is directly traceable to the Pali, and in the second

to the Sanscrit.

X See Bombay Asiatic Journal for 1842 p. 195; he also places the Maldivian

under the head of the southern family ; but I may here remark that it is clear-

ly traceable to the Sinhalese,
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militate against this opinion, for he says: 6 The Hindi which con-

tains the most (i. e. Brahminical words) is estimated by Mr.

Colebrook to have nine-tenths of its vocables of Sanskrit origin,

and the Marathi which contains the fewest has at least four-fifths

of its words derived from the same source. In the Southern family

again Sanskrit words are of rare occurrence, and enter less into the

common language of the people, except in the Sinhalese which

from the influence of the Pali chiefly derived from the Sanskrit and

the language of the Buddhist literature has nearly as many words

originally derivedfrom the Sanskrit as the Hindi itself.

Before however I proceed to adduce the promised proof to esta-

blish the non-Dravidian origin of the Sinhalese, and which I purpose

to lay before this Society at a future opportunity upon several

distinct heads, I may conclude my introductory remarks by quoting

the expressed opinion of two of the most eminent linguists of the

day, viz., Caldwell and Max Muiler, names which, as you know,

must be deemed to impart confidence to those who have the honor

to labour in the beaten path in which they have travelled. The

author of the invaluable Dravidian Grammar says, ' There is no

relation, however, between the Sinhalese language—the language

of the Sinhalese properly so-called, who were Buddhists and Co-

lonists from Magadha or Behar—and the language ofthe Tamilians,

nor is there any reason for supposing that the natural course of

migration (viz., from the mainland to the Island) was ever inverted

to such a degree as to justify the supposition that the whole mass

of the Dravidians entered India from Ceylon.' p. 73.

And although there is a slight difference of opinion between

Professor Max Muller and myself as to the relationship which exists

between the Sanskrit and the Singhalese ; yet it will be observed

that that difference is one which does not affect the main question

in hand. He says:—'The Sanskrit now lives only in its offspring,

the numerous spoken dialects of India—Hindustani, Maharatti

Bengali, Guzerate, Sinhalese etc, all preserving in the system of

their grammar, the living traces of their common parentJ— Survey

of Languages, p. 31.
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A few remarks on (he poisonous properties of the Valotropis

Gigantea, the Mudar of Bengal, the Yercum of the Tamils,

and the Warra of the Sinhalese.—ByW. C. Ondaatje, Esq.,

Asst. Col. Surgeon.

In the course of my public duties, as Medical Officer, in charge

of the Civil Medical Stores, I was called upon to discover, if pos-

sible the cause of the death of one John Melder. He died at Chi-

law, and the stomach and intestines with their contents were sent

to me on 31st March last for examination, 12 days after death.

He died shortly after some drugs had been administered to him by

a native, who was considered to be a most experienced medical

practitioner. It appears that the deceased having required an

emetic, the native Doctor gave him a small quantity of powdered

Kukuroomang seed, (Randia dumetorum), a well known native

emetic, mixed in about 2 dessert spoonfuls of the milk of the plant

called Warra (Caiotropis Gigantea) with a quantity of cow's milk.

The immediate effects of the dose were incessant vomiting, and

excruciating pain in the bowels: the extremities became benumbed

and lifeless; and in about 2 hours after the medicine had been

given, death supervened. The mudar has not to my knowledge

been considered as a poison by Toxicologists either Indian or Eu-

ropean. I made some experiments with a view of ascertaining the

physiological properties of the fresh milk of the mudar. An ounce

of it being given to a pup, in 5 minutes it began to froth at the mouth,

and violent vomiting ensued until the stomach was completely

emptied of its contents. The animal cried and groaned evidently

from pain in the bowels. It lay down on the ground and gradually

sank and expired within 24 minutes.

Ten minutes after Iexamined the animal. The mouth and tongue

were of a violet colour. The stomach was quite empty, and the
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mucous membrane corrugated, the intestines were contracted pre-

senting a cord-like appearance, and spots of inflammation were

visible.

The left ventricle of the heart and the larger vessels contained

fluid blood.

A second experiment was made on a little dog. The quantity

used was 60 drops diluted with water.

The symptoms already referred to followed each other in regular

succession being attended with bloody stools. Death ensued in this

case in 18 minutes.

These experiments afford sufficient and satisfactory data to lead

us to the conclusion, that the milk of the mudar may be placed on

the list of the most deadly vegetable poisons in Ceylon and India.

In the rapidity with which it destroys life, it is equal to the

poison of the Upas, the celebrated Java poison, which it is well

known is a milky juice drawn from the Antiaris Toxical ia pro-

ducing the same symptoms on the animal economy that the juice

of the warra does.

From the effects which the milk of the Calotropis gigantea has

thus been ascertained to produce, it appears to me to belong to the

class of Narcotic-Irritant poisons, a class of poisons that act on

the Cerebro-spinal system of the nerves paralysing the muscles

and finally the heart.

During the trial of the case it was clearly proved that the patient

suffered from exactly the same painful and fatal effects that were

noticed in my two experiments; and the contracted cord-like ap-

pearance of the man's Intestines sent to me for examination at once

convinced me that death was caused by the effects of the Mudar

Milk, which, though as I believed hitherto unknown as a poison,

is positively such, and that of an irritant character.

As this cannot but be of great interest to the Indian Toxicolo-

gist, I have in these few remarks brought it to the notice of this

Society, as this is the only literary and scientific body in Ceylon

through which the fact can be communicated.
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The Native doctor wlio administered the drug was tried for man-

slaughter in September last at Chilaw, and sentenced to 2 years

imprisonment within the gaol. The leniency of the sentence is to

be attributed to the circumstance, that the malpraxis in the opinion

of the Jury, was the result of carelessness and ignorance,
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On the Crocodiles of Ceylon—By the Bevd. Principal Roake,

The favourite haunts of Crocodiles being but seldom visited, in

consequence both of the insalubrity of the localities in which they

are generally to be found, and of the dangerous character of their

inhabitants, the habits of these animals are very imperfectly known.

The following account of two nests, which were recently found

within a few miles of Colombo, may therefore be interesting to

Naturalists.

The first of these nests was discovered by Mr. Symonds of the

Survey Department, who found it to contain about 150 eggs, which

he removed, not without considerable risk, having been repeatedly

charged by the old Crocodile who was guarding them.

My curiosity having been excited by the description which I

received of the nest from Mr. Symonds, I went to examine it

myself. I found it amongst the bushes on the swampy bank of

the Bolgodde lake, at a distance of a few feet from the water.

The nest itselfconsisted ofwet vegetable matter mixed with mud,

and was raised to the height of between three and four feet, pre-

senting in shape very much the appearance of a small conical hay-

cock, but in colour and consistency that of a heap of dung. Round

the base of the cone, was a circular trench more than three feet

broad, and about two feet deep, in which the old Crocodile was

wont to wallow while watching her nest. The circle enclosed by

this trench, the whole of which was covered by the base of the

nest, was between six and seven feet in diameter.

I am not aware that these conical nests have been previously

noticed. The Rev. J. G. Wood, who makes no mention of the nests

of the Crocodile, says in speaking of the Alligator in his Illustrated

Natural History, that the parent deposits her eggs in the sand of *

the river side, scratching a hole with her paws, and placing them
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in a regular layer therein. " She then scrapes some sand, dry

leaves, grass, and mud over them, smoothes it, and deposits a second

layer upon them. These eggs are then covered in a similar manner

and another layer deposited, until the mother has laid from 50 to

60 eggs. Although they are hatched by the heat of the sun and

the decaying vegetable matter, the mother does not desert her young,

but leads them to the water and takes care of them, until their

limbs are sufficiently strong, and their scales sufficiently firm to

permit them to roam the water without assistance."

It will be seen that the nest of the Crocodile of Ceylon differs

considerably from that of the Alligator as described by Mr. Wood.

In the former the eggs are placed at a height of at least two feet

above the surface of the water; and, although the nests in Ceylon

are principally composed of aquatic weeds in a wet state, which

might be expected to give out considerable heat in fermenting, yet

I do not believe that any artificial heat is required to hatch the

eggs, because several eggs, which were procured from the Bolgodde

nests, were hatched in my house, being merely deposited in earth

which was kept damp and exposed to the rays of the sun.

While examining the nest that had been discovered by Mr.

Symonds, we were told by some natives who accompanied us, that

there was another nest, within a mile or two of the spot, which

had not yet been disturbed.

On visiting this second nest, we found it in all respects very like

the first, except that it was not so large, and that, besides the trench

which surrounded it, there were one or two holes in the swamp in

which the natives said that the old Crocodile was accustomed to lie.

Warned by the narrow escape which Mr. Symonds had when

examining the first nest, we approached very cautiously, expecting

an attack every moment, and when we were all assembled on the

edge of the trench surrounding the nest, we hesitated to cross it,

because it was when he was in the act of stepping across the trench,

that Mr. Symonds was first attacked by the other Crocodile,

which raised its formidable jaws directly beneath him, and would

no doubt have effectually put a stop to his proceedings, had he not

Y
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promptly discharged the contents of his fowling piece down her

throat.* On finding however that no Crocodile appeared, our con-

fidence returned; and at length one of our number ventured to

approach near enough to remove the top of the nest, and to take

away the eggs, of which he procured twenty-five.

On my expressing astonishment at the pacific conduct of the

parent Crocodile, and suggesting that it was probably absent in

pursuit of food, the natives who were with us expressed their con*

viction, that it was at that moment in the trench; but that it was

of a different caste from the first. Further enquiries have satisfied

me that this belief in the existence of two different species, or, as

the natives call them, castes, of Crocodiles is universal in the coun-

try; and Dr. J. Anderson, of the Indian Museum, Calcutta, informs

me that a similar belief prevails in Bengal respecting the Mugger,

which closely resembles the Crocodile of Ceylon, if it be not iden-

tical with it. One caste is said to confine itself to a fish diet, while

the other attacks human beings.

The former, called by the Sinhalese Elle Kimbola, or Grey

Crocodile, grows to a larger size than the more savage species, and

is said to be that which is found about Kornegalle. As I have

two thriving specimens, hatched from the eggs of the Crocodile

which attacked Mr. Symonds, and am promised one of the pro-

geny of that which submitted so quietly to the plundering of its

nest in my presence, I hope that I shall be able to ascertain, by

the aid of some eminent English Naturalist, whether they belong

to the same or to two different species. At present they present

no difference in appearance that an unscientific eye can detect.

I may mention that there is some difficulty in bringing up young

Crocodiles by hand, as they obstinately refuse every kind of food

that I have ever presented to them. One, which was brought to

me some years ago, died of inanition, although, for a week or ten

days that it was in my possession, I constantly tempted it with

* This shot was not, however, fatal ; for Mr. Symonds was subsequently

charged twice by, as he believes, the same crocodile.
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both flesh and fish. Those which 1 now have I feed by forcing

bits of raw meat down their throats with a stick, two or three times

a week. Under this treatment, they seem to thrive, having about

doubled in size since they left the egg;: but the operation is not a

pleasant one, and requires some dexterity, as their teeth are exceed-

ingly sharp, and they lose no opportunity of turning upon the hand

that feeds them.
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Native Medicinal Oils.

The processes, by which all Medicinal oils are prepared, would

seem to be almost the same, except in the case of a few.

The general process followed in these preparations, is this:—-

The drugs prescribed for the first decoction, being cut up and

pounded together, are put into a vessel (earthen or copper) with

well-water four times the weight of the drugs; the whole is then

gauged by means of a piece of stick, on which accordingly a mark

is put to denote the quantity, and three times as much water is

again added. This is boiled down to a quarter of the whole or

until it is reduced to the mark. The boiling must go on very

slowly, continuing for seven days. Sometimes the juices of certain

plants are substituted for this docoction.

This first decoction being then strained is put into a vessel,

generally copper, with oil (Sessamum or other as the case may be)

equal to a quarter of it in weight, and is next boiled with a medi-

cal composition, called " Kalhe" compounded of a number of me-

dicinal drugs well ground together, which kalke itself must, in

weight, be equal to a quarter of the oil. The boiling of this, which

may be called the second decoction, is continued for nearly five

days more, except where juices are used instead of the first decoc-

tion, in which case, the boiling should not exceed three days.

When the Kalke assumes the consistency of Bees' wax, the vessel

is taken off the fire, and the liquid being then well strained, becomes,

the Medicinal Oil.

Oils. No. \.—Sidharte Tide.

First Decoction.

Bely—-ZEgle marmelos, Corr.

Middy—Premna serratifolia, Linn,
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Totilla— Calosnnthes indica, Blume.

Palol—Spathodea adenophylla, D C.

Etdemata—Gmelina Rheedei, Hook.

Aswenna —Alysicarpus vaginalis, D C.

Polpala—iErva lanafca, Juss.

Endero—Ricinis communis, Linn.

Batu—Solanum Indicum, Linn.

Bewille—Sida species.

Take the roots of these in equal quantities, add them together,

and the roots of Satavaria, Asparagus racemosus.

Pound them well and put all in a vessel with four times their

weight of water. Put a mark, and then add three times the same

quantity of water. Boil down the whole to a quarter.

Second Decoction.

Strain and put this first decoction into a clean vessel, with

Sessamum oil and cow's milk, each equal to a quarter of it in

weight. Then add Kalke composed of the following ingredients,

by grinding them together with cold water.

Satepuspe—Anethum sowa seed.

Wadekaha—Acorus calamus.

Inguru— Ginger.

Savindelunu—Rock salt.

Maha Arathe—Alpinia Galanga Linn.

Sulu Arathe—?

Ensaal—Cardamoms

.

Dewedaare—Pinus Deodar.

Sandoon—Sandal.

Kottan—Aucklandia Costus, Falk.

Galmade—Talc.

Amukkera—Withania somnifera, Dun.

Meretemiris—Pepper.

Jatamanse—Nardostachys Jatamansi, D C.

Welmadete—Rubia cordifolia.

These should be taken in equal quantities, and when added to-

gether, the whole must be equal, in weight, to a quarter of the oil
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taken. All this must be boiled until the water is completely ex-

hausted, and the Kalke assumes the consistency of Bee's wax.

Then strain the oil.

Virtues.

In all cases of pain in the sides, &c, Rheumatic or otherwise,,

the oil may be rubbed over the parts affected; if the ailment be

severe, a table spoonful to be internally applied,—immediate relief

is certain. Females far advanced in pregnancy may safely drink

this oil in cases of pain in the chest and abdomen. This is also

good for diseases in the ear and head, seven or eight drops may

be applied to the ear and a little rubbed on the head. This oil is

of a cold temperament, and is specially adapted for persons who

suffer from excessive heat in the system.

It may be safely used in cases of illness among children.

No. 2.— Yaamedewe Kase Tiele.

Make the First decoction of the following drugs by boiling them

in the manner prescribed.

Roots of Wara—Calatropis gigantea, R. Br.

Navehandy —Euphorbia Tirucalli, Linn.

Karande—Pongamia glabra, Vent.

Totile—Calosanthes Indica, Blume.

Waila—Gynandropsis penfcaphylla, D. C.

Patuk—Euphorbia nereifolia, Linn.

Yakevanasse—Anisomeles ovata, R. Br.

Yakberiye—Crotalaria laburnifolia, Linn.

Welrukattene—Oyptolepis Buchanani, Roem. et Sch,

Kurundo—Cinnamon.

Lonuvarene—Cratoeva Roxburghii, R. Br.

Saksande—Aristolochia Indica, Linn.

Batu— Solanum Indicum, Linn.

Ratnetul—Plumbago rosea, Linn.

Tombe—Leucas zeylanica, R. Br.

Kariville—Momordica Charantia, Linn.

Madarutala—Ocimuin canum, Linn.
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Bely—iEgle marmelos, Corr.

Cohombe—Azaderachta Indica, Ad. de Juss.

Painburu—Limonia Missionis, Wall.

Hingorupatta— Acacia concinna, D. C.

Eremudu—Erythrina Indica, Lam.

Murunga—Moringa pterygosperma, Goert.

Niyede— Sanseviera zeylanica, Willd.

Kukurumaan—Randia uliginosa, D. C.

Siviye—Chavica Chuvya, Moq.

Nike—Vitex Negundo, Linn.

Inguru— Ginger.

Second Decoction.

Take the following oils in equal quantities, so that the whole

may be equal to a quarter of the first decoction.

Sessamum oil-

Castor oil

—

Mee-oil—Expressed from the seed of Bassia longifolia.

Cohombe-oil—Margosa.

Next add kalke made of the following ingredients taken in equal

proportions.

Seeds of Daluk—Euphorbia antiquorum, Linn.

Moonemal—Mimusops elengi, Linn.

Medelle—Barringtoina racemosa, Rox.

Rukpenere—Sapindus emarginatus, Yahl.

Puhui-—Benincasa cerifera, Lavi.

Dette—Baliospermum polyandrum, Wight.

Kekiry—Cucumis, sp.

Nelly—Phyllanthus Emblica, Linn.

Mee—Bassia longifolia.

Siviye—Chavica Chuvya, Moq.

Trastevalu—Ipomcea turpethum, R. Br.

Kaluduru—Black cummin seed, Nigella sativa, Lirni.

Sududuru—White cummin seed.

Asemodegan—Parsley.

Inguru—Ginger.
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Miris—Pepper.

Tippily—Long pepper.

Arelu- Terminalia Chebula, Retz.

Bulu—Terminalia Belerica,Roxb. fruit.

Nelly—Phyllanthus Emblica, Linn.

Noce—Nutmeg.

Wasawasi—Mace.

Krabo—Clove.

Suduloonu—Garlic,

Wadekaha—Acorus calamus.

Peronkayan—Assa foetida.

Seenakkaaran.

Palmaanikkan— Blue vitriol.

Savindelunu—Rock salt.

Yavekarelunu—Nitre.

Soweselunu—Natron.

Balal lonu.

Harankaha—Curcuma Zerumbet, Rox„

Satepuspe—Anethum sowa, Rox.

Welmee—Liquorice.

Kottan.—Auck Iaudia Costus,Falk.

Maasakka—Oak Galls.

Boil these for five days, and strain the oil.

Virtues.

This oil cures all boils in the throat. It renders the aid of the

Surgeon unnecessary, even in cases, in which it had at first appeared

to be indispensable. Even cases which had resisted the utmost

skill of the Surgeon, have often yielded to the application of this

oil, when such application had been made after mere opening of

the boil. In cases of boils inside the throat, it should be drunk

by the patient, about a Tea-spoonful at a time, once or twice a day

In other cases it may be rubbed over the boil.

In cases of scrofulous tumours round the neck, the oil should be

rubbed over them and they should be fomented with burnt salt.
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No. 3.— Wiridukomaarc Tiele.

Make the First decoction of the following drugs..

Hoots of Garide—
Lonuvarene— Cratoeva Roxburghii, Wall.

Waraa— Calatropis Gigantea, R. Br,

Totile—-Calosanthes Indica, Bl.

Seenuk—Euphorbia Tortillis, RottL

Enderu—Ricinis Communis,

Karende—Pongamia Glabra.

Beville—-Sida Sp.

Ratnetul—Plumbago Rosea, Linn.

Nike—Vitex Negundo.

Daluk—-Euphorbia Antiquorum, Linn.

Second Decoction.

Take equal quantities of the following oils, so that the whole

may be equal to l-4th of the First decoction.

Sessamum oil

—

Castor oil.

Mee-oil—Bassia Longifolia.

Cow-ghee.

Cohambe oil—Margosa.

Next make "Kalke" of the following ingredients.

Seeds of Pusvel—Entada scandens, Benth.

Cumburu—Guilandina Bonduc, Linn

Karende—Pongamia glabra.

Arelu—Terminalia Chebula, Linn.

Bulu—Terminalia Bilirica, Linn.

Nelly—Phyllanthus emblica.

Sududuru—White cummin seed.

Caluduru—Black cummin seed.

Asemodegan—Parsley.

Sadikka—Nutmeg.

Kraboe— Clove.

Wasawasi—-Mace.
z
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Kottemally—Coriander.

Uluva—-Trigonella Fcenum-groecum, Linn.

Peronkayan—Assa footida-

Suduloonu—Garlic.

Inguru—Ginger.

Miris—Pepper.

Tippily—Long pepper.

Boil these and strain the oil.

Virtues.

A remedy for all "Sanny" diseases, fits arising from excessive

cold, especially in child birth, and oppression in the chest. To be

applied internally and poured in the ears and nostrils.

For all pains and "Andevayo", Hydrocele, it is to be rubbed on

the parts—and for costiveness of the bowels it is to be rubbed on

the abdomen and fomentations must be applied.

This has also the effect of instantly warming the blood.

No. 4.— Wajjrekaanty Tiele.

Make the First decoction of Bewille roots.

Second Decoction.

Take each of the following liquids equal to the weight of the

First decoction.

Juice of Kidaran-alle—Roots of Amorphophalius campanula-

tus, Bl.

Tender cocoanut water.

Cow's milk.

Then take a quantity of Sessamum oil equal to one- sixteenth of

the aggregate weight of the First decoction and the other three

liquids.

Next add "Kalke" equal in weight to one-fourth of the Sessa-

mum oil, by grinding together the following ingredients in equal

quantities.

Dewedaare—Pinus Deodar.

Kalanduru—Cyperus rotundus.
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Satepuspe—Anethum sowa.

Inguru—Ginger.

Kaha—Curcuma longa.

Wenivel—Coscinium fenestratum, Golebr.

Kottan—Auckandia Costus, Falk.

Kattekumtchal—Frankincense.

Ensaal—Cardamoms.

Kurundopotu—Cinnamon bark.

Namal-reno—Pollen of Iron-wood flower.

Sandun— Sandal wood.

Hore-aretu—Core of the Dipterocarpus zeylanicus, Thw.

Nelun-alle—Nelumbium speciosum-root.

Boil all these as usual, and strain the oil.

Virtues.

Good for all sorts of diseases, to be drunk, or rubbed over the

parts affected, or to be applied to the nose. This is particularly suc-

cessful! in cases of boils in the throat, and mouth, and Gum-boils,

as well as all asthmatic diseases even in children

.

No. 5.— Vaate murtu Tiele,

Substitue the Juice of the following plants for the First decoction.

Mowekeeriye— Sarcostemma viminale.

Waraa—Calatropis gigantea

Daluk—Euphorbia antiquorum.

Kansa—Hemp.

Nike—Vitex, Negundo.

Timbiri—Diospyros glutinifera.

Extract the juice of the leaves of the first five plants, and of the

bark of the last plant, and take them in equal quantities.

Next take the following oils in equal quantities, so as to make

the whole equal to a quarter of the composition ofthe above juices.

Mee-oil —Extracted from the seeds of Bassia longifolia.

Sessamum-oil.

Castor- oil.
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Cow-ghee.

Cocoanut-oil.

Then make "Kalke" of the following ingredients.

Kaha—Curcuma Longa.

Wenivel—Coscinium fenestratum.

Tippily—Long Pepper.

Peronkayan—Assa fcetida.

Moonemal-ete—Seeds of Mimusops elengi.

Sodulunu—Garlic.

These should be taken in equal quantities, so that the whole

when added together, may be equal to a quarter of the weight or

the oils above mentioned. Boil every thing together during three

days, until the "Kalhe" assumes the consistency of Bees' wax, and

strain the oil.

Virtues.

Good for all diseases arising from the morbid or excited state of

the windy humour. This oil is of a warm temperament and ad-

apted to persons frequently subject to cold sensations. In all cases

of pains it is to be rubbed over the parts affected.

No. 6.

—

Koleslesma Tiele.

Extract the juice of

—

Batu-fruit-—A species of the night shade.

Kukurumaan fruit—Randia uliginosa, D. C.

Demette fruit—Gmelina Asiatica.

Pusvel—Entada scandens.

Hinguruvel—Gueilandina Bonduc.

Niyede—Sanseviera zeylanica.

Pupule leaves—Vernonia zeylanica, Less.

Embuldoddan— Citrus aurantium.

Iremusu roots—Hemidesmus indicus.

Sooduloonu—Garlic.

Inguru— Ginger.

Welaa roots— Gynandropsis pentaphylla.
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Eremudu leaves—Erythrina indica.

Kuppeveniye leaves—Acalypha Indica.

Murunga bark—Moringa pterygosperma.

Take these juices in equal quantities instead of the First decoc-

tion, add cocoanut milk equal to a quarter of the whole of the

juices, Sessamum oil equal to half the cocoanut milk, and the same

quantity Of Castor oil.

Next make "Kalke" of equal quantities of the following ingre-

dients, so that it may equal a quarter of the Sessamum and Castor oils,

Dewedare—Pinus Deodar.

Welmee—Liquorice.

Savindelunu— Rock salt.

Wasavaasi—Mace.

Seenakkaaran

—

Tippily-—Long pepper.

Yavekarelunu—Nitre.

Trastevaalu—Ipomoea turpethum,

Asemodagan—Parsley.

Akkrepatta—Pellitony of Spain.

Galis—Gardenia latifolia.

Kaluduru—Black cummin seed.

Snduduru—White cummin seed.

Karaboe—Clove.

Noce—Nutmeg.

Palmaanikkan—Blue vitriol.

Arelu—Terminalia Chebula.

Bulu—Terminalia Belerica.

Nelly—Phyllanthus Emblica.

Boil all these as usual, and strain the oil at the end of three days.

Virtues.

Believes diseases characterized by an excess of Phlegm, such as

oppression in the chest, boils inside the throat, Gum-boils, and all

kinds of " Sanny " convulsion arising from a morbid state of the

three humours.

To be taken internally and rubbed over the body.
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No. 7.— Vissassineely Tiele.

Take the Juices of the leaves of the following plants in equal

proportion.

Aweriye—Indigo plant.

Attene—Stramonium.

Naa—Iron wood tree

Kaha—Turmeric.

Erremudu—Erythriua Indica.

Aswenne—Alysicarpus vaginalis.

Nike—Vitex Negundo.

Daluk—Euphorbia antiquorum.

Magulkarende—Pongamia glabra.

Katukarendo—Barleria prionitis.

Siviye—Chavica Chuvya.

Kariville—Momordica charantia.

Wang Eppelle—Justicia adhadota.

Puak—Areca

Tippily—Long pepper.

Telekeeriye—Exceecaria agallocha.

Wailaa— Gyandropsis pentaphylla.

Patuk—Euphorbia nereifolia.

Cohombe—Margosa.

Getetumbe—Leucas zeylanica

Keekerendeye—Eclipta erecta, Linn.

Maaraa—Adenanthera pavonina Linn.

Kalukammeriya— Solarium.

Katurumurunga—Agati grandiflora.

Totile—Calosanthes Indica.

Godemanel—Crinum ornatum, Herb.

Wasetel—Ipomoea sepiara, Konig.

Karal Sebo — Achyranthes aspera, Linn.

Niyede—Sanseviera zeylanica.

Polpala—^Erva lanata, Juss.

Bely— CEgle mavmelos,
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Poataa

—

Yakberiye—Crotalaria laburnifolia.

Pawatta—Pavetta Indica.

Andutala—A species of Ocymum.

Wadekaha—Acorus calamus.

And the juices of Polbadda—Cabbage of the cocoanut tree.

Soduloonu— Garlic.

Mix a quantity of human urine equal to one-tenth of all these

juices put together. Add also Sessamum oil equal to one-tenth of

the aggregate weight of the whole. Next make "Kalke" of the

following drugs.

Kurundupotu—Cinnamon bark.

Ensaal —Cardamoms.

Inguru—Gin ger.

Miris—Pepper.

Tippily—Long pepper.

Kollankole—Pogostemon Heyneanum

.

Noce—Nutmeg.

Wasawaasy—Mace.

Kraaboe—Clove.

Peronkayan—Assa foetida.

Gajetippily—A species of long pepper.

Kelende-ete—Holarrhena mitis, R. Br.

Waddekaha—Acorus calamus.

Saarene—Trianthema decandra, root.

Katerolu—Clitorea ternatea, Linn.

Olinde-ete— Seed of Abrus precatorius.

Patuk root—A species of Euphorbia.

Amukkera—Withania somnifera, Dun.

Madurutala—Ocimum canum, Linn.

These must be taken in equal quantities, and the whole when

prepared, should be equal in weight, to one-fourth of the oil taken.

Boil three days.

Virtues.

For all serpent-bites to be taken internally, a table-spoonful, and
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rubbed on the wound. If the patient lose his senses, a few drops

may be applied to the nostrils and eyes.

This will be found equally efficacious in cases of poison.

No. 8,—ITeneraaje Tiele*

First Decoction.

Wenivelgete— Cosciniuni fenestratum.

Pananpety.

Eoots of Etdemete—Gmelina Rheedei.

Ankende—Acronychia pedunculata, Walp.

Magulkarende—Pongamia glabra.

Anoedaa—Abutilon sp.

Welaa—Gynandropsis pentaphylla.

Kurundu—Cinnamon.

Nike—Vitex Negundo,

Wara—Calatropis gigantea.

Iremusu—Hemidesmus indicus.

Dehi—Lime.

Embuldodan—Citrus aurantium.

Second Decoction.

To this First decoction add juices of:

—

Batu fruit—A species of the night shade.

Demete do.—A species of Gmelina.

Kukurumaan do.—Randia uliginosa.

Dehi do,—Lime.

Dodang do.— Citrus aurantium.

Kaameranka—Averrhoa Carambola.

Goreke do.— Garcinia Cambogia.

Inguru—Ginger.

Pusul—Ash pumpkin.

Annasy—Pine apple.

Heeresse— Cissus edulis, Dalz.

These juices must be taken in equal quantities, and the whole

must equal the First decoction in weight.
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Next add Sessamum oil.

Mee oil—Bassia longifolia.

Castor oil.

Cow ghee.

Xoliombe oil-— Margosa.

Cocoanut oil.

These oils must also be taken in equal quantities, so as to make

the whole equal to one-eighth of the First decoction and thejuices

put together.

Then make "Kalke" of the following ingredients, taken in equal

proportions, so that the whole Kalke may be equal to one-fourth of

the oils.

Areloo—Terminalia Chebula.

Buiu—Terminalia Belerica.

Nelly—Phyllanthus Emblica.

Inguru—- Ginger.

Suduloonu— Garlic.

Abe—Mustard.

Miris—Pepper.

Sewese-lunu—Natron.

Sawinde-lunu—Rocksalt.

Balal-lunu.

Yavekare-lunu.

Lewa-lunu—Common salt.

Savukkaarang—
Degal.

Oluva—Trigonella Foenum Groecum.

Manoseele—Eed arsenic.

Hiriyal.

Aankarang.

Seenakkaarang.

Navesaarang—Muriate of ammonia.

Penerepotu—Bark of Sapindus emarginatus.

Boil as usual, and strain the oil.

b 1
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Virtues.

Relieves all sorts of Sanny-eonvulsion arising from a morbid,

state of the three humours. To be taken internally and applied to

the nose and eyes,

JVo. 9.

—

Kayteke Tiele.

Take the juice of Wetekeyya roots, Pandanus odoratissimus and

cow milk in equal quantities. Then take Sessamum oil equal to

one-eighth of the weight of both.

Next add "Kalke" made of the following ingredients, which,

when ground, must equal one-fourth of the oil.

Sandun—Sandal.

Welmee—Liquorice.

Kottan—Aucklandia Costus.

Kurundu—Cinnamon.

Ensaal—Cardamom

.

Kollankole—Pogosternon Heyneanum.

Hingurupiyely—Ksempferia Galanga

.

Kalanduru—Cyperus rotund us.

Koketiye—Aponogeton crispus.

Orulesaltang—Civet musk.

Dewedaare—Pinus Deodar.

Sevenne-roots—Andropogon muricatum.

Iriveriye do.—Plectranthus zeylanicus.

Sirivedy-beville do.— Sida species.

Kapukinisse seeds—Abelmoschus moschatus.

Jataamaanse-—Indian spikenard.

Boil these for three days and strain the oil.

Virtues.

Relieves all diseases arising from the vitiated or heated states of

the blood, such as rheumatic pains, and to be drunk, or rubbed on

the parts affected.

No. 10.—C'handrekaanty Tiele.

The juice of Wetekeyya roots and cow milk in equal proportions
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Sessamum and Castor oils equal to one-eighth of the juice and

milk.

Kalke made of the following drugs equal to one-fourth ofthe oil

as usual.

Dewedaare—Pinus Deodar.

Weimee—Liquorice.

Iriveriye roots—Pleotfranthus zeylanicus.

Samedera roots—Samadera Indica.

Lotsumbulu bark—Symplocos racemosa.

Hingurupiyely—Kaempferia Galanga.

Pambemul.

Kuppeveniye—Acalypha Indica.

Keekirindiye— Eclipta erecta.

Ingini seeds— Strychnos potatorum,

Orulesattang—Civet musk.

Kayippoo—Catechu.

Olinde roots—Abrus precatorius,

Kalanduru—Cyperus rotundus.

Bintamburu roots—Ipomsea rugosa*

Arelu— Terminalia Chebula.

Bulu—Terminalia Belerica.

Nelly—Phyllanthus Emblica.

Sandon—Sandal.

Boil these for three days.

Virtues.

Relieves Headache, heat in the brain and eyes, causing a cons-

tant flow of tears. Good for all diseases of the head arising from

heat. This is a very mild oil, and good fdr daily use by rubbing

on the head.

No. 11.— Dewemurtuhumaare Tielc.

Take the juices of

Mee-roots—Bassia longifolia.

Kurundu do.—Cinnamon.

Waraa do.—Galatropis Giganteai
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Magulkarende do* «-Pongamia glabra.

These must be taken in equal proportions, as also the following

juices, so as to make the latter equal to the former.

The juice of Kinikiriye leaves—Cochlospermum Gossypium.

Attene leaves—Stramonium.

Keekirindiye leaves—Eclipta erecta.

Mugunevenne do.—Alternanthera sessilis.

Madurutala do.—A species of basil.

Leeme do.—Dolichos catjang.

Kapperevalliya do.—Coleus aromaticus.

Iriveriye do.—Plectranthus zeyianicus,

Satavaariye do.—Asparagus racemosus.

Ahu do.—Morinda citrifolia.

Welaa do.—Gynandropsis pentaphylla.

Nike do.—Vitex Negundo.

Then add a similar quantity of cocoanut milk, thus you will

have the two compositions of the juices and cocoanut milk—all the

three in equal proportions.

Next add so much of the following oils, to be taken in equal

quantities— as wall be proportionate to one-eighth of the whole of

these liquids.

Castor oil.

Mee oil—-Bassia longifolia.

Cow-ghee.

Kohmbe oil—Margosa.

Lastly make the "Kalke" of the following ingredients, which

must, when ground together, equal one-fourth of the oils.

Kaluduru—-Black cummin seed.

Sududuru—White cummin seed.

Suduloonu—Garlic.

Perunkaayan—Assa fcetida.

Kraboe—Clove.

Wasawase—Mace.

Sad ikka—Nutmeg.

Asemodegan --Parsley.
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Pepiliye—Hedyotis racemosa.

Nerivisse—Aconiturn ferox.

Palmaanikkan—Blue vitriol.

Savindelunu—Rock salt.

Welniee—Liquorice,

Abing—Opium.

Harankaha—Curcuma zerumbet.

Atkaha—Turmeric.

Arelu—Terminalia Chebula.

Bulu—Terminalia Belerica.

Nelly—Phyllanthus Emlica.

Inguru—Ginger

.

Kattekumathal—Frankincense.

Jataamaanse—Indian spikenard.

Wadekaha—Acorus calamus.

Sevenne roots—Andropogon muricatum.

Iriveriye roots—Plectrantbus zeylanicus.

Hingurupiyely—Kempferia Galanga.

Viidummella—A species of resin.

Boil tbese for seven days, using cinnamon wood for fuel.

Virtues.

To be rubbed on the head and applied to the ear and nose in all

cases of Sanny. This oil will readily restore warmth. It is also

•very efficacious in cases of cholera, for restoring warmth and relie-

ving cramps.

No. 12.— Gadu Tiele.

Take the Juices of Muruwa leaves, Marsdenia tenacissisna;

Magulwaaraa Do.—a species of Adenanthera, in equal quantities?

and cocoanut oil equal to a quarter of both these Juices put together,

Kalka.

Sududuru—White Cummin seed

Kaluduru—Black Cummin seed.

Kcndegan— Sulphur.
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Suduloonu—Garlic

Boil these three days.

Virtues.

Cures all incipient boils, when rubbed and fomented with burnt

salt.

—

No. 13.

—

Brungamaleke Tiele.

Take the Juice of Kekirindie—Eclipta erecta, and

Nelly fruit—Phyllanthus Emblica

With cow milk and Sessamum oil

All in equal quantities ; mix them together, and to the weight of

one-sixty-fourth of this composition, take Welmee, liquorice which

being ground, must be boiled with the liquids, for three days.

Virtues.

Relieves heat in the head and eyes, attended with constant flow

of tears, blackens the hair and cures all headaches, to be rubbed

on the head.

No. l^.—Seepathe Tiele.

Make the First decoction of the bark of the Maadam tree

—

-

Syzygium Jambolanum.

Second Decoction.

Sessamum oil equal to J of the First decoction.

Kalka.

Inguru—Ginger.

Miris—Pepper.

Tippily—Long Pepper.

Arelu—Terminalia Chebula.

Bulu—Terminalia Belerica fruit.

Nelly—Phylanthus Emblica.

Wenevel—Coscinium fenestratum.

Kaha—Turmeric.

Boil these for three days.
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Virtues.

A cure for Elephantiasis. The oil should be rubbed on the

head and the legs, twice a day. This application must be continu-

ed for one month, when it is certain to give relief.

No. 15.

—

Balakorande Tiele.

First Decoction.

Bewille—Sida species.

Katokarendo—Phoberos C certnerii.

Second Decoction.

Sessamum oil equal to a quarter of the First decoction. Cow

milk four times as much as oil.

Kalka Sandun— Sandal.

Kattekumatchal—Frankincense,

Kottan—Aucklandia Costus.

Ensaal—Cardamum.

Hingurupiyely—Kempferia galanga.

Iremusu—Hemidesmus indicus.

Agil—Logwood

Kideatuttan

.

Satepuspe—Anethum sowa.

Amukkera—Withania Somnifera.

Jeweeke—Seweya.

Vresembeke.

Jataamaanse—Indian spikenard,

Welmee—Liquorice.

Dewedara—Pinus Deodar.

Savindelunu—Rock salt.

Eatnetul—Plumbago rosea.

Asemodegam—Parsley.

Per,unkayan—Assa fsetida.

Tippily—Long pepper.

Munwenne.

Maswenna.
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Inguru—Ginger.

Walga miris— Piper Sylvestre.

These must be taken in equal quantities and the whole when

ground together must be equal to
-J

of the oil.

Virtues.

For all pains in the system, nervous debility, and oppression in

the chest. To be drunk and rubbed over the parts affected, and

applied to the nose.

This paper was found among the Society's papers without any

name .attached to it.—It is believed to have been the production

of the late Dr. Pieris of Kandy, who paid considerable attention

to Native Materia Medica.

The Botanical names given of the plants have been corrected,

and those not given added by Mr, Ferguson F. L, S,


